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Timelines of History.....

July, 2010

Sixtv-Five Years Since ...

N egros Oriental
. ,,Bohol & Mindanao
13 October 1942 --Guadalcanal
March, 1943 -- Fiji for recovery
Christmas 1943 -- Bougainville
January 1945 -- Leyte
Apri I 1945 -- Cebu
April 1945 --1 st & 2nd Battalions were
sent to Negros Oriental, while the
3rd Bn went to Bohol & Mindanao.

120 Days Since ...

''They Were Ready''
Book Debut!!
Artwork by
Doug Burtell

The kickoff event
was held on 5 April
201 O. During the
next 30 days, we
sold, consigned,
mailed, & delivered
an average of
60 books a day!!

Order yours now!
Story Pages 28-31

The 164th On Negros, Bohol, & Mindanao
From "Citizens as Soldiers' by Cooper & Smith
While the 1st and 2nd battalions were on their way to attack the enemy near
Bagbag Ridge, Cebu, the 3rd Battalion received orders to invade the Philippine
island of Bohol. Just east of Cebu, Bohol had an area almost as large as Cebu,
though it had little strategic value other than its location. Intelligence reports
indicated there were probably fewer than 350 Japanese there, of whom less than
half were combat troops. Over 4,500 Filipino guerrillas were also on Bohol, but they
were untrained and poorly armed. Their assignment had been to harass the
Japanese and, in particular, prevent them from obtaining supplies of food. The
Americans also counted on them for specific information as to the size and location
of the Japanese force. After landing on Bohol on 9 April 1945, a day ahead of
schedule, an advance party from division headquarters and the 164th conferred with
guerrilla leaders who controlled the landing area. The party learned little about the
Japanese at Bohol.
On 10 April the 3rd Battalion made its landing near the only town of the
island, Tagbilaran. Artillery, signal, ordnance, engineer, quartermaster, and medical detachments accompanied
the battalion. Having encountered no opposition during the landing, the men began to patrol in search of the
Japanese. Bohol had a good road system that enabled the fast deployment of troops in the search, but for
nearly five frustrating days the battalion found no Japanese. Guerrilla reports did not help, as one said that the
enemy was holed up about five miles north of the town while another said that the Japanese had broken up
into several small groups seeking cover from the Americans. They were both wrong. On 15 April, a
reconnaissance patrol made contact with the enemy near the center of the island. Companies K and L, closest
to the area, both hastily made their way to assigned positions in preparation for an attack.
The Japanese had chosen to make their first stand on a ridge that contained some natural caves, but
because they lacked strong defenses, the attack of the two companies drove them off the ridge. That night the
Japanese launched three counterattacks, all repulsed, and they began to scatter in search of cover. The two
companies pursued relentlessly while groups of fifteen or twenty of the enemy took turns fighting rear-guard
action. Then, on 20 April, Company 1 found about 150 more Japanese near the site of the first battle, attacked,
and drove the enemy out of their defenses where they abandoned most of their precious supplies. Now the
three line companies of the battalion were all in hot pursuit of the harried Japanese. By 25 April, the Americans
had destroyed the bulk of the enemy force and the remaining Japanese had scattered throughout the island in
an attempt to escape the Americans and guerrillas. On 29 April, the 3rd Battalion, except for Company I, went
back to Cebu. After another week of fruitless patrolling in search of the Japanese, Company I also returned to
Cebu. The battalion had lost 7 men killed and 14 wounded on Bohol while it had killed at least 104 of the
enemy and taken 14 prisoners of war. When the war ended, approximately 50 Japanese on the island
surrendered.
The Bohol campaign had turned out to be more of a footrace than other engagements experienced by
men of the 164th. But consider the plight of Lieutenant Hadashi Watanabe who commanded the Japanese
force there. After having led his men to the center of the island to form as good a defense as possible in the
ridges and caves of that area, he then received a radio message that instructed him not to engage the
Americans but rather to go to the coast, confiscate native boats, and move his men by water to the island of
Negros. Bohol did not offer much cover for moving a company of men from the center to the coast, however,
for much of its land was under cultivation and the island had little rain forest or jungle to conceal troop
movement. Evidently Watanabe tried to fight and then run, and succeeded in neither, though he did escape to
Negros.
Shortly before the 3rd Battalion had finished its assignment on Bohol, the 1st and 2nd battalions
received orders to prepare for an amphibious landing on the Philippine Island of Negros. That island had
already seen some intensive fighting, the 40th Infantry Division and 503rd Parachute Regiment having fought
an enemy force of over 13,500 men in the northern and western sectors. The Americans had the help of about
14,000 guerrillas who, though only half of them were armed, controlled nearly two-thirds of the island. But the
guerrillas lacked the training, artillery, and heavy weapons needed to take the offensive, so they often had
defensive assignments- to hold areas already taken by the Americans. Approximately one regiment of these
guerrillas, over 3,000 in number, was attached to the 164th for the operation in southeastern Negros.
The area of Negros in which the two battalions of the 164th were to engage the enemy was not very
large, measuring about twenty miles from east to west and thirty miles from north to south, but it contained
some of the most rugged terrain ever encountered by the men. It also had a narrow coastal plain. As the men
moved inland, they soon ran into foothills and then mountains, the mountains consisting of a cluster of jagged,
forested volcanic peaks culminating in Mt. Cuernos de Negros, over six thousand feet above sea level and
only about seven miles from the shore. The dissected nature of the terrain around these mountains made it
impossible for the troops to use any type of vehicular transportation.
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164th on N egros, Bohol, & Mindanao

(cont...)

While the men of the 164th had the usual artillery and service
units in support, it also had a tank platoon available for its operation.
Needless to say, the tank unit saw limited action. Perhaps worse for
the infantry, the terrain placed some limitations on the use of the
artillery. The advent of the rainy season shortly after the campaign got
under way compounded these problems, for the rains caused
washouts and small landslides on the few roads the engineers had
constructed in the foothills.
Colonel Satoshi Oie, who commanded the Japanese troops in
the southeast part of Negros, knew this rugged terrain well and chose to use it to the fullest advantage.
Divisional intelligence estimated his force at about eight hundred men, but recent escapees from Cebu, Leyte,
and Bohol had swelled these ranks to over thirteen hundred, though less than a thousand of the total had
combat training and experience. Making good use of the noncombat soldiers and sailors under his command,
the colonel organized them into small units, some of which he ordered to infiltrate American lines and cause
whatever damage they could with demolition charges. Still others of these small units served as rear-guard
deterrent forces while the main body of Japanese retreated to higher ground farther inland. The journals of the
164th quite accurately referred to these units as "suicide squads."
On 24 and 25 April the men and equipment of the 1st and 2nd battalions boarded the Landing Craft
Infantry and Landing Craft Medium. Although the Landing Craft Infantry had about a thirty-five percent overload
due to a shortage of these craft, naval officers considered them safe because the Americans had complete
mastery of the seas and air, and the voyage was short. On the morning of 26 April 1945, the 1st Battalion,
followed by the 2nd, waded ashore not far from Dumaguete, the provincial capitol and a city of over twenty-two
thousand. Ironically, it was the first beachhead to be taken by the men of these two battalions and, unknown to
them, the beginning of their last operation. The landing took place without casualties, the Japanese having
abandoned their positions in the area and moved to higher ground inland. Shortly after coming ashore, officers
of the 164th met with those of the guerrillas and of the 40th Infantry Division who had come down the eastern
shoreline. From them the 164th learned little about the disposition of the Japanese, so the two battalions
began to fan out with patrols to find the enemy.
The 1st Battalion proceeded up the coastal plain toward Dumaguete along a road that the government
of Negros had generously designated Highway 1. Guerrillas had informed the Americans of a large number of
Japanese pillboxes and land mines in the city, but these reports had been exaggerated. The Japanese had
abandoned the pillboxes, and the troops found only four mines, which had been made from bombs and were
easily discovered. Dumaguete fell to the Americans without firing a shot, though not without incident. As the
men of the 164th approached the far side of the city, shots rang out. The battle-wise veterans could tell from
their sound that they had not come from Japanese weapons. Instead they had come from some overly zealous
guerrillas who had mistaken the Americans for Japanese but soon recognized their error and ceased firing.
Fortunately, because the guerrillas lacked firing skill, no casualties resulted from the error in identity.
The 2nd Battalion began its movement inland along a road and then established a defensive perimeter
shortly before darkness set in. It received some machine gun and mortar fire but had no casualties. That night,
when about twenty-five of the enemy tried to infiltrate the Americans' line, the alert men placed small-arms fire
on them and the next morning the battalion found twelve Japanese and three Filipino dead in their front.
(Regimental records refer to Filipino collaborators as "hostile" or "unfriendly.") Continuing its advance up the
road the next day, Company E captured one Japanese soldier and two Filipino civilians, whom they interned
for future interrogation, and four Japanese trucks. In clearing the area west of Dumaguete, the 1st Battalion
discovered no enemy but did find fifteen Japanese vehicles, two generators, a searchlight, and several
machine guns. Some of the latter had been stripped from aircraft and modified for use by the infantry.
On the afternoon of their third day on Negros, the men of the 164th began to run into the first of several
defensive positions held by Colonel Oie. Making full use of the higher terrain, Colonel Oie had placed men on
knobs at the end of steep ridges where they had a good view of the Americans moving parallel to those ridges.
Sometimes the Japanese fired on the Americans as soon as they came into sight, but occasionally they waited
until the invaders were nearing another knob, at which time both positions opened fire. Since the infantrymen
could not scale many of the ridges in the face of enemy fire without sustaining prohibitive casualties, they
called upon mortars, artillery, and even light bombers to reduce these positions. As the pressure on the
Japanese became too intense, they withdrew on the far side of the ridge to take up or reinforce similar
positions farther inland. Company F was the first to experience the difficulties in assaulting one of these
positions when, on the afternoon of 28 April, it attacked a ridge and lost five men killed and eight wounded
without attaining the objective. The men of the 164th decided to adapt their tactics to this situation by having
artillery observers in light aircraft take a close look at the ridges from the air, the engineers having already
completed an airstrip for light planes on the coastal plain. The 164th now had the unique experience of looking
down upon these light planes as they took off and wound their way upward toward the next ridge, eventually reaching the same altitude as the fighting.
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164th on Negros, Bohol, & MindanaO(cont...)
On 30 April 1945, the strong resistance of some of the
Japanese defenses prompted the commanding officer, Colonel William J. Mahoney, the sixth consecutive
Regular Army man to command the regiment, to try a flanking movement. He redeployed the 1st Battalion so
that it could attack the enemy defenses from the north while 2nd Battalion attacked from the east. The 1st
Battalion left its position, returned to the nearest road, and took vehicles in a route resembling a large U-turn.
After that it had a nine-hour trek or foot to arrive at its point of departure, a small mountain village. But when
the battalion arrived there, it found no village, even though it had followed the map precisely. A Filipino scout
then informed the battalion commander that the village lay nearly two miles away. The explanation for the error
was quite simple- the 164th was using inaccurate maps. To compound the problem, a sizable force of
Japanese moved in behind the 1st Battalion and cut its supply line. Designed to catch the Japanese by
surprise, the flanking movement devised by Colonel Mahoney got off to a ragged beginning. Not all was lost,
however, for the 2nd Battalion had continued its push westward and had come upon what it believed was the
main enemy force. With some redeployment, it could connect with the 1st Battalion without losing contact with
the enemy. The maneuver brought the two battalions abreast approaching a crest that the men christened "rain
forest ridge," which was on the northwestern approach to Mt. Cuernos de Negros. They now had the main
force of the Japanese to their immediate front, high atop the ridge and well dug in. Colonel Oie and his men
had the choice of staying there and taking a pounding by artillery and bombs while starving to death or trying to
break out, in which case they would run into the 164th or a reinforced regiment of guerrillas to their rear.
Colonel Oie chose to hold the ridge as long as possible. American artillery, under ordinary conditions,
could have pounded the ridge incessantly, but this situation differed. Mt. Cuernos de Negros, which lay to the
east of the ridge, actually protected the Japanese from American guns because American artillerymen could
only use a very high trajectory and a slight miscalculation meant that the round fell into guerrilla or American
lines. The men manning the mortars of the 164th had another, but equally difficult, problem, for they had to fire
at a target at a much higher elevation than the mortars. To solve the dilemma, both artillery and mortars fired
smoke shells while the aerial artillery observers helped their crews make corrections by observing the smoke
and informing the crews of their location. Before long some of the artillery and mortars zeroed in on the ridge
as the infantry pressed the attack up the steep slopes. American bombers also lent their support to the
operation. In spite of the hopelessness of their position, the Japanese not only hung on but continued to
attempt to infiltrate American lines and destroy weapons or kill men with demolition charges. About the middle
of May, after Colonel Oie decided to withdraw some of his troops gradually from the ridge, small groups of
twenty-five to fifty Japanese left their lines periodically and retreated toward the southwest. The colonel left
behind enough men and weapons to hold the ridge, however, and the 164th faced over two weeks of
assaulting their positions.
Colonel Mahoney decided to deploy parts of the two battalions to the southern tip of the island to find
out if the Japanese had other positions of strength in the mountains. After two companies and one platoon had
probed sectors of the area but found only small isolated groups of Japanese, Mahoney concluded that the
main force of the enemy was still dug in on "rain forest ridge" and he continued the attacks there. Finally, the
Americans took the ridge by the middle of June, enabling the units of the regiment to gather slowly at
Dumaguete for return to Cebu. Filipino guerrilla units took over the task of fighting the remaining enemy on the
southern end of Negros. Although intelligence officers of the 164th had estimated that about 350 Japanese
remained in the vicinity, when the war ended over 800 Japanese laid down their arms. Unfortunately, the end
of organized resistance on Negros did not mean the end of hostilities. Filipino guerrillas became undisciplined
and began to carry out vendettas against their countrymen, whom the guerrillas often accused, rightly or not, of
collaboration. Thus American troops had to occupy the area to control the actions of those who were
supposedly allies.
While the 1st and 2nd battalions were completing their campaign on Negros, Company K of the 3rd
Battalion received orders to move to Mindanao. American troops were forcing a formidable Japanese force
toward the central part of the large island, where the mountainous terrain and jungle afforded the enemy
protection. One American regiment had penetrated to the center of Mindanao along a river and road from the
north. In doing so, it had stretched its supply line from the north shore inland, thus requiring many men to
protect the line and guard the supplies, located at the mouth of the river. Company K was assigned to help
guard the supply depot and keep the materiel flowing inland to the area of combat. The company commander
later remarked, "I only had an old Standard Oil road map to help me with locations, but we found every place
we needed to anyway." The assignment lasted less than a month and the company departed to Cebu to join
the other units of the regiment there.
The Negros campaign had cost the 164th only 33 men killed in action while killing 527 Japanese, but
179 of the regiment had sustained wounds and hundreds more had fallen victim to the many tropical diseases
common to the area. As rotation continued, it further depleted the combat effectiveness of the regiment. The
regiment had fought in four different campaigns in six months, and the strain took a heavy toll. Thus, when the
164th regrouped near Cebu City, it needed hundreds of replacements to bring it up to its authorized strength.
4
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Chapter XXXI -- The Central Visayan Islands
http ://ibiblio. org/hyperwar/U SA/USA-P-Triumph/index.html

Bohol and Southern N egros
A week before Japanese resistance collapsed north of Cebu City, the America! Division, pressed by
General Eichelberger to speed its three-phase campaign to clear Cebu, Bohol, and southern Negros, had sent
a battalion combat team of the 164th RCT to Bohol Island. On 11 April the battalion landed unopposed over
beaches already controlled by guerrillas under Major lngeniero. Patrols of the 164th Infantry on 15 April
discovered the main body of the Japanese along low hills seven or eight miles inland from the center of
Bohol's south coast. The Japanese force, built around a company of the 174th IIB , 102d Division, numbered
about 330 men in all. In a series of attacks lasting from 17 through 20 April the 164th Infantry's battalion broke
the back of Japanese resistance; it overran the last organized opposition by the 23d. Most American forces
withdrew from the island on 7 May, leaving the mop-up to Major lngeniero's guerrillas and a detachment of the
21st Reconnaissance Troop, America! Division. As of that date about 105 Japanese on the island had been
killed; the 164th Infantry had lost 7 killed and 14 wounded. About 50 men of the Japanese garrison, harried
and hunted, survived to surrender at the end of the war.
While one battalion of the 164th was securing Bohol, the rest of the regiment moved to southern
Negros, where it landed unopposed on 26 April. Almost immediately after landing the 164th Infantry made
contact with elements of the 40th Division's 40th Reconnaissance Troop, which had rounded the north coast of
the island and had sped down the east coast without encountering any Japanese. The 164th Infantry then
turned to the task of locating and dispersing the small Japanese garrison of southern Negros. Totaling about
1,300 men, this garrison was built around the 174th IIB, less 3 rifle companies, and included ground service
troops of the 2d Air Division as well as about 150 seamen from ships sunk in the Mindanao Sea in late 1944.
By 28 April the 164th Infantry had located the main force of Japanese in rough, partially jungled hills
about ten miles inland. The Japanese repelled the first attacks, which one battalion of the 164th launched, and
on 6 May all available strength, including a guerrilla regiment, began a new, concerted offensive. By 17 May
the Japanese were withdrawing from their best defenses, but it was the 28th before the 164th Infantry and
attached guerrillas overran the last organized resistance at the Japanese stronghold. The regiment reduced a
final pocket of Japanese opposition between 7 and 12 June, and by the 14th could find no further signs of
organized resistance.
On 20 June the last elements of the 164th Infantry left southern Negros, and a company of the 503d
Parachute Infantry came down from northwestern Negros to control the guerrillas and help hunt the remaining
Japanese. The southern Negros operation cost the 164th Infantry roughly 35 men killed and 180 wounded,
while the Japanese, to 20 June, lost about 530 men killed and 15 captured. As it left Negros, the 164th Infantry
estimated that not more than 300 Japanese were left alive in the southern part of the island, but after the war
about 880 Japanese came out of the southern hills to surrender.
Conclusions
Philippine Sea
The end of organized Japanese resistance in
South
southern Negros marked the completion of
China
Eighth Army's campaign to recapture the
Sea
central Visayan Islands. During that campaign
the reinforced America! and 40th Divisions
(the latter less its own 108th RCT but with the
503d Parachute RCT attached) had faced
approximately 32,350 Japanese, of whom
8,500 can be counted as trained combat
effectives. By 20 June the two U.S. divisions
PANAY
had lost some 835 men killed and 2,300
wounded; as of the same date Japanese
losses were approximately 10,250 killed and
500 captured. Perhaps another 4,000
Japanese were killed or died of starvation and
disease from 20 June to 15 August 1945, but
almost 17,500 of the original 32,350 survived
and surrendered after the end of the war.
Sulu
The collapse of organized opposition
Sea
on Panay, Cebu, Bohol, and Negros did not
complete Eighth Army's job in the southern
Philippines. In fact, even as the America! and
40th Divisions were finishing up their tasks on
the central Visayans, other units of Eighth Army were heavily engaged against the strongest and most effective
Japanese concentration in the southern islands, that holding eastern Mindanao.

'
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164 on Bohol

SOUTHERN PHILIPPINES 1945

Excerpt from Citizens as Soldiers:
After landing near Cebu City on 10 April 1945,
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Just east of Cebu, Bohol had an area almost
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as large as Cebu, though it had little strategic value
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•
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•
'
San Isidro
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there, of whom less than half were combat troops.
" 9'-Catigbian -.
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· • candijay
Over 4,500 Filipino guerrillas were also on Bohol, but
Loon
• An(equera
Sierra Bullones ! 'Gu,ndulman
1
they were untrained and poorly armed. Their
Malibojoc-•
• Balilihan
'
, • Anda
assignment had been to harass the Japanese and, in
•Corella Sevilla
•Batuan
Duero
rt' I
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food. The Americans also counted on them for specific
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information as to the size and location of the Japanese f'anglao - '
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force. On 9 April, an advance party from the division
'" ·,Panglao Is. Alburquerque
headquarters and the 164th conferred with the guerrilla leaders who controlled the location for the main landing
on 11 April 45. By 25 April, the Americans had destroyed the bulk of the enemy force and the remaining
Japanese had scattered throughout the island in an attempt to escape the Americans and guerrillas. On 29
April, the 3rd Battalion, except for Company I, went back to Cebu. After another week of fruitless patrolling in
search of the Japanese, Company I also returned to Cebu. The battalion had lost 7 men killed and 14 wounded
on Bohol while it had killed at least 104 of the enemy and taken 14 prisoners of war. At war's end,
approximately 50 Japanese on the island surrendered.

_A

_

1

B o· h- b I ,/

Bohol _History: Japanese occupation and liberation by U.S.
from http://www.boholwonders.co.cc/history.php

Americal Yanks

The Japanese Imperial Army landed in Tagbilaran on May 17,
1942. Boholanos (citizens of Bohol) struggled unsuccessfully to provide
resistance against the Japanese forces. Bohol was later re-conquered
by the Boholano Guerrillas and the Filipino and American troops on April
11, 1945.
MANILA - fFrld y) - OP)
... Officers and men of the 3rd Battalion of the 164th Infantry
V t ran Amerlcal dlv:::..,n Y nks Regiment of the America! Division under the command of Lt. Col.
l nded W dn~sday on Bot.I)) is- I William H. Considine landed at the Tagbilaran Insular Wharf at 7:00 on
l nd, la t of. the centr 1 Philip- the morning of April 11, 1945.
\ plr.es still in enemy hands, unrte_r ·,
The convoy taking the Filipino and American liberation forces to
1 cover of naval and air bombarr,. Bohol consisted of a flotilla of six landing ships (medium) six landing
! ~e~~tj~~-da~ouglas MacArth ·..1r crafts (infantry), two landing crafts (support), and one l~nding craft
I ~oho! a round island ls be- (medium-rocket). Upon arrival, the reinforced battalion combat team
' tween the southern ends
ebu I advanced rapidly to the east and northeast with the mission of
and Leyte islands, dirertly north I destroying all hostile forces in Bohol. Motor patrols were immediately
of Mindanao. . ,
. I dispatched by Col. Considine, Task Force Commander, and combed the
Maj . Gen. Wilham H. Arnolds I area to the north and east, approximately halfway across the island, but
America! troops landed at Tat· 1 no enemies were found during the reconnaissance. Finally on April an
bilaran, on the southwestern
.
'
shore, and quickly drove inland e~emy gr~up of u~determ1ned strength was located to the north of
"In an endeavo!' to secure con- G1nopolan 1n Valencia.
trol of th~ entire Island b1>fore
By April 17, the Task Force was poised to strike in Ginopolan
the surprised ~nemy could rally . until the 25th, when it was confirmed that the bulk of the Japanese force
his strer1~th," MacArthur said. had been destroyed and beaten in the ten days of action. Bohol was
Guerrlll troops were operat- officially declared liberated on May 25, 1945 by Major General William
Ing with th Americans.
H Arnold Commander of the America! Division. About this time most
MacArthur terned the inva·.
'
'
slon "another
,rust in the officers and men of the Bohol Area Command had been processed by
swift camp lgn
clear the ~~ units of the United States Eighth Army. On May 31, 1945, the Bohol
wlldered ef}(:my from the V!.sa· Area Command was officially deactivated upon orders of Lt. General
yu."
Robert Eichelberger, Commanding General of the Eighth United States
Army together with the Philippine Scouts, the former Philippine
Article from the Genevieve Swenson
Commonwealth Army Forces and the Boholano guerrillas.
collection (Kenneth Swenson, Co M)

Hit Mew Island
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164 on Mindanao
3rd

SOUTHERN PHILIPPINES 1945

Bn was on the island April 1945

Martin Broudy, Co K (see story
page 12-13) recalls they landed on
Mindanao via landing craft under
cover of darkness. He was
carrying the BAR at the time , so
he was weighed down. What he
remembers most was that it
was pitch black, you couldn't see 2
feet in front of you . They landed without incident and
took cover in the brush. When the sun came up, they
were smack in the middle of a Pineapple field.
And reaching into the sky was a giant water tower with
the words "Del Monte" emblazoned. He said all the
guys just looked at each other and grinned, almost
feeling like they were back in the States. Finally,
something familiar. They spent about 5 days on the
island and didn't encounter much resistance. The "Del
Monte" tower is about as much as he remembers of
Mindanao.

Mindanao, Philippines. They're all holding pineapples.
We took over the Del Monte plantation & airfield.
Cpt Tuff is o n the right --does anyone know the others,

The picture was taken on Mindanao and we
had taken over the Del Monte airport from the
Japanese. I replaced the 1st Sgt who I was told
had been killed by an enemy sniper.
I had been assigned to a replacementdepot on Leyte in the spring of 1945 and then
transferred to Co M of the 164th Infantry on
Mindanao. We had some skirmishes and patrols
into the jungle. I remember that when General
MacArthur came to Mindanao, we of Co M were in
charge of his security.
Then we went to the island of Cebu, and
were getting ready for the coming invasion of
Japan when the bombs were dropped on
Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Cpt Tuff had enough
points when the Japanese surrendered and went
home. He was replaced by Lt. Kmetz. I ended up
going to Japan outside of Tokyo. Incidentally, I
took a picture of Gen.MacArthur coming out of the
Dai-lchi building in Tokyo. That was his headquarters.
I left for the states in January 1946. Had an
attack of malaria in mid-Pacific and they had me
packed in ice because of a 105 fever. Must have
been because of not taking any more atabrine.
1st Sgt Ed Bartz, Company M
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164 -- Still on Cebu, too

SOUTHERN PHILIPPINES 1945
On 13 April, previously with a plan to envelop the
Japanese right flank, Gen. Arnold secretly sent his
returning regiment, the 164th Infantry, into night
marches twenty-five miles (40 km) to the west, well
behind the Japanese lines, and with all three
regiments, the 182nd and 132nd in front and the
164th from the rear attacking simultaneously, the
Japanese were forced to withdraw. With the
continued presence of air and artillery fire, Gen.
Manjome realized that his entire force would surely
be ann ihilated, and he ordered a retreat into the
mountainous northern reaches of Cebu on 16 April.
Pursuit operations began on 20 April, and together
with Cushing's guerrillas, killed any Japanese who
turned to fight. Some 8,500 Japanese troops
remained holed up in northern Cebu until the end of

!============================================: the war.
Above, Doug Burtell's sketch on Babag (aka Bagbag) Ridge,
Cebu, where he celebrated his 23rd birthday on 16 April 1945

Ultimately... the success of each
operation depended on the ... Army's lowest
level, the Gls who individually and in small
groups
engaged
the
enemy.
The
compartmentalized terrain of the Philippines
made the exercise of command and control
difficult,
with
most tactical
contests
depending on the actions of small unit
leaders and their men. Combat was an
extremely personal affair, generally requiring
soldiers to kill the enemy at close range. In
this respect, the huge casualty disparity
between the Japanese and Americans is
remarkable. The difference was partly a
tribute to the infantry scouts and "sneak
patrols" who, at great risk to themselves,
forged ahead and doggedly uncovered
enemy ambushes and positions.
Given the dense jungle growth,
General Eichelberger remembered, "in the
end," the only way to find a Japanese
position "was to send in a man with a gun."
Unlike their German counterparts, Japanese
bunkers
were
largely
underground,
protruding only a couple of feet above the
surface.
Such
small
camouflaged
protrusions were virtually invisible, and
generally for the muddy, thirsty scout warily
pushing through thick underbrush, his first
knowledge of a bunker's location was when
the enemy soldier in it began firing at him.
Once a position was discovered, the grim
and frightening task of closing with and
killing Japanese soldiers fell to small groups
of infantrymen employing weapons they
could carry--usually rifles, grenades, and
flamethrowers, but sometimes knives and
hands.
8
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"Sophisticated" Pillboxes

SOUTHERN PHILIPPINES 1945

57th Engineer Battalion , Negros Oriental

Thanks to Col (ret) Dave Taylor,
America! Division Assoc., for this info.
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Pillboxes & Boobytraps
57th

SOUTHERN PHILIPPINES 1945

Engineer Battalion, Philippines

Thanks to Col (ret) Dave Taylor,
America! Division Assoc., for this info.
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Bridges, Pillboxes, Defenses

SOUTHERN PHILIPPINES 1945

57th Engineer Battalion, Negros Oriental

Thanks to Col (ret) Dave Taylor,
America! Division Assoc., for this info.
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U.S. Troops 164th Infantry Regiment, America! Div., cross the
Dumaguete Airstrip, Negros Island, P.I., which was taken without
opposition from the Japanese 4-26-45.
Signal Corps Photo # 269225
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Action at Dumaguete
By Zane Jacobs, Co E, Seaside, Calif.
From the Replacement Depot at Tacloban, I was sent south to join a
North Dakota Regiment, the 164th Infantry of the America! Division. We
were on an LCI when we approached the. island of Cebu, just off Mactan
Island, which is the small island near Cebu City Harbour. We started
hearing sporadic gunfire. This in addition to the heavy smoke that drifted up
from Cebu City was a bit scary. American forces had landed south of Cebu
City a few days prior to this but the Japs had a Naval gun
hidden in a cave back of the city that would roll out at times to
lob in a few rounds to let the folks know they were still
around. A few days after us green replacements arrived the
shelling stopped and the island of Cebu was officially
,
secured. The Regiment was drawn down for a
., ,
couple of days rest. The Regiment had taken a number of casualties in this action
and the fighting on Leyte just before Cebu. All the companies were under
manned. I was assigned to a Platoon with 18 or 19 men in it and my squad had 5
men. Jack Kachel was the Platoon Sgt. and leader. He was from Arizona and a
Regular Army man. Jack made me Second Scout of the squad he assigned me
to. Less than a week later we boarded LCl's
and headed for the island of Negros.
"My Battalion (2nd) landed a couple of
miles north of the Dumaguete airport and
the 1st Bn landed south of the city. Tanks
approached
Dumaguete
from
both
directions while the Infantry made a pincer
movement to cut off escape of the Jap
troops to the west.
We had verbal orders to shoot first and
ask questions later. By late afternoon we Men of the 164th Infantry Regiment, America! Division, wade ashore
had reached a point due west of the city from an LCI, North of Dumaguete, Negros Island, P.I. 4-29-45.
and Set Up a perimeter aCroSS the road that
Signal Corps Photo# 206322
led west into the hills. About midnight three trucks loaded with Jap soldiers came through the ambush. The city
side of the perimeter waited till one or two of the trucks had entered our surround then opened up with heavy
.30 caliber machine guns. We opened up when the trucks passed through the west side of the ambush. We
stopped all 3 trucks and next morning counted 18 to 20 dead Japs. We took no casualties.
At this time (Nov 09), I strain my memory to its limits. The 18 to 20 dead Japs I mention in this encounter
for some reason I seem to recall were all on the downhill side of the perimeter so were on the 3rd truck. I am
sure E Company after action reports could verify or correct what I have written. As you know memory is a fluid
thing which often becomes distorted with time.
~' '
~
..
A few days later my squad was point for the
Company. We were going up a ridge and near a knob
1
we got hit by a Nambu ambush.(a Nambu was a Jap .25
Caliber Machine gun). Lazano was point scout. He
dived across an opening in the underbrush which had
~ "- been made earlier by an artillery burst. I was right
- ,.. ,, . · . behind Lazano. A bullet cut across his forehead and
· · •.i-.
temporarily blinded him. We never seen him again after
; .
. j we got off the hill and he went to an aid station. A big tall
. . Texan named Hale was our forward BAR man. (BAR
·
.,__, _was our .30 Caliber Browning Automatic Rifle). He
,,..
~. :: stepped into the opening and opened up on the Nambu
:-.-'::"-"'· position. He had a good shot up the hill about 50 yards
... and stopped the Nambu for a couple of minutes till the
··~, dead gunner was replaced. The new gunner cut loose a
-:::.t u.s. Troops of the 164th Infantry
few rounds and caught one of our men, shattering his
·:.::~ ~ Regiment, America! Division, pass a
ankle joint. We never saw him again after he went to the
$~ truck made into an armored vehicle aid station. Hale took out the second gunner, then
·'</[":~··:; by the Japanese. Dumaguete,
carried the ankle shot buddy down off the hill.

1

.li{',· ·;. ·

::::.:-- Negros Island, P.I. 4-29-45.
Signal Corps Photo # 269228
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Action at Dumaguete by Zane Jacobs (continued)
When Lazano was hit he had made it across the artillery opening and I followed him and continued a
few more yards then hit the ground behind a big banana tree on the ground. When the gunner was replaced
that Hale took out the new gunner made a sweep and as I was looking down the length of this large banana
tree a series of holes started about 6 inches in front of my eyes traversing the opposite direction. I knew I had
to get closer to the gun so he could not catch me in its next sweep so rolled over the log and scooted another
10 or 15 feet into a shallow swale which on the next sweep of the gun that I knew was firing its lowest
trajectory, the grass clipped off a good 3 to 6 inches above my body so I knew I was temporarily safe.
During the next 15 or 20 minutes that seemed like eternity, we took fire from the Nambu and worst of all,
one of our water cooled .30 caliber heavy machine guns about 700 yards down the hill started firing to give us
cover. He dropped fire into our position a few times. (Friendly Fire).
During those hectic minutes, a seasoned veteran of other campaigns, Utah Christopher, from Oklahoma,
panicked. He scooted around the hill till he came upon me. He was scared and said he was going back down
off the hill. I was located about 15 yards below the Nambu by that time and below its line of fire. When the gun
fired bursts I could tell he was depressed as low as possible and was shooting 3 or 4 inches above me from
the way the grass and brush was cut and fell from the bullets. I told Chris to calm down and we might
figure some way to get through the brush without being seen and wipe out the gun. Chris . ;,\J- r-.' .# ·
did not buy this and eased down the slope. That raised him into the line of fire and
..,.., ~· -:~~. ~ '\
within a couple of minutes after he left me, I heard the Nambu sweep another
'/:· ;'!::i'i
burst of fire that caught Chris. The brush and grass must have given his
' · '':r.
position away as he moved through it. I heard the bullet hit C~ris and
heard him die. Didn't take long.
About 10 minutes later, Jack Kachel came around the
other side of the hill. He or the heavy .30 knocked out the
Nambu. Jack asked me if I knew where Chris was located. I
asked about a BAR man named Gower who I thought had also ~ i been hit. He had gotten down OK. We had dropped about a
hundred yards off the hill, but Jack said we would have to go 1 : - !,
back up and get Chris as we never left dead or wounded. I was · 1:.,.
not anxious to go back but I was the only one who knew where
Chris was located so Jack and I went back up to carry him
down. Chris had taken a .25 caliber round through his chest
from right to left and the left was a gaping hole big enough to
put a fist through. I knew he had died fast because of the
sounds he made after being hit. "
I have never known when exactly this event took place till
28 Nov 2007. I looked up Utah Christopher in the WWI I Troops of Co E, 2d Bn, 164th Infantry Regiment, America!
Registry. He was KIA on Monday 30 April 1945 and was buried ! Division, Dumaguete, Negros Island, P.I., guard the trail
in the Manila American Cemetery, Fort Bonifacio, Manila.
: over which natives carry supplies to the forward areas.
· Ab t
I t
fJ
: 4-29-45.
Signal Corps Photo# 269229
Next d ay we t oo k th at kno b again.
ou a pa oon o aps ·
charged up the hill in front of us in a Banzai. We got over a dozen of them but the guy carrying the sword never
got hit and made it off the hill. An American GI about 30 feet from me was hit by a bullet that detonated one of
the hand grenades he was carrying on the strap across his chest which was a part of his field pack. That blew
his chest open. I had been carrying grenades in the same place but seeing this, hastily took mine off and stuck
them in my belt ... not that getting hit there would have been any better.
I was about 20 feet off the trail and downhill from it. An artillery observer attached to our outfit was
watching back down the trail. All of a sudden he cut loose with his Tommy gun and when I turned about 45
degrees to my right to see what he was shooting at, saw he had taken out 3 Jap soldiers about 50 feet down
the hill that we had just came up. This artillery observer was a real character. He had more war stories than a
bucket of worms. A few days after we took that hill we were on picket duty in support of F and G companies.
This second time to take this hill brought a flurry of mortar fire down on us. All the rounds were landing on
the uphill edge of the ridge though about 75-100 yards from our perimeter. Captain Walker, our BN XO, called
for artillery support to silence the incoming from about 300 yards up the ridge. Within about 10 minutes there
was no more incoming and the Captain was talking to Jack Kachel about why the mortar was falling away from
our men and in one area of the hill. Jack asked for volunteers by pointing at me and two other men in the
squad to go have a look. We discovered a cave entrance with what appeared to be a huge amount of small
arms ammunition and Bangalore torpedoes. The Captain was made aware of this and knew right away that if a
lucky hit had entered that small opening and ignited that ammo, the hill top we were on would have erupted. So
again volunteers were asked to empty the cave and bring all the ammo into our perimeter. Three of us took
turns of carefully passing out the boxes of high explosives. We all were aware there could have been time for
booby traps so we only took about 10 minutes at a time to work inside the cave.
14
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Action at Dumaguete byZaneJacobs (continued)
In addition to the ammo there were several items of a personal nature which we figured belonged to at
least 3 or 4 of the enemy. All ammo and souvenirs were moved within 3 hours and before sunset.
I think it was about the time the Jap platoon pulled a banzai on us that a brand new 2nd Lt. showed up
in the Company. My platoon was spaced along a ridge that had taken an artillery hit probably the day before
we got to the ridge and blew an 8 to 10 foot opening in the brush and grass right where the trail went down the
ridge. The 2nd Louie came swaggering by me as I was only 3 or 4 strides up the ridge from that opening. I
spoke to the Lt. and advised him to drop down off the ridge as Jap snipers uphill a couple hundred yards were
keyed to that opening in the trail. The Lt. glared at me and sharply reprimanded me for talking to him by saying
if he wanted my advice he would ask for it. Then he strode across that clearing or took a step into it and a shot
knocked him downhill a few feet. He was screaming as I rushed toward him and thought he was shot through
the kidneys. Captain Walker came rushing up to him from down the slope and reached the Lt. just before I
arrived. Walker took the Lt.'s shirt off and opened his pants then asked me for my Sulfa powder and bandage
from my medical kit. I gave them to him and Walker using his and my sulfa liberally applied it to the fellow's
guts as he pushed them back in and bandaged him up. Walker's actions saved that Lt.'s life though 3 or 4 days
later when Walker visited him in the hospital in Dumaguete, the Lt. cursed Walker out. When we visited Chuck
& Hetty Walker in Pembina ND around 2002 or 2003 Chuck told me the Lt. was gut shot not his kidneys and he
was living when Walker visited him in the Dumaguete hospital.
' . -. t_.
' fllTf~
.
Our regimental objective was the crest of
, ~-1 .. -.
the mountain range. The crest was about 5,000
,-v,
feet above sea level. We continued pushing up.
My squad was out on a reconnaissance patrol.
We were down to six men in the squad by that
time. I was temporarily carrying the BAR and
was last man in the squad on this patrol.
The first day out we had been climbing for
5 or 6 hours when we came under artillery fire.
I have commented before only mortar fire had
affected me but this one time it seems our
movement was reported by an observer who
did not know he was reporting on one of his
own patrols so our artillery zeroed in on our
specific location. At the time we heard the
, incoming I had stopped on the downhill side of
a trail that dipped down into a gully I was in
looking uphill to the right when I heard the 105
explode to my left. The next thing I recall was
lying flat on my back feeling a tad numb and
about 15 feet down the gully. I was looking up
at the bank and about two feet above me was
what I first thought was a small snake about
two feet in length.
The memory banks of my mind clicked as I
was amazed that I was looking at the biggest
earth worm I had ever seen in my life and the
thought in my mind was "Boy what a huge fish I
' could catch using this as bait". After about 5
U.S. Troops of Co E, 2nd Bn, 164th Infantry Regiment, minutes of being immobile and numb, thinking I
America! Div., move up into the hills near Dumaguete, may have taken shrapnel in the back and had a
Negros Island, P.I. 4-29-45.
Signal corps Photo# 2&922 7
severed spi~e I started ~etting feeling back.
During that time every minute or two we took
an incoming round but they landed away from where I was laying. When I finally gained use of my nervo~s
system and able to move I discovered what had happened. The artillery round had exploded _on contact wit~
the ground and threw a large chunk of dirt out which had hit me in the middle of my back. The dirt was soft so 1t
didn't break my spine but sure knocked me for a loop. Friendly Fire.
.
.
.
The second or third day out we stopped for a rest about noon and to eat our C rations. Being ta111oo~out I
was about 75 to 100 yards down the trail from the rest of the squad. The weather was ~?t and h~m1d _with no
breeze. A stirring of the air brought an overbearing, nauseating stench across my pos1t1on. I quit eating and
searched the underbrush for the cause. About 15 feet from where I was sitting I spotted the body of a dead
Jap, two or three days old as his body was bloated to double its natural size._ The s~i~ had not rupture_~ yet.
There was nothing I could do so tried to find a place where the odor was less without giving away my pos1t1on.
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Action at Dumaguete byZaneJacobs (continued)
One of the things we had been introduced to at the Replacement Depot on Tacloban in April of 1945 and
that was the necessity to purify the best way we could all water taken for drinking while in the field. To that
extent we were issued Halazone tablets and told that depending on how we looked at water to determine how
contaminated it would be, an ideal pint canteen of impure water would be purified to safe drinking levels with
one Halazone tablet.
About an hour after we left the position where I had eaten my
Chlorine in water is more
lunch a short distance from a decomposing dead Jap soldier we
than three times more
crossed a small stream and stopped to refill our canteens. The
effective as a disinfectant
water looked good so I used only one Halazone tablet in my
than an equivalent amount
canteen. As it was advisable to let it mix for about 15 or 20
of iodine. Chlorine-based
minutes I had not taken a taste of the water when less than 100
Halazone tablets were thus
used during WWII by U.S.
yards further on we crossed a loop in the stream and seen a dead
soldiers for portable water
Jap soldiers body lying in the water with maggots making a
purification, even included in
holiday of his decomposing flesh. All in the squad who had filled
accessory packs for Ctheir canteens immediately done as I did, emptied their canteens
rations until 1945. The
and went a few yards upstream of this decomposing human body
primary limitation was the
and
refilled our canteens and added another Halazone tablet to
short usable life of opened
purify
the water and hoped there were no dead bodies further up
bottles of tablets--3 days.
the stream.
War has many faces and many causes, one being
•
"'·
the leaders of countries. These men are generally old and
execute the plans for War. If all the leaders of all the
countries were required to meet in a closed space where
decaying human bodies were emitting such an odor as I
experienced that day, I believe there would be less war in
the world today.
We were out five or six days and arrived at a
predetermined meeting place about half a day before the
rest of the company came up. We 'had dug in and the
company spotted us at a distance and opened fire on us
before knowing it was us, even knowing we were in the
place we were supposed to join forces. No one was hurt
before we could stop the fire by radio contact.
A few days passed and Fox Company was up on
point again. They took fire one night. Next day, three of us
were used as guards for the water and ammo bearers up
SSgt Lester J. Oliver of Knoxville, Iowa, a member
to Fox Company. As we were climbing up toward their of the 164th Infantry Regiment, America! Division,
position and within about a hundred yards of their stands guard for comrades as they fill their
perimeter, Fox company opened up to return fire from up canteens at the Dumaguete River crossing on
the hill above them. We stopped the Filipino bearers Negros Island, P.I. 4-26-45. Signal Corps Photo# 269228
behind a small ridge till the fire died out. I scouted around
the ridge about a hundred yards to try and get a better picture of what was happening above us and to see if
enemy forces were coming in from our side. A burst of fire popped over my head and I ducked toward a big
tree a few feet up the hill. I ran right into what was left of a dead Jap.
He must have taken a direct artillery hit as about all that was left was his torso. I looked around and
decided he must have been a platoon leader as he had the platoon battle flag with him as it was in his helmet
that had been blown off with his head inside it. The battle flag was covered with blood and brains but I took it
as a souvenir. One of his arms and hand attached was hanging in the branches of the tree about 10 feet up.
Another hand was lying on the ground about 10 or 12 feet up the hill. Near his torso was also a U.S. Navy Colt
.45 pistol. He was likely carrying the pistol and probably had taken it from one of our men earlier in the war. I
later gave the battle flag to a buddy but kept the pistol. Tom Purvis had been with the 164th Infantry since its
Guadalcanal Campaign and had never gotten a memento of his fighting except malaria. He was going home to
Baird, Nebraska so I gave him the Battle Flag.
The ridges became steeper the higher we went. It took less and less Japs to stop our advances along
these ridges. One group of six stopped George Company for 9 days on one spot. We had 6 or 7 air strikes on
that spot during those days all because of half a dozen well placed enemy. (Have discovered these strike
figures are wrong, & we had only 2 strikes & hold up of two days.)
The Japanese Commander was a Colonel named Oie. Our Regimental Commander had a standing offer
of a case of scotch to any man who brought Colonel Oie's head in. No one ever collected .
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Action at Dumaguete

byZaneJacobs (continued)

We were resting one day after taking a knoll on the ridge. I was on the downhill or safe side of the
pe~i_meter and had dug ~ nice deep foxhole in the soft soil. I looked eastward and seen a large number of ships
sailing some 15 or 20 miles away toward the island of Bohol. The sun was relaxing and I had field stripped my
M-1 on my poncho, as it had been several days since cleaning my rifle. Suddenly we started catching small
arms fire from up the hill. I paid little attention at first to it as I felt safe on the downhill side. Suddenly my
perspective changed. A bullet smashed into the tree about 3 inches from my shoulder. I grabbed the poncho,
folded my rifle and rolled into the foxhole where I hastily put the rifle back into working order.
The nights became quite cool as we passed through 4,000 feet on the mountain. We finally reached our
objective and withdrew to the beach. After a couple of days rest, my platoon was sent out on a recon patrol
about 30 miles southwest from Dumaguete. We were on this patrol a few days and never made contact so
withdrew to the staging area near Dumaguete and went back to Cebu Island.
There were some disturbing incidents on that patrol that are vividly remembered. They are embedded in
my mind to this day. One most interesting was the discovery of a small village of about 50 or 60 people. All had
poor dental work as they seemed to all chew lime and beetle nut which made their mouths purplish in color.
We had 3 interpreters with us who in a combined capacity supposedly spoke some words of all the 86 known
dialects at that time in the Philippines. None of the three could understand the language of this village. A U.S.
Lieutenant who was a semanticist or some such thing in college spent about 15 minutes with the leaders of the
village and communicated with them. They had seen a large force of yellow troops about a handful of days
before but the yellow men had not seen them. We were the first white people they had ever seen and none of
them had been to the big waters to the east or west of their village.
We stopped that night under the canopy of a large mahogany forest and the darkness was so intense
there was an absolute absence of light. I had just returned that afternoon about the time we went into the
village. I had been, along with half a dozen guerrilla fighters, escorting a dozen bearers with ammo and
supplies. Had been separated from the platoon for 2 or 3 days and had very little food during that time. I had
eaten something from the woods that did not set well with me and I had loose bowels. That night I had to go
outside the perimeter and it was so Stygian I could not see my hand in front of my face. I crept very quietly
outside, knowing if I made any noise I could be shot by the other guards. We stood with one awake and two
asleep so there were always ears to listen. I managed to slip out and back without being detected. My
movements through the jungle floor disturbed something that glowed in the dark on the ground. It was similar
to the phosphorescent glow produced by a ships screws going
Bolos have a native hardwood handle, a full
through warm tropical waters. Only this bioluminescence was on
tang, and a blade that both curves & widens,
the land. Very eerie.
often considerably so, at its tip, to move the
center of gravity as far forward as possible,
While on the recon in the mountains where we met the village
giving the knife extra momentum for chopping who had never seen whites before I admired a hand crafted bolo
veget-ation. "Jungle bolos", for combat
(a large knife) one of the guerilla lads had and offered to buy it
rather than agriculture, tend to be longer &
from
him. He did not want money but agreed to trade it for my
less wide at the tip. Pictured:1.The allponcho.
The trade was made and I carried this bolo to the beach.
purpose bolo for odd jobs, opening coconuts.
We had to remain overnight on the beach before trucks were
2. Haras: scythe, for cutting tall grass. 3.
Kutsilyo: used to kill and bleed Q.l9..§. during
driven down to within about 2 Kilometers up the beach from where
slaughter. 4 Small bolo. 5 Bolo-guna:
we were camped temporarily. A large river with no
specifically shaped for digging out
bridges stopped the trucks so we had to walk to the river. I was
roots/weeding. 6 Garab: to harvest rice. 7
still bothered with gut cramps and LBM and laid the bolo down
Sundang: Supposedly to open coconuts. Also
along
with my pack while waiting for the hand drawn ferry to take
called "tip bolo" or itak, was a popular
me across the river and had to make a hasty evacuation of my
weapon in early wars. 8 A large pinuti.
bowels when my squad was called to board the ferry. I was across
the river and on the truck before I realized I had left the bolo on
the opposite bank of the river.
This leads up to our bivouac area near Dumaguete. One of
the Guerilla fighters I had worked with was only 14 or 15 years old
and lived in Dumaguete. About a week after we returned to the
area and before heading for Cebu that young fellow came to our
bivouac area to see me. I invited him into my tent which I shared
with 5 or 6 others and while he was there he stole two packs of
cigarettes from my pack on my bunk. I did not discover these
missing till after he left. When I found out I was furious at the idea
of him stealing from me. I would have gladly given him a whole
carton of cigarettes had I known he wanted some as they were
only 4 bits a carton at that time.
Zane E Jacobs, 2075 Mariposa St, Seaside, Ca 93955 Email 2zany@sbcglobal.net
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My Grandfather William G. Kiker, Sr., Co E

SOUTHERN PHILIPPINES 1945
By William Kiker III

(Edi~ors Note: William Kiker Ill, was a junior at Lake Highlands High School in Dallas,
TX, _in 2006 when_ he wrote this article. An assignment required that he write a "Living
SubJect History Biography Paper". He chose his grandfather William Kiker Sr. as his
.-""""'"" subject. Kiker has been a long-time member of the ADVA and served 13 months with
Company "E", 1641h Infantry Regiment and then 11 months in Yokohama, Japan, during
occupation duty. He was discharged in 1946 as a First Sergeant and remained in the
Army Reserve, retiring as a Lieutenant Colonel in Civil Affairs. This article appeared in the
issue of the America/ and is reprinted with permission.

History is best shaped by those who have lived through specific events in it. It is the pattern that shapes
the world. The old saying that history repeats itself can be a good or bad thing. We can learn how to keep the
good coming and how to stop the bad from occurring from those who have experienced it personally. William
George Kiker, Sr. was interviewed and asked about the points in history that he felt personally affected him.
His response included facts about events as well as personal stories, about his days in combat.
Kiker entered the world on June 3, 1925 in Abilene, Texas. After grade school he started his freshman
year at Abilene High School. Football and studies took up most of his time. Kiker remembers, "I knew all
throughout High School that I was going to be drafted into the Army where most of my classmates were
destined." On the day Pearl Harbor was attacked, Kiker came home from school and found his father glued to
the radio, listening to what was occurring in the Hawaiian Islands. At the news of the attack on Pearl Harbor,
he felt a considerable amount of determination - a determination that stayed with him, placing in his head the
thought of survival in the war and getting through college to lead a "sort-of-normal life."
Kiker graduated in 1943 and on May
25, 1944, at the age of 18 he was drafted into
the Army. After 16 weeks of infantry training,
he departed
San
Francisco for the
Philippines, arriving on Leyte with assignment
to Co E, 154th Regiment, America! Division.
Kiker said that his most memorable
experience in the U.S. Army was his first day
and night that he spent in Leyte with his unit.
It began with the briefing he received from
Captain Charles H. Walker. He recalled that
·•
Walker said if any of the troops became IAttheNatlonalMuseumofthePaclflcWarinFrederlcksburgwereBIIIKlker,BonnleKlker,HettyWalker,andCol
wounded that they would make every effort to CharlesWalker(ret.).Col.WalkerwasapanelistatthesymposlumhostedbytheAdmlralNlmltzFoundatlon
get to them. They set off toward the hill where !~~.battlesofMldwayandGuadalcanal.BIIIKlkerwasarlflemanwhoservedundei:then-<:apt.WalkerlnCompa
the rest of the troops were stationed and it ! E, l64thlnfantryReglment,AmerlcalDMslononLeytelsland,Phlllpplnes,dur1ng1944-1945.
was dusk before they arrived. Since there was no time to "dig-in", he was placed in a slit trench with two other
riflemen. Around that time the "Japs" launched an attack on the forward slope of the hill. He recollected that the
attack was repulsed, but also said there were casualties. He said the two guys in the trench with him correctly
guessed that he was a "green" replacement and not likely to fall asleep on guard. Ironically, they were soon
asleep. The light from the moon helped him notice three figures moving along the bottom of the hill. When they
were fifty yards away he noticed they were "Japs" with rifles. He opened fire at the first "Jap" and then "fast
fired" at the other two who had dived for cover. He didn't see any movement after that, not knowing if he hit any
of them. The next morning he watched 3-4 of the dead being wrapped in "shelter halves" and carried away.
While he was still scared he was no longer "green."
Kiker stated "war was a time of constant fear, anxiety and sadness; a period of firefights, night patrols,
"booby traps", day patrols and attacking enemy in the valleys and hills". He thought it brought about some
leadership that he was sometimes not certain he could handle. He recalled there was a very important fact to
remember, "That no matter how scared you become you must continue to think and function!"
After Leyte came Cebu. While "mopping up" in Cebu, on the mornings of August 5th and 9th, 1945, two
atomic bombs were dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Six days later on August 15th Japan made its
unconditional surrender. A debate over whether the bombs should have been dropped has risen over the
years. At the time of the dropping of the bomb, Kiker's unit was preparing to invade Japan. On one of the days
he was training, he said an officer told them a bomb had been dropped on a Japanese city and that, "The dust
hadn't cleared yet." The officer said that the atomic bomb was "the last straw to make the Japanese surrender."
The troops waited for about a week and then received notice from the "Japs" that flatly stated they were going
to surrender. When asked if the bomb should have been dropped, Kiker retorted, it was estimated there would
have been over one million American casualties had the U.S. gone on with the invasion of Japan and his unit
was to be one of the first to "hit the beach" on the southern island of Honshu,
18
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William G. Kiker, Sr. Co E (continued)
.

SOUTHERN PHILIPPINES 1945

Kiker also stated in an undertone that he himself might not have been alive if they had

~ invaded and in a very odd, ironic way, the atomic bomb had been more of a life saver

· " than a life taker, contrary to the views of many people.
After the war, he remained in the Army Reserve and enrolled in college, majoring
~ in Chemical Engineering, returned to his home when his father became ill, and
graduated in 1951. It was during his time in the service that Roosevelt signed
the GI Bill. Kiker stated that the GI Bill helped him with college and was "the
equivalent to four nine-month scholarships." He believes that if it were not for
President Roosevelt's GI Bill, he probably would not have gotten to go to
.d college. The GI Bill allowed more than eight million Veterans to have more
education in college than they would have had. In 1950, about 496,000
college degrees were awarded - twice the number of a decade earlier.
Kiker joined an oil company, met his wife and was married in 1952. After
- that he worked in the vending machine
business with his father-in-law, started his
own coffee distribution business, then went
into the insurance business where he has
worked for fifty years. He has three sons,
~iker(r)inJapan, 1946, ~~er
Marion (1955), Bill Jr. (1957), John (1959);
bemgtransferredtothe517 MP and one grandson, William Ill (1989). He
currently lives in Abilene, Texas, with his wife of 58 years, Bonnie.
Through my interview with William G. Kiker, Sr., one can easily concur that
history is best understood by a person with experiences of what occurred,
not a textbook definition of a battle or event. Through his bravery and
determination, Kiker received medals, including a Bronze Star Medal while
in combat on Leyte. Kiker's medals from the war are not just certificates and pieces of metal, they are symbols
of determination and perseverance that this country was built upon and without which, would not have
survived.

n~•

Another Memorable Experience by William Kiker, Sr, Company

E

After being "in country" for about 3 months, I became a squad leader. There were eight of us in the squad,
which included a BAR team. I was not appointed because of any prowess or ability that I had exhibited to that
point. The platoon leader needed a squad leader because ours was in the regimental hospital with two
gunshot wounds to his leg. I felt that I was selected because none of the older guys wanted the responsibility.
A Philippine Army Scout had been assigned to our squad. Most of the squads had
one. I drew weapon, ammo, and rations for him . He a young boy my grandson's age, I
was to be the "point man" for our squad. He had received training for this assignment.
We called him "George" for Jorge. My BAR gunner, PFC Crocker, a farm boy from West
Virginia (a fatherly type) and George got along famously!
The battalion had supply lines to each of the companies and utilized native
carrying parties. There were no helicopters then for supply drops. These lines were
nothing more than just paths through the Philippine
jungle.
Sometimes Jap soldiers would ambush the
carrying parties and the Filipino carriers would drop their
supplies and scatter. Our CO decided that squads would
patrol the flanks of the paths to keep them same from
surprise Jap ambushes. There would be a patrol every
day by one company squad '
BACK 1N STATES- 1st sgt •
...,___.:,,,.__...:.,__~
Bill Kiker, above, son of Mr.
One early morning, my squad left the company and Mrs. George Kiker, Abi· t WI"th th e BAR lene,
arrived at Seattle last
area f or th .IS pa t ro I. George was On po1n
week from Yokahoma, Japan,
team about twenty or thirty yards behind him . We were on the side of a small hill about where
1ie has been serving
with a military police unit.
200 yards from battalion headquarters when George happened upon an outpost that was Overseas over two years. Sgt.
· Se t Up bY th ree Jap SO Id'lerS. Th e JapS f'Ire d On George an d he WaS f ata II Y WOUn de d . Kiker
was formerly ·with the
be1ng
famed America! Division of
Crocker and his rifleman assistant fired on , the outpost
and
"took
out"
the
three
Japs.
The
the st1t arm:r, trained ror the
.
mvas1on of the Japanese
immediate problem was that Crocker continued to fire on the outpost. I had to run up to homeland. Mr. ar.d Mrs. Kiker
.
Croe ker was tOt a 11 Y d.IS t raug ht abOU t ITuesda)',
will leavewhere
for Sgt.
San K Antonio
Whac k h .1m on th e bac k tO get h.1m tO cease f'iring.
iker exwhat happened to George. The outpost was totally "neutralized": Quickly we searched pects 1° be disclrnrgcd .
the Japs' pockets and packs for info. It was a bloody necessity. We continued the patrol into the battal ion
area and called for the medics. Nothing could be done for George. I went to the Battalion Executive Officer
and reported our action to him. We then patrolled the other side of the path back to our company CP.
William Kiker, Sr., P .O . Box 5404, Abilene, TX 79608, phone (325) 692-3164
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God-Family-Country

SOUTHERN PHILIPPINES 1945

By Lillard K. Brown, Co F, Wilder, Kentucky
I was inducted into the Army in March 1943, and went through Basic
Training thru July. Transferred to Camp Stoneman in Sep 43, then departed
to New Caledonia and on to the Fiji Islands where I was assigned to the 1641h
Infantry. In Dec 43, we landed on Bougainville; Jan 45, departed Leyte; Apr
45, Landed on Cebu; 26 Apr 45 Landed on Negros; late May 45, returned to
Cebu; 1 Sep 45, Shipped to Yokahama, Japan; late Sep 45, arrived San
Francisco.
I have received, read, and saved the 1641h Infantry News bulletins since
April 2000, and never communicated a
word of thanks for all involved
THANKS!!. I have most if not all issues of ~~...the News if anyone is in need. The March
09 issue had a picture of our fine Co F
basketball team, which included Kenneth
Epperson, Henry Ciura (my best buddy
who was KIA, Leyte), Fitzwater from Co E
or G, Dan who was KIA on Leyte, Mickey Espenosa, and me. The team was better
than average on the island.
Earlier editions covered Guadalcanal, then Bougainville was
covered, but there have not been many articles on Cebu & Los Negros
Campaigns, especially Boctol Ridge on Cebu where Co F had more
casualties by far than any other conflict.
Please convey my thanks to Dr. Terry Shoptaugh for the most excellent way he used individual
memories of what and how it happened. Not until I read the book did I realize there were so many 1641h Co F
veterans who experienced - reacted - closely agreed with my thoughts and feelings.
I was fortunate to have John Paulson as my Platoon Sergeant most of the time overseas from Fiji
Islands to Yokahama Japan. Altho I've forgotten his name, my first Company Captain has been in
thoughts
all these years. He was promoted from Sgt to officer on Guadalcanal. My journey with Co F, 2n Bn, 1641h
Infantry, began on the Fiji Islands where recouperating Guadalcanal veterans were taking on replacements
and reorganizing. I was placed in the Weapons Platoon as Sgt of one of two Light Machine Gun Squads
where I served until promoted to Platoon Sgt and then supervised three 60 mm Mortar squads and the 2 light
Machinegun squads. Machineguns were placed on either end of trails. Mortars were inside the perimeter.
I don't recognize the names of most of the men Dr Shoptaugh quoted in the book. Being in the
weapons platoon, there's reasons for my not knowing personnel in the 3 rifle platoons and Headquarters. I
definitely was not privy to Hqs records, accounts, and logs. But I do remember Sgt Paulson, Cruz, and the
Drabus boys. My memories are clear of the long, thirsty, tiresome 24+ hours during which we lost Sgt Miles
Shelley and 2 others were wounded.
I'm and 85 year old widower. I lost my wife, Edith, in 2003. I have two Purple Hearts: shot in the ear in
Bougainville, and shrapnel in the knee on Cebu.
I'm told that the America! Division troops were the first occupation troops in Japan after the war. I saw
the destruction done the bombers between Yokahama and Tokyo. No damage to the city proper or the
Emperor's domain.
I joined Co F on Fiji Islands as a replacement for one of the many killed, wounded, and sick who had
just completed their service on Guadalcanal. I've read and viewed many battle actions, strategies, history
accounts of the 1641h and learned much, but as a participant do not always agree with all. Following are my
memories of Co F's involvement on the Campaign on Southern Negro's island.
I understand the 1st Battalion and one account said part of 2nd Battalion were to make a landing at the a
major city. Co F and maybe Co E were to land at a different location and circle the city and set up a road block
between the city and the hills. Mop up was much easier if they were kept out of the hills (high ground). The
main beachhead had very little resistance.
Co F was transported on an LCI (Landing Craft Infantry), which
was my first experience on this type of ship. It was manned by a very unfriendly crew of English men. The
march was most of the day and we set up a perimeter of the main road from the city. The perimeter was a
circle of foxholes placed about 5-10 yards apart. I don't know how the riflemen planned their positions. The 2
machineguns were placed at the most logical places of contact, each on the road .
In addition, we had just
been introduced to a Bazooka, which was similar to a mortar tube. The 4-5 squad members were in a trench
behind the machinegun. At night, one member manned the machinegun in shifts on guard duty. Ammo belts
out in the weather would at times jam the gun, so I had one finger on the machinegun and a .45 in the other
hand just in case .

my
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God-Family-Country by Lillard Brown

SOUTHERN PHILIPPINES 1945

Guard duty on the perimeter in enemy territory was very tense and most
of the time you were very tired. You need to experience the many different
noises and how plants take the shape of an enemy to really know how
Word has been received that demanding this was on the nerved. Officers, Headquarters, and the 3 mortar
Sergt. Lillard K. Brown, son of squads were dug in inside the perimeter. Whether or not they did guard watch
Mr. and Mrs.
at night, I don't know. Any person outside a perimeter was considered enemy
J. M. Brown,
d h
f
silver Grove,
an t ere were a ew occasions where our own were shot because they were
and husband
outside or between positions after dark. It was just before dark (dusk) and you
of Mrs. Edith
couldn't see but for very short distance. I'm not sure if the guards were set up
Brown, Ft.
Thomas, has
for the nite or not, but all were in place. Coming from town were natives and
arrived safeenemy, none in uniform, talking and making a lot of noise, headed for the hills.
~Yo u1 : h
Following were 3 trucks loaded with natives and enemy. How they passed thru
Pacific Area.
our perimeter without a shot being fired or them seeing us, I don't' know. I do
se r g t ·
know that, had those trucks stopped and enemy spilled out in our perimeter, it
Brown has
been in the
would have been one bloody, messy long night.
service since
Sergt. Brown
The rest of our stay on Negros was (iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil
March, 1943, and was an em- spent trying to eliminate the enemy in the hills _
The moment is frozen in Lillard
ploye of the Chesapeake & Ohio
d "ff"
It . b Aft
tt
t tO t k th · Brown's memory.
.
I
Railroad prior to thatt-ti..rne.
- very
ICU JO ·
er a emp s
a e eir
"Iknowthemomerit.Iknowthe
positions with frontal attacks, flame throwers, time. I know the move I made right
and mortars failed, a half-track with mounted 105 Howitzer was brought up when he pulled the trigger," Brown
and they fired point blank into their trenches and still many lived to fight back. said ..
How we left the island, I don't know. As impressive as our LCI transport to
"Ihadturnedtolookaroundatree.
Negros was, I don't remember our transport back to Cebu, where we started IfI hadn't turned, it (the bullet) . · .
earnest training for the invasion of Japan.
would have hit me right in the middle of my heacf''.
.. .
As I was preparing my notes on the short battle at Cebu, I was
That turn saved Army Sgt. Lillard
reminded about statement "Dad didn't talk much about the War", and why it Brown's life. The bullet fired by a ·
was so common. Seeing the sacrifice of life (your buddies), fears and Japanese soldier did hit his ear, and
worries, as well as mental and physical exhaustions. Remembering can he was awarded a Purple Heart. But
mean resumption of more bad dreams.
he was lucky; 90 men in his outfit·
"Citizens as Soldiers", an excellent book, devoted two paged to the were killed that day in 1944 on the
cam pa ig n O n Cebu.
Dr l!!!!!!!P!!a!!cifi!!1!!c!!is!!lan!!.!!!!!!d!!o!!fB!!o!!u!!g!!am!!!·!!vill!!.!!e!!.!!!!!!!!!!!~
Shoptaugh's book goes into
more detail, tho much is strategy more than actual
encounters. My limited memories, "first hand" account of Co
F, 100-115 men, not full strength, are as follows:
The Japs had control of the hills overlooking the city
and port of Cebu.
Installed and protected were heavy
artillery pieces that could and did fire on the city at will. It
was later claimed that there were a large number of untrained
castoffs, their purpose defense only.
General Arnold's
strategy was while attacking from the front with 2 regiments,
the 1641h would encircle and not let them escape north.
Many accounts point to the battle of Babag Hill. To the best
of my limited memory, there were two hills next to Babag. It
is atop one of these ridges that Co F stopped to dig in for the
night.
In my 1 year of combat action on Bougainville and 3
months or so on Leyte, I was exposed to mortar fire and had
grenades land within 5 feet of me with no wounds. So I didn't
have much respect for the damage they would do. This day
sure changed my mind.
If their attack was with knee mortars as reported, I'd
sure hate to see the Big Stuff. We knew we were in trouble
when the first round, a smoke shell, landed directly in the
middle of our company. I'd never been a part of a more
confused, disorganized group, ever. Our machinegun squad
Post plloto was designated a spot to dig in at least 3 different places.
LIiiard Brown, owner of Newport's Brown TV, holds a photo of himself We had to give up digging a trench because of the rock. So,
in uniform during World War II when he was a machine gunner in the
for what seemed like forever, we hugged the ground as we
heard the shells coming in. It was not yet dark.
DNESDAY, FEB. 16, 1944,

!

Safe in Pacific

!!~
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God-Family-Country by Lillard Brown

'Invasion'

!

Of S. F.

l

INVASION PLANS
If the men on the forward decks

of t he Pope were aware that right
1now-had the atomic bomb and
other conditions not changed the
war's end-they woulud be headed
for Japan and a fight instead of
at Coit Tower and P ier 15,
!gazing
they did not say.
It was the officer on the bridge,
who had seen 44 months of combat,
who revealed the first details of
the Jap;mes invasion plans. He indicated his reason for talking: that
it was time the American people
knew how heavy would have J;,een
the cost of invasion; how many
American Jives had been saved per- 1
haps, by the atomic bomb wh ich
took so many Japanese lives.
,

Transport Docks'.
I
With the Main
Assault Troops I
The
Idown

staff officer looked
yesterday from the
sign al bridge of the · troop
transport General J ohn J.
Pope upon the forward deck
jammed with American sol-

l

!

I,dlers.
"Those

men," he said, "were to
lhave made the main assault land'ings in the invasion of Japan."
Those men were combat veterans
, from the America! 1st Cavalry, and
the 43rd I nfantry divisions. Those
divisions, the officer continued. were \
to have spearheaded the "main efU fort.''
The time was to have been
November 1, or a day or two earlier
or later. The place was to have been
the island of Kyushu.

I

I

· "We saw the beaches later," he
repeated, adding merely: . "It would
1have been very costly indeed.'.'

I On deck below, the men hung
Jeagerly over the rail and shouted atl
!the WAC band booming "California, Here I Come." For a. few of
the men, 44 months overseas wish
!the America! Division, these WACs
lwere the first they had ever seen.

l

FIRST TRANSPORT

Almost all the soldiers were yellow-tinged, sign of the constant use
of atabrine, a malaria preventative.
The average time overseas was 30
months, and the point-score about
75. All men were headed for discharge. All wore the khaki uniform
ot the tropics and green field jacket
to help keep out the biting cold of
the trip home.

"We've since seen the beaches
where we were to land. There
wouldn't be m11ny of those men"again he nodded slightly toward
the jammed forward decks - alive
today."
That the ve terans ·o f the bloodThe Pope was the first of six
lless Japanese occupational landings
transports which will bring the enwere "alive today" was quite evitire 43rd Division home to San Frandent as they returned in good meascisco by October 15. The General
. .. ... - - .
.
. I ure San Francisco's noisiest and / '
gayest "welcome home" to date.

·-

0

NON-STOP FROM JAPAN

•

The Pope sailed from Yokosuka,
Japan, making the non-stop "great
circle" run to San Francisco in ten
days,
This was the first large
·Al·my trnop movement direct from
the enemy islands and tote.led a
record-breaking 5090 m en and of- I
'!ficers aboard. All but 211 of them I
/,.?or~ ~embers "on paper." of th"'
· 43rd Division, but in reality are the
high-point men of three of the .
Pacific war's best known fighting II
outfits.
.
The 43rd1 originally a National
Guard division from New England,
is to be de-activated at Campi
Stoneman-the first such shelving i
of an infantry unit returning from '
the Pacific. It has been overseas
36 months.
(Three other National Guard
divisions- 31st, 37th and 38th-are
scheduled for early de-activation,
staff officers aboard the Pope revealed. Presumably, this is to free
these unit designations so that
State-controlled National Guard
U_l}~ts can be reactiv~k£i.L.- _

l

I

llThese

are the men who were scheduled""" at the piers and the skyline of San Franto make the main assault landings in the
cisco. Five thousand ninety offo;ers and
invasion of Japan. These are the men
men, veterans of the Pacific, landed here
who; had it not been for the sudden end
yesterday on the troop transport Ceneral
of the war. might now be resting in the
John J. Pope and the rest of the Forty•
sail of Kyushu. Instead thev are i;::axing
third Division is due bv Octoher 1 't.

We weren't expecting an attack and we sure weren't organized for that.
Dr Shoptaugh lists 7 of Co F KIA. For some reason, my memory is 9. I'd
estimate 20 or more wounds from shrapnel and concussion. One man was hit
directly. Only part left was his tags.
The next morning, the Air Force bombed and strafed Babag. We
charged the hill expecting big trouble. Not one Jap was seen, not a shot fired .
They escaped that night, every one of them. From there to the City, we saw not
one live Jap. Also as noted, they had everything from food to clothes to money
and items like electric generators, sewing machines, etc, stored all over. Why
so memorable? There were more killed and wounded in 3 hours than the
previous 1 year and 3 months of battle. And we didn't fire one shot.
The title of "God - Family - Country" has been my theme when
speaking for school and civic organizations. I've been
asked why I came out alive. It took me a long time to find
the answers:
To accept, trust, and serve a glorious God.
To have been blessed not only with my wife (now
deceased), but also 5 children, 10 grand children, and
12 great grand children, and also all brothers and sisters
in Christ.
To have the opportunity to live in the United
States of America, not perfect, but the best country in
the world.

Lillard K. Brown , 507 Telescope View, Apt 204, Wilder, Ky 41076
Email Lillard.Brown@zoomtown.com , phone 859-441 -7272
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Willard Chauvin, Co E

SOUTHERN PHILIPPINES 1945

By his son, Willard, Jr

My father was an Infantryman in the 1641h.He was in Bougainville in '45. He is still alive and well at 85. He's
never spoken much of his service time. I would need some guidance as to finding
info on his time in the service. Any help would be appreciated. Thanks. Willard Jr.
Editor: Willard Sr is one of the soldiers who signed the Japanese flag noted in the
July 2007 "Flags of our Fathers" issue. So if any of you Company E boys remember
him please write to him at Willard Chauvin. Sr., 103 Mire Lane, Raceland, La. 70394, or
email son Willard, Jr wchauvin@broadpointinc.com
CO!.T I FJ C 1;Tt IS LIJ;U Of L0$T 011. OISTJ.0)' !:D

Meaning

Field Title

ARMY SN
38382540
NAME
CHAUVIN#WILLARD#PAUL
RESIDENCE: LOUISIANA
ENLIST Date 24 March 43
NATIVITY
LOUISIANA
YEAR BIRTH 24
CIVILIAN
Semiskilled motion picture
OCCUPATION projectionists

9.nncd f orcrs or thr 'l':initrd .Srotrs
:Jft.i:,( i;~Le' certfy/~t/,~t
~.-:u..·-~

?

c;~!J.....S ,\}!:i.3~~~~~!~·.-.:;.te ~·irs"':. '.:1:?.s:;;

Private FirR Clua iillard P11 Chauvin 38382540, lntant:J, linted
Qt 29 lellinuJ 1945 ID enimated C41pq' ol . . ,tql4 I

~ - .Inf•

twtJ.c att.aek en t'IIO of the platoona of Private Chaur.1.n's ccmpanr. Private
Chauvin, an auto:alli rltlecan, Ml6 in a key location and bore t.he b~t of
the entire attack. Hie cool and fflfi.fi action ~rarily halted the enei.v,
~ the reoaindcr of the eo=r,.my ti!l-3 to bring t.l:ie full force of their
weaoons into pla7 and thtls repulse the aa,ault. 'n1e eoarageou action of
Private Ctuuvi..n und.'.>ubt.edly &a.ved the lives or q,ny or bis cacrades and
prevented the enemy fr~ recapturing a previously hard-\TO!l objective. Hom
address: J.frs. Rena Chalm.n (irotller), Po:x 126-B, Bural F~ Delivery, &ee-land, Louisiana
I

Governor Bobby Jindal presents the
Louisiana Veterans Honor Medal to
Willard Chauvin, Sr., on 23 Apr 10.

.... . .
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James E. Morrison, Co D
By his grandson, Kenneth Johnson

SOUTHERN PHILIPPINES 1945

My Grandfather, James Everett Morrison, is 85 this year. He served with the America!
in WWII, he does not speak of the time he served but I would be interested in knowing
more of what he did while he was there. We did not know what unit he was in until the
last few years when he made small talk to a guy selling military patches and pins.
When my sister asked him what he did in the war he mentioned he was taught to drive
a truck and kill a lot of people. Until I got the information on the America! I had no idea
what he actually endured. I am thinking he joined out of Missouri, he has lived pretty
much in Northwest Missouri all of his life. I am not sure if he has received his ribbons -a lot of this is coming about because we are trying to get him on an Honor Flight to DC
within the next few months. From what we have been told those who served in
America! in WWII have gone to the edges of hell and back, I want my grandfather
remembered for his bravery on this.
This is all the info I could initially get from him: Army PFC, America! Division,
Truck Driver Light, Combat Infantry Badge, 164th Infantry, SN 37-50-1203. Entered
L..;....a_ ..a;::a11,;...-. Service at FT Leavenworth KS. Hand written notes states that he was shipped out
from Fort Ord, CA. Shipped out May 5 1944 joined the America! on Bougainville. Was Leyte in the
Phillipines. Special Orders 298, Dec 15th 1945 sent him home. Received good conduct medal, no wounds.
30. tl!LITARY OCCUPATIOHAL SPtCIALTY AIIO 110.

31. l!IUTARY QUALl11cAnoN Al<D DAU

1

r.~~t. Inf Y:!1!-'.llg

(i.e.,~nlantry,aviat~o~ and:'atksmqnshipbadges,etc.)

_.;.t}

lie

~

164.>th Im' Zi. .f~: 4~

S2. BATTLES AIIO CAMPAIGNS

I called to check on him this past week and was informed
that someone had contacted him, a Mr. Castagneto. He had sent
my grandfather a small care package and mentioned he read about
him in a newsletter that he received. My grandfather initially
refused to talk to him very long because he could not hear him very - - - well on the land line. So my grandmother gave him their cell phone,
talked to him for a few minutes before making my grandfather be
polite and talk to him. Turned out they talked for almost 30 mins.
They shared some laughs and tears while on the phone. For rest of
the night my grandfather would break out into laughter for no
reason until my grandmother got him to talk. He told her about an
island that they visited, when they all arrived on the island they
saw the women running around with rocks tied to their chests. He
said that was one of the
strangest sites he had ever seen, it helped them take a break in the

reality of what was to come.

Mr. Castagneto also offered to help my

grandfather become involved in the 1641h Association. He mentioned that
there will be a reunion this year.
I want to thank you again for everything you have done so far in
this, its been an interesting learning experience for me as well as an
opportunity to see my grandfather reflect positively on his past.
I was also informed that for awhile he talked to an Albert Masek who
he served with, but they lost contact many years ago. Do you happen to
have you any information on him? Albert and he served pretty much the
same places, he is listed on Page 2 of the Special Orders, above my
grandfathers name, each with 57 separation points.
1-

Pfc i.J. b~rt ,.( Masek 313143 59 INF '
Pfc. James W M-r::..d '.31295404: INF ·
I-fc James E Morrison .37501203 INF ·
[Editor: we located Albert J. Masek in Bridgeport, CT!]

57

57
57

Upper left, my grandfather and my son, his youngest great grandson.
Left, my grandfather and grandmother, Mildred, and their youngest great
grand daughter/child, Addison, taken in 2008.

---.= :a,
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To contact him: James Morrison, 21088 US 59, Tarkio, MO 64491 -1688
Or email his grandson (Kenneth Johnson) at patories@gmail.com
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$- Norman Lavoie, Co G

SOUTHERN PHILIPPINES 1945

I've sent in a copy of my discharge paper and a picture of
my washing machine on Bougainville, Co G, 1641h Infantry. I also
enclosed a newspaper article.
I was inducted 2 Feb 43 in 861h Division, Co H. My training
was in water cooled machineguns. I was sent overseas and landed
on New Caledonia. About 2 weeks later, I was on Guadalcanal
about a week and was shipped to Bougainville. A squad leader
came in the tent and said he needed a "BAR man" or a First Scout.
Being trained on the machine gun, my question was, "What is a
BAR?" I was told I was a 1st Scout. My training was "on the job"
training. "They Were Ready" describes just about the way I went
on the jungle trails.
The guys in Co G were great, except when they came up
with a practical joke. One night back at camp, I was sleeping in my
cot with my mosquito net down. I was awakened by this animal
inside my net as it came to my lips. Half asleep, I threw the animal
out of my net and saw the
' animal run out the tent. About
two days later, up by the mess
tent, there was the animal dead
at the bottom of a tree.
Someone said it was a banana
bear, and that it was the animal
that was in your net. Well,
everybody in G Co thought it
was very funny and I was then
Here I am, washing my clothes on
tagged "Banana Bear". So, I
Bougainville when I was with Co G.
was "Banana Bear" 1st Scout in
Co G until we left Bougainville.
I applied for a position as a truck mechanic in Service Company
just before leaving Bougainville. Replacements were coming in. We also
were getting a new Commanding Officer, Captain Klausser. I liked our
new CO. The first thing he told his men was to call him "Klausser" only.
He didn't want the Japs to hear "Captain: I knew he would know what to
do if we got in trouble I was accepted as a truck mechanic in Svc Co. I
did sleep better in Svc Co, and I know what a BAR is now.
I would like to thank Dr. Terry L. Shoptaugh for writing 'The 1641h
Infantry in the Pacific War 1942-1945". This part of history would be lost
as time passes on.
Norman Lavoie, 39 Mark St Milford, Ct 06460
Email: normanlavoie@optimum.net
ll., ARMY SIUUAL NO,
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Editor: I wonder if the little critter
mentioned in the story might have
been the Tarsier pictured here?
It sure looks cute enough to have
been called a "Banana Bear" !
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SSgt. Stan B. Castro, Co F

==SOUTHERN PHILIPPINES 1945

In 1943 I was a teenager in Bakersfield, California; a flat farming town in the San
Joaquin Valley. I received my draft notice in the mail, from the U.S. government, and a week
later, left my mother and younger siblings to enter the army (my older brother, Steven, had
already been drafted). I was sent up north to Camp Beale, near Yuba City, and then on to
Camp Roberts, by Morro Bay. There I went through physical training and weapons instruction,
and was then shipped off to Ford Ord, in San Francisco, to await transport to the Pacific. I was a
part of the 164th regiment, 2nd battalion, F Company, and we later boarded a troop ship in the Bay
area. Unfortunately, the vessel needed repairs and we spent four or five days docked in the
harbor, while the MPs guarded the gangplank to discourage anyone from jumping ship.
I'll never forget the day we sailed out of San Francisco Bay. After we cleared the
Golden Gate Bridge, rough seas began tossing the boat around and guys started to get sick.
Many were vomiting over the side, and I wasn't feeling too great myself. I started to make my
way down to the mess hall and saw men on their way up after eating. Many were throwing up
their lunch and I had to keep looking straight ahead to stop from getting sick. I wasn't sure if I'd be able to keep any
chow down, but was surprised to find that the sauerkraut that awaited me was just what I needed to fix up my stomach.
I returned to the deck and thought it was a good time for a shower. I turned on the water and soaped up my hair
really well. I started to feel refreshed and began rinsing my head in the spray of water. I soaked it and soaked it, but the
shampoo wouldn't come out. The water felt strange and then I realized it was salt water! I'd never showered in that
stuff before and couldn't get the suds out. I left the shower with a head full of soap and a strong desire to do something
about it. I found a barber on deck and had him cut my hair real short. Problem solved.
It took us over 20 days to sail to New Caledonia, because we had to zigzag back and forth to throw off any
Japanese submarines in the area. After spending less than a week there, we were off to Fiji, to join the 164th as
replacements. We filled in for men from the National Guard unit from North Dakota who had been wounded or killed on
Guadalcanal. I remember the first time I walked into a tent and met the old timers I'd be fighting with. They sized me up
quick and chose me to carry the BAR; short for Browning Automatic Rifle. It was a four foot long machine rifle that
weighed almost 20 pounds empty. It had detachable box magazines of 20 rounds each. A helper would carry extra
ammo and we'd work as a team. In the coming weeks, the veterans who remained and learned how to survive in the
jungle passed on their knowledge to us. They gave us important tips before we left for the jungles of the Solomons.
We arrived in Bougainville on Christmas Day in 1943, the first time I had ever spent the holiday outside of
California. We were there to relieve Marines who had secured a landing field. We would be there for more than a year,
from December of '43 to January of '45. We were put on the front line and went on patrols with senior men who taught us
more about jungle warfare. As men were wounded or accumulated enough points to go home, we were ready to take up
the slack.
In was on Bougainville that we lost Sgt. Shelley. Miles Shelley was one of the original men from North Dakota,
and the kind of guy you wanted to be around in combat. The type of man you would follow anywhere.
He was in the hospital recovering from boils on his
back when our company of 200 men was sent on patrol.
We got up early that day, when it was still dark out, and
had breakfast. We loaded up on supplies Uust enough to
last 7 to 10 days, but not too much to carry) and then
headed to chapel. Afterward, trucks took us as far as they
could go, out to the Tara kina River, at the foot of the
mountains. We got down and started walking towards a
trail when we heard someone running up on us from
behind. It was Sergeant Shelley. He had checked himself
out of the hospital and was sprinting to catch up. He took
his usual place, in the lead, and we headed up the
mountain. We worked our way up the slope and in late
afternoon reached the summit. As Shelley led us over a
little knoll, Japanese soldiers opened up. He and some
other men in the front of the line were wounded. Most were
able to crawl back to us, but Shelley was paralyzed and
unable to move. As dusk began to fall, he told us to leave
him and head back down the mountain. His cousin, a first
sergeant or "top kick" in our company, just couldn't bear to
go. We stayed there, unable to help our friend. When we
couldn't hear Shelley anymore, and the wounded could no
1 McShane 2 Lawrence Drabus 3. original ND - name?
longer wait, we started to make our way back.
4 Robert Buchheit 5 Herman Dunn 6 Bernie Cohen
Sgt. Miles Shelley would be posthumously awarded
7 Borne 8 Climber 9 Stan Castro 10 Hershel
the Silver Star.
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Stan B Castro, Co F (continued)

SOUTHERN PHILIPPINES 1945

It took all night to go down the mountain, because we had to form two columns in rough patches to pass the litters
down. We ran out of water and had to cut vines to suck out the moisture. We made it back the next day at noon and
ambulances were waiting for the wounded.
In January of '45 we were shipped to Leyte, an island in The Philippines. We were there for mopping up
operations. The remaining Japanese were hiding up in the mountains and our job was to comb the island from one side
to the other and weed them out. In early February, we were loaded onto trucks and taken out as far as we could go. We
moved in a single column and were told to spread out and not bunch up. As we moved through the jungle, we came
upon a bunch of Philippine huts built three or four feet above the ground. I slowly took one step up into one and saw a
Japanese soldier laying down inside. I shot him before he could reach for his gun. I started to shake as I realized that I
could have been the one killed. Several days later, while on patrol, we stopped for a break. My squad was sent up ahead
to find a lookout point. We went several hundred feet up, spread out and laid down on the ground. We were talking softly,
when all of a sudden I saw a Japanese guy coming over the hill, about 50 to 75 yards away. The man saw me, too, but
he hesitated just a bit, thinking I might be Pilipino, because of my dark skin. I grabbed my rifle, as did a Pilipino scout
along side me, and we shot him at the same time. He was killed and, after making sure he was alone, we advanced on
him. We found two Japanese flags tucked neatly inside his helmet. One had writing all over it and the other was partially
filled out. I kept the first and gave the second to the scout. I've never had the writing translated, but I've often wondered
what it says.
It took us almost the entire month to get near the other side of the island. I was looking forward to getting this
operation over when, on February 27th' our line took fire. We were advancing over a hill, when soldiers in the trees began
shooting at us. As we hit the deck I was shot in the left foot. I tried to put pressure on it but couldn't. I was in a crater
pinned down, with other wounded men scattered about and most of my company under cover down the hill. I started to
stick my head up to look around and could feel bullets whizzing overhead. I knew I had to get out of there, but wasn't
sure what to do. As it neared dusk, I took my pack off and grabbed my rifle. I held it close to me and inched up to the
edge of the crater. All at once, I hugged my rifle to my chest and started rolling down the hill. I rolled and rolled until I
reached cover.
The men carried me, and about eight other wounded men, to the sea. We had walked across the island, but I
would be taking a boat back. We spotted an American officer with a motorboat, and he had us loaded on the deck and
transported to a hospital on the other side of the island. After being treated there, we were put on a big white hospital
ship called the U.S.S. Hope. I thought I might be headed home but was taken to the 58 Evac. Hospital in New Guinea. I
stayed there for about four months healing while my outfit went on to other islands. While I was in the hospital, the war in
Europe ended, almost on my birthday, May 7th.
After I recuperated, unfortunately, the war in the Pacific was still on so, I was flown to a small island to get back
in shape. I spent my time there doing exercises and going on short hikes. When I was ready, I was shipped back to my
outfit, which was now on the island of Cebu, in the Philippines. They were there training for the invasion of Japan. It
would be an amphibious assault for us and we began preparations. We would load up landing craft and take them out to
sea. Then, we would come crashing into the beach and practice unloading, as fast as we could. We did this again and
again all day. We were well-trained, packed and ready to move, when we heard that the U.S. had dropped the atomic
bomb on Hiroshima. Then another was used on Nagasaki. The Japanese
began surrender talks and our mission changed. We now started to process
Japanese troops who began surrendering on Cebu. A ceremony was held on
the top of a hill with officers present from both sides. Trucks were alternately
filled with Japanese POW's and American soldiers to guard them. They
seemed to go on for miles.
Later we were sent to Yokohama, Japan, arriving after the 11th Airborne
and the 151 Cavalry. We marched into a seemingly deserted town, but saw
Japanese civilians peeking at us from windows. You could tell they were afraid
and that many believed the government stories of what horrible things the
Americans would do to them. We settled into a warehouse area and began to
guard buildings full of tools and airplane parts. The Japanese children were the
first to make friends with us. GPs would give them chewing gum and Hershey
bars and the kids loved them. We made occasional trips to town and began to
talk to the Japanese adults, who soon realized we weren't the devils they had
thought we were. When we had accumulated enough points, we took a troop
ship back to the states. I remember marching in a parade in Seattle with my unit
and then taking a train back to Bakersfield, where my time in the army had
begun with that 1943 letter from Uncle Sam. I arrived home late at night,
crawled into bed with my brother and had the best sleep I'd had in a long time.

Stan B. Castro, 3221 Ashlan Avenue, Clovis, CA 93619 Ph 559-447-1051
Editor: Thanks to the America/ Journal for helping us recruit Stan, and to to
Stan's son in law Chris Hart for his assistance.
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"THEY WERE READY" -Photos on these pages by Lt. Col. (ret) Bill Prokopyk 1, SSgt Billie Jo Loriut Sgt Amy Gros/, Sgt Ann Knuds01/
Bernard A. Wagner, President ofthe
164th Infantry Association of the United States

is pleased to invite you to the kickoff event for the book

THEY WERE READY:
The 164th Infantry in the Pacific War 194~·194S
l'.l'.00

am, Monday, S April %01'.0

Brynhild Haugland Room, ND State Capitol, Bismarck
(use West Entrance)

n
I'

Comments by
Hon John Hoeven , Governor of North Dakota
Maj. Gen. David A. Sprynczynatyk, Adjutant General
Dr. Terry L. Shoptaugh, author

.1
,1,

Display of 164th WWII equipment & uniforms
Doug Burtell & his original artwork (book cover art)
Book Sales & Signings until 1 pm . Public Invited.

Above 1 : 164m Association President
Bernard Wagner presents the first book
available to the public to North Dakota
Governor John Hoeven .

164th WWII veterans a families, please RSVP if attending
to Editor164lnfantryNews@hotmail.com or 701-333-2016

Reserved books will be mailed 6 April (if not picked up at this event).

Above Left: a copy of the postcard invitation
sent to all WWII Association members
Belowj : Aloysius J. Moszer, Bismarck, Co
A, greets author Dr. Terry Shoptaugh.

Above.:,: L-R Col Steve Tabor, Commander of the 164 '"
Regiment (Regional Training Institute), Devils Lake, ND;
Bernard Wagner WWII & Korea, Co G; Maj Gen David
Sprynczynatyk, ND Adjutant General; Lt. Harry Vadnie,
WWII Company A; Governor John Hoeven; Dr Terry
Shoptaugh, author of "They Were Ready"

Sgt Maj Joe Castagneto , Co A , receives a
164th Regt (RTI) coin from Col SteveTabor
& a book from 164 Assoc President Bernie. 3
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Louis J. Hanson, Co E Intel & Reconn section,
poses with the Governor and Adjutant General

1
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-- --Book Kickoff Event - 5 April 2010

Keepsake Book
Presented on the Occasion of the
Kickoff Ceremony for "They Were Ready"
North Dakota State Capitol

.
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Montgomery G "Gerry" Langmuir, Bismarck,
Co A, shakes hands with the Governor 1

Major General David A. Sprynczynatyk

P'·;::r;~;:";:;:~

~
- Wa~~omp~~:Korea
President, 1641h Infantry Association of the United States
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Dr. Terry L. Shoptaugh __.---

/

Douglas P. Burtell, WWII Artist (Jacket Cover)
Regiment Reconnaissance & Intelligence Platoon

The books presented to each of the 164'"
WWI I veterans who attended the event
contained this keepsake presentation card that
was signed by the key participants.
Buyers tracked down the eight 164th soldiers
An author with writer's cramp? A long line of
after the ceremony to obtain their autographs.
buyers asked author Terry Shoptaugh to ~ign
.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..... most of the 330 copies sold at the event
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More Photos--Book Kickoff Event - 5 April 2010
Photos by Lt. Col. (ret) Bill Prokopyk 1, SSgt Billie Jo Lori us~ , Sgt Amy Gross\ Sgt Ann Knudson'1

Above ' : The room at the Capitol was
filled to "standing room only'
Far left ' : Sgt Maj Castagneto, Co A,
who flew in from Alabama for the
event. reports to the Adjutant General.
LeW: ND Nat'I Guard SSgt's Clayton
Vetter & DJ Rohrich, both Iraqi War
veterans, look at the WWII displays.
Right: Cmd Sgt Maj Harley
Schwind & MSgt Lavern I.J.
Gross ~hsplay Highway sign &
the 164 Infantry Coat of Arms

Left: 164m Korean War veterans
Frank Eide (standing) & Vic
Gibbins sold stacks of books.
"Civilians" Janyce Bjornson &
Emily Knapik also assisted with
book sales.
Sgt Jon Haugen
viaeotaped the

event. DVD's
are available
from your Editor.

Bismarck's Patriot Guard honored the WWII veterans by
standinq watch with their fleet of beautiful US flaqs . 1
Special thanks to the many other "not pictured" people who assisted in numerous ways to help make
this event successful: Rhonda & the Capitol maintenance staff; Sgt 1st Class W.K. Willmann & SSgt
Greg Moos; SSgt Marty Mosbrucker & Sgt 1st Class Jerry Lantz; Greg Heinz & Karyn Schacher; Col
(ret) Al Schuld & Warren Ventsch; Blake Kerbaugh; Patricia & Jim Drong; Lt Col (ret) Kathy Keough &
MSgt (ret) Linda Foust; CW4 (ret) Ben Kemp; Command Historian Cpt Jeff Hoffer.
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A Nomination for Best Book & Excellent Reviews!

,

The Story of the Soldiers of the 164''' Receives Significant Attention!

t,
Nomination for

Best Book: Army Category

Review by Bob Ruehrdanz, MWSA Reviewer (May 2010)
Shoptaugh met his goal of writing the 164th history. He describes
the heroics and sheer determination of the members of the 164th
to defeat the enemy. With over 60 pages of endnotes, the author
detailed his interviews, located documents, and improved his
contacts, and then wrote the storv.

Full review at http://www.militafywriters.com/titles_P-T. htm#TheyWereReady

Excerpt of the Review by
Roland Dille, President Emeritus, MSU Moorhead

The 164th Against the Japanese Empire

Terry Shoptaugh ts a
professor of History and
University Archivist at
Minnesota State University

Moorhead. He is the author
of three p~evi.ous books,
most recently, You Have
Been Kind Enough to Assist
Ne: Herman Stern and the
Jewish Refugee Crisis.

Much has been published about the Guadalcanal campaign, but
little of it said much about the critical, even crucial part the 1641h
played. Shoptaugh set out to correct this imbalance, without
minimizing the courage of the Marines and commenting, only
briefly, on the skill of the Marines public relations. It is all there:
the fear and the courage; the rain, the mud, the mosquitoes; the
death of old friends; Japanese artillery and airplanes; officers
disliked and officers trusted; almost impenetrable jungle, streams
to be forded, malaria; the errors of high commands, the darkness,
friendly fire; and enemies willing to die rather than retreat. On
Guadalcanal they were forced to test their motto, "We are ready."
They passed the test. For four months, the 1641h had fought side
by side with friends and neighbors, in a sense, North Dakota
against the Japanese empire. It is often said by veterans that
"You had to be there." You cannot read these pages without
feeling, that, in some sense, "you were there."

In what your Editor considers one of the most unselfish acts of the 21st Century, Dr. Shoptaugh donated the
manuscript to the 1641h Infantry Association and is receiving no direct compensation for his 3 years of work!
He stated "I didn't do this for the money; I did it for the guys in the unit." His father was a WWII veteran.

stone&stone
second world war books
v,,",NV.'. stonebooks . com

At stone & Stone S econd V•lo rld ~Var e,ooks 1 •,·,• e do n't bu~· 1 stock} or se ll books or
anyi:hing else. This is strictly an informational ,,,, ebsite, designed to offer fresh ne•.1• s
e'.' er•1 day about \n/\•VI I-related books , pub! i sher s .. booksellers, -~nd authors. We al so
pro•Jide a 1•1 ide range of book re'.•ie,.• s, historical ess-~ys, an on line 'W'•NII order-ofbattle dat.~base, and an entertainin,J Vo/1/v'II Trivia Challenge. 'We'•Je been buildinq
this site since 1995, and ,,, e have o•Jer tw ent•1 thousand \•,' ebpages of informal:i or,
-~'.' ail ab! e for you to exp! ore and enj 0•1, H a •Je fun !

Excerpt of Review:
... Terry Shoptaugh has managed to locate and interview enough men of the 1641h Infantry Regiment to
assemble a remarkably meaty book about them and their unit. Along with material mined from archival
sources and the author's explanatory text, the recollections of the Gls make They Were Ready a solid,
compelling story ... Unfortunately, this kind of book will become more and more difficult to produce as the
old soldiers fade away. Perhaps that immutable fact helps make these stories all the more poignant.
.... The Association can be thoroughly proud of They Were Ready, a book they self-published. Unlike the
Americal's divisional history, this isn't a view from headquarters... But it's far more than a simple
scrapbook. Shoptaugh has done a professional job of blending the memories of old soldiers with a solid,
factual account of the unit and the wider war... He handles the interviews, diaries, and letters deftly,
keeping the focus on the Gls at the sharp end while framing everything with ample explanation (including
footnotes) for those unfamiliar with the course of the war in the Pacific.
A fine job by the farm boys and the author. A worthy book for a worthy regiment.
Reviewed 18 July 2010. See fu ll review at http://stonebooks.com/archives/ 1007 18.shtml
Coovri2:ht © bv Bill Stone rused with oermission l
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SSgt Martin Broudy, Co K

SOUTHERN PHILIPPINES 194§

By his son, Scott Broudy, Plano, Texas
At the current time, my 89 year old dad is going strong. Although
his sight is limited because of glaucoma, his posture is stooped because
of a broken back, his prostate cancer is evolving, and his hearing is gone,
he is "happy as a lark". All because he has been to hell and back and
knows what it is like to appreciate life. The oldest of 3 fatherless children
emerging from the Depression, he departed Philadelphia, PA, in the fall of
1943 at the age of 18 and headed for San Francisco. Following weeks of
seasickness travelling a troop transport across the Pacific, he arrived in
the Philippines and saw action in Bouganville, Luzon, Leyte, Cebu, and
other various Solomon Island hellholes. Although he won't speak of
combat specifics, I do know that he saw extensive action because of the
notes he wrote in the margins of the book, 'Under the Southern Cross.' As
though it was yesterday, he has scribbled comments and has drawn maps
on the pages re-enacting his life of almost 70 years ago.
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troop transports from island to island
A roster of 164th, Company K, 2nd Platoon, showing "Hosp" write-in's.
Uust like in the movies), spending
Broudy joined the 2nd Platoon, 1st Squad, as a backfill replacement.
the evenings cold, soaked, and
scared (although he tells me he was often too scared to even know he was scared!). For shelter, he lived in
self-dug foxholes in the jungle on and off for over 18 months. He often speaks about sleeping with one eye
open as the snakes and rats crawled over his body in the cover of darkness. To this day, his still spends many
of his nights awake and on alert. His toenails have never healed and are black and deformed, much to the
amusement of his grandchildren. But the funny thing about all this is that he still has fond memories of how
beautiful the islands really were and the kindness and appreciation showed by the native Filippinos.
He has a copy of the Commendation from Col. Mahoney, CO of the 164th, for the outstanding victory at
Leyte by the 164th from 1/28/45 to 3/24/45, where the 164th killed 2,010 Japanese and captured 18 prisoners
during the assault. It was during this campaign in which my dad believes he was recognized for his first
Bronze Star (he subsequently earned a cluster).
Like a lot of the soldiers who were on their way from the Philippines to Japan in August of 1945 in
preparation of operation Oly~pia (the invasion of Japan), ~.,
he 1s ever grateful for the atomic bomb.
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CCUPANY 11 K" 164TH INFANTRY
A.P.0.716 c/o POSTUASTEH
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26 Jul~ 1943

PVT !l!ARTIN S. BROUDY (33479682) did on 24 July 1943 place first
in Rifle Uarksmans hip c~mpetition, Cal •• JO J>.1 - 1.
Score:

187 out of Possible 210

First Prize---\,10 .00
Anton C. Beer
Capt.,164th Inf.
Commanding
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Broudy, Co K (continued>

RESTRICTED
HEAI.XlUAR'IBRS, 16/;'JH INFANT!tY
APO# 716

WJM/lw

30 March 1945
SUBJZCT:

Commendat ion,

TO

All Officers ancl Enlisted Men of the 164 RegillYJntal Combat Team,

APO #716,
1. During t h~ period of 28 J anuarr 1945 to 24 March 1945 the 164 RCT
was engaged in act i ve coml>c.t operations on the Island of I,eyte, Philippine
Archipelago, 1hes0 opcerCttions we1'0 undertaken quickly and efficiently despite
tho fact the;t much of our c,.J;tipment t.nd ncc0ssa.:,-y prope rty w1,.s still aboard
tho ships that carried us to this i sl and. /Jevarthcless, the Combat 'I\JllJll was
quickly a ssembled in the Or,noc Va lle y, and active patrolling followed by much
l urgEr scale operations a gainst the Gn emy wer0 launch0d aggr essively. The
memy was driven out ol' the Ormoc Valley and forced into a pocket of resistance
on the wastern edge of the island where he was pounded unmercifully by our artillery and mortars,

SSgt Robert Oakes, SSgt Green, SSgt Martin
Broudy, all Co K, Nakano Japan, 6 Oct45
now1ng 1s Journey to apan was
just 10 days away, after surviving the horrific
battles of the Philippines and with casualty
estimates in the hundreds of thousands, he
2. Throughout the period of this operation we were operating initially
agains t disorganized g roups of the c neiny but l nt cr encountered well organized
accepted this last stop as a death sentence,
r.nd stubbornly resisting Japanese, '!her o were times then when the s itua tion
never to see his family again. Yet he still
was most trying, to scy t he least. Eeth und everyone of you were trying to
assess
a condition that all ca,nc abo ut i,hen the tac cical situation bocrunc most
launched and landed in Japan as planned,
difficult, i{8 wa r 0 th6n opc;rating along extended supply lines a nd on disprobut pre-empted only days prior by the
portionately large frontag~s. Our suppJ,y lines wc:r0 under continual harrassmont by tha e n<Jmy a nd our units WON fired uµon from all directions, One day
devastation the bombs delivered.
our Glomcnts would be fi{5t1tin~ East and the v ,ery next day they would be fighting back .vest again, Yut, de spite all of theso att0nda.nt difi"icultfos we broke
And so instead of facing guns and
tho back of some of the toughest Jap,ineso resistance yet encotU1tcrod by this
bayonets, he arrived to find a Japanese
t erun , V/O ran up a gra.nd totul of 2010 Japanese killed and 18 prisoners of war,
which is indeed a roco x'Cl to b o jealously proud of forov,ar, people in defeat, an experience he never
imagined possible - surrender. Those two
3, Each officer and ,enlisted rnan has clearly demonstrcitod such high
devotion to duty, courag~, initie.tivo and rcsourccfullnoss in this c nmpaign
blasts changed his life forever. This is the
that I would be r emiss in my duties if I failed to commend you for the fine
one image that burns clear in his mind.
a ccoo1pli shmont of n most difficult mission.· r~ h,:.wc maintained an c.mviublc
r<..:pututiOn t.hrouehout thn Arn0ric[l.l Division, and we have been subject of wnrm
Crawling over that ridge in Japan, expecting
praise by highur h0adqU2rt~rs. I run indeud very proud to b e in command of such
the worst, to view for himself the rifles
n fine combat t ,:;,im, which I know will continuc to s et the highest standards of
can.bat performance no mattc.:r wllnt the f!li.ssioR may b e.
stacked neatly in a pile, Japanese soldiers
hollowly sitting on the ground, their hands
behind their backs. Finally, it was over.
As for war, he says that it's a terrible
thing and one can't even begin to understand
until
they've
both
experienced
and
administered death. Maybe that explains his
impatience for arm-chair quarterbacks, whether it be in sports, business, or politics. When he was drafted into
the war, he was a healthy, energetic 18 year old. By the time he luckily returned to the States, he was a battleweary 21 year old who spent 6 months sleeping on his widowed mother's couch. Sadly, he was only one of a
handful from his original platoon to return home. He is grateful for every day he awakes, knowing that his
efforts helped make the world a better place. Unfortunately, of recent, he wonders if all of his efforts and the
ultimate sacrifice of others were in vain.
He is of a generation cut from a different cloth. He did what he had to do and then got on with his life.
To them, the heroes were not they, but the others. Fame and recognition took a backseat to humility. My dad
says that to understand those boys who shipped out, one needs to read Tom Brokaw's 'The Greatest
Generation'. That's just how it was.
Today, he walks the street proudly, donning an America! cap and the Combat Infantry Badge lapel pin,
hailed as a hero by mesmerized grade schoolers. He
won't say it, but I can see it in his eyes -- he hopes
these kids never have
to take to their graves
what he will take to
his. Thanks to all the
'kids' who made the
ultimate sacrifice so
we can live a free and
prosperous life.

Contact Martin Broudy
at 4800 W Parker Rd,
Apt #221, Plano, TX
Or email Scott at scottbroudy@msn.com
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Co K's SSgt Martin Broudy, 88 years old, with his granddaughters,
Rissa and Linsey, at his home in Plano, TX, Jan uary 2010
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LANDING AT
NEGROS ORIENTAL
By George Isenberg, Co F, Macarthur, Calif
In May, 1945 a landing force from the 164 was sent to Negros Oriental, an
island about 75 by 50 miles in size, very mountainous and heavily forested except
along the coasts. The landings on beaches north of the capital town of Dumaguete
near the airport were unopposed.
The initial objective was to proceed at "warp" speed, (although that term did not
exist at the time) across the cane fields, streams and ridges to a point several miles
west of town on the main road inland from Dumaguete. Once there we were to ambush
anyJaps who were leaving town and headed for the hills.
The streams were deep, fords were further upstream than our information
indicated, cane fields had to be avoided on small open trails subject to ambush, and
the troops were loaded down with ammunition and grenades having expected a fight at
the landing. As a consequence we were later than planned in arriving at our ambush
site. We immediately began setting up a roadblock. It was late dusk, and by the time
the perimeter was set up it was too dark to put out anti-personnel mines, trip wires, and
booby traps.
Night fell bringing out the usual nocturnal sounds but no Japs. We had deliberately chosen an area
heavily forested on both sides of the road in which to set up the ambush and had gone several hundred yards
along the road into the jungle knowing the Japs would be most alert where the road entered the jungle.
As darkness deepened and the volume of the jungle noises increased our men quietly dug shelters and
waited. Nothing happened. Whispered word passed to go 50-50, meaning one man alert, one asleep.
The night wore on. I dozed, waking every fifteen minutes or so to listen.
Tensions began to relax along the line. The quiet sounds of digging faded.
The chirps, calls, and grunts of animals and birds rose and fell. One new
sound woke me. In the high canopy of the trees it was raining. Men
began to move quietly to protect their weapons and equipment.
Gradually the sound of rain faded without any of it reaching
ground level and the squall passed on. The inhabitants of
the canopy high in the air raised their voices again in
various calls and chatter. The Philippine jungle is much
noisier than the jungle in the Solomons.
As dawn approached tensions rose again. Word
passed, "Everyone up and ready." Still no Japs. Where are they?
When will they attack?
When the sun was up and the men were
stretching cramped legs and backs, a
messenger arrived who told us the Japs had all
left town. Most went south along the beach
road, then inland up a river valley. At 1500 we
received directions to head in towards town with a
guide to show us where to bivouac. After about a
four-mile march we were directed into a field and
told to wait for new orders.
Would that all future combat landing operations end so effortlessly.
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The Day we Met the Leeches By George Isenberg

SOUTHERN PHILIPPINES 1945

We were four days hard marching into the interior of Negros trying to locate the rear of a Japanese force
of about eight hundred soldiers. The jungle was the thickest we had seen in the Philippines with high, steep
ridges and very deep valleys between them. There was no room to maneuver. If the Japanese discovered us
all we could do was what the rest of the regiment had been doing for several weeks, make head on attacks
against their machine-guns, a method that was costly to our men.
I was leading a force of one platoon of US soldiers, two
platoons of Philippine Scouts, and one Forward Observer team from
the US Artillery. The latter had a radio that was capable of reaching
. further than Infantry radios, but we were far beyond the maximum
.
range of any supporting artillery.
1 :( i .
Our mission took us out of direct contact with friendly troops
' , except through radio relay through a reconnaissance plane which
1 was supposed to fly over every day to drop a couple cases of C
· rations and take information we had gathered. He only managed to
do it every two or three days.
In late July of 1945 the enemy was still fighting hard as though
they still thought they could win. We knew otherwise but were
unsure about how long it would take to bring about their defeat. Our current mission was to move by boat
around the south end of Negros, then north along the west shore to a river leading east and then into the
central mountains on foot. We were in our fourth day since starting inland. The first day we had moved in battle
formation up the streambed because it offered faster movement and the natives in the small village at the river
mouth claimed to have never seen any Japanese soldiers.
The second and third days were exhausting. We had to leave the river and climb up and down the very
steep ridges searching for a ridge that my map, admittedly a poor one, showed would take us the whole
distance to the mountain. About noon of the fourth day we found what I thought was the ridge we wanted.
Reaching its crest, I gave the men a break and sent a couple of the Scouts up the ridge to see if it really did go
in the direction we wanted. They came back, told me they had gone one thousand paces along the crest, and
were still moving dead east. They also said there was a faint animal track which they had followed but no
evidence of any humans. I gave the order "Saddle Up" and we started along the ridge top in single file, two
scouts ten yards or so in front of me, my whole patrol behind me. This was far less tiring than the last two days
had been, at least for a mile or so.
On the day we met the leeches we were moving up a fairly well defined trail climbing a long gentle ridge
with a flat top. The patrol of about 75 men was strung out for probably 200 yards of trail. I was fourth in the
column. I glanced back to check on the column and saw movement on the jungle floor beneath me. Looking
down I saw what seemed to be a sea of leeches all headed for my feet. The squad behind me closed up on me
and told me they were seeing the same thing.
There were thousands of them, all coming at high speed (for leeches) toward the path we were making .
These were woods leeches as opposed to the lake and river leeches I had seen in the US. They were black in
color, three to six inches long and m~.v~d like an inchworm. I ordered a Leeches (Limatik in Tagalog)
faster movement and moved the F11ip1nos to the front of the column.
.
They were wearing shorts and tennis shoes and their legs were bloody
There _are seve~~I species ~f
up to their knees where they had torn off the leeches. The leeches were blood-~~ti~g parasit~c leeches in
so thick there was one on every leaf.
the Philippines. '.heir_ extremely
Thankfully, there were no Japanese around for we really hustled sharp sense of vibration _enables
up that ridge trying to get out of leech country. From that point until we thE:m to detect approaching
found a clearing there was no stopping nor any thought of being quiet. ani~als «:3nd humans.
.
We just barged ahead in single file for probably half an hour. Rifles
~im~t_iks secrete an anesthe~ic
bumped against canteens and bushes. Men stumbled, kicked branches ~pai~-killin~) su~stance along with
and cursed leeches. The noise level was more like that made on a Boy its ~ite so it wont hurt, and an
Scout hike than a combat patrol. The instant a person stopped anticoagulant so they can get as
hundreds of leeches closed in on him.
much blood as possible.
A jog trot under full field equipment uphill in jungle heat with no real trail to follow is exhausting but these
men did it for nearly a mile. In addition to his rifle and pack each man carried a full belt of ammunition, two
extra bandoleers of rifle ammunition and two hand grenades, a load totaling nearly sixty pounds.
Just when I began to wonder what I would do if the men began passing out before we got out of leech
country the advance scouts discovered a clearing . Bursting out of the jungle we all drew a sigh of relief. The
men dropped right in the open to discard their equipment, shed their clothing and pull off the leeches and damn
the Japs. Leeches cannot live in sunlight and deleeching was not difficult. Touch one with the hot end of a
cigarette and it will release its hold immediately. The spot where it dug in will be sore but no worse than a
mosquito bite but if you smash it, parts of its head remain in the bite and blood poisoning becomes a
possibility. We stayed in the clearing that night and next day crossed a river and went up another ridge.
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From Co F to Co A

By George Isenberg Co F/A

SOUTHERN PHILIPPINES 194§

In June of 1945 the 164 was still on NEGROS ORIENTAL, an island in the central Philippines. We had
been driving the Japs further inland and higher up the ridges for several weeks without being able to surround
or trap them. The terrain was terrible for attacking, but excellent for the defenders. The ridges were very high
and mostly less than a hundred feet wide at the top. One or two squads of Japs could and did hold up an entire
Battalion of 800 men for a time.
The last few weeks had not been kind to "F" Co. We had suffered a number of casualties. There were
several litter cases and walking wounded, and a number of serious injuries. It is always hard to watch where
you put your feet when you are being shot at. The jungle floor, even the open jungle such as we were in now,
is treacherous, mostly because of the rotting vegetation. It was a blessing when we were ordered to return to
Dumaguete for a rest. Going down those long ridges I counted a number of places where our company had
lost men. Too many.
On arrival at the edge of Dumaguete we were directed to a field where we set up
camp and hit the sack early that night after a hot meal. The next morning, very shortly after
dawn the guard woke me and told me that I was wanted at Battalion Headquarters ASAP. I
threw on my dirty clothes and reported to the Battalion Commander who told me the
Company Commander of Company "A" had been wounded while leading an attack an hour
ago and I was to take command. A guide from that company was on his way down the
mountain to show me the way up to their location. It was a rush order because the
Company had no other officer and was in direct contact with the enemy.
The guide arrived about 0900, got some hot food and we started back up the
mountain. On the way he told me that Captain Christianson had received a sucking lung
wound. The bullet had gone in the front and out the back, apparently without tumbling.

Artwork by Doug Burtell
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The wound had been taped with cigarette
cellophane front and back and pressure bandages
appeared to have slowed the bleeding, which was
about all the aid man could do. There was no way of
telling if there was internal bleeding.
Captain Christensen had refused to be
carried out until his replacement arrived. I hurried
1 up the mountain ridge several miles from the one I
.. I had just come down yesterday. It was afternoon
when I arrived. He was lying on a litter and did not
look good. I tried to get him to depart immediately,
but he would not go until he briefed me and I had
met his senior NCOs. Mainly, the problem was that
" the Japs had inflicted such serious casualties with
· machinegun fire that the Company was driven back
after each assault on the hilltop.
After I met the NCOs I directed the eight
~ lipinos to start down the mountain with Captain
Christianson on the litter. I really did not expect him
to arrive at the Battalion Aid Station alive. The trail
was narrow and muddy, too narrow in many places
for four men to carry a litter and two men on a litter is
hard work on sl ippery paths. Several days later I
learned that it took the bearers until almost dawn to get
down the mountain and to the aid station. The Captain
.
was still alive when he arrived there. He was quickly
i.
~
evacuated to a MASH unit and that is the last I heard of him.
Until 1986.
At some time that summer Beverly, my wife, was
reading The Retired Officer Magazine and called my
attention to a note telling of a reunion of the 164th Infantry
Regiment in Bismarck, North Dakota that fall. We went to the
reunion and almost the first person I met there was
George Christianson. There he was big, fat,
GE.TT1N0 CASUA1., TY nowN
and sassy, a retired veterinarian and the
STE.E'. P IVll!lDPY R.l OGE
elected mayor of Minot, North Dakota. What a
pleasure and what a treat to shake his hand.
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My First Company By George Isenberg Co A

SOUTHERN PHILIPPINES 1945

I replaced Captain George Christianson as Commander of Company "A", 164th Infantry after he was
evacuated with a lung wound in the summer of 1945.
To pick up the story at that point, Company "A" was more than a little shook up. They had lost their
Company Commander, failed their mission and now had to attempt the same attack tomorrow under a
Lieutenant none of them knew. More important, I knew nothing of these men, their experience, knowledge, or
time on the job. After the litter bearers left I called the platoon Sergeants together for a conference.
I told the platoon sergeants I had asked for an artillery concentration from 0630 to 0645 on the hilltop we
were to try again to take from the Japs. The hilltop was less than a hundred yards from our current position. I
explained that we were beyond the maximum range of the 105mm Howitzers but a battery of four 155mm
Howitzers was now on the island and in position. We were nearly at their maximum range (about 16,000
yards) which increased the possibility of friendly fire. This required everyone to be well dug in before dark
tonight so as to be as safe as possible during the bombardment in the morning.
I spent the rest of the daylight moving around the unit, meeting NCOs and their men and generally
making myself visible. This Company had suffered badly. All of their familiar officers were gone; dead,
wounded, or sick and I had to lead it up a hill it had been unable to take under an old and well-liked C.O.
The men I spoke to, probably at least half of the Company, were not happy. Almost all of them
expressed their feeling that they had been driving up this ridge too long, that it was time for them to get
relieved. I told them I would try to get relief from the top of that hill tomorrow, as soon as we got there and
secured it. That seemed to help a little. The fact that I had been able to set up the 155mm artillery support so
quickly seemed to be in my favor.
So as dusk fell, I too was unsure. The night passed quietly. At 0600 the radio watch woke me. I made a
fast check of the perimeter. By 0625 everyone was in a hole including me. I lay on my back looking up at the
trees when I heard the first whistle, right on time. As it grew louder others began to rise in volume and
shrillness. Then there were four large, very large, crashes. The first four of our sixteen-round concentration had
arrived, and from the sound of them, were right on target. By the time the noise had settled, the second volley
was two seconds from impact. The third and fourth volleys came as scheduled.
Just after the third volley, I felt the sting of a centipede bite just under my chin. I slapped it a sliding slap
to dislodge it, but all I accomplished was to raise a severe pain in my right lower jaw. Feeling more carefully I
found something hot stuck in the bottom of my lower jaw. I wiggled it. That hurt. I got a grip on it and pulled it
out. Damn! A shell fragment. Lucky it wasn't an inch lower. Now my jaw was bleeding, I couldn't tell how much.
As soon as the last fragments from the fourth volley stopped rattling in the trees I gave the order to
begin the charge up the hill. As I started out, the 1st Sergeant sent a medic up to me who stopped me long
enough to put sulfa on my chin and a tight bandage to stop the bleeding. The men rose up out of their holes
and we started up the ridge now becoming visible through the smoke and dust.
As I hurried up the hill I heard rifle fire coming down the hill. There were lots of downed trees, some old
some new, that provided concealment and some cover for the men. They were making use of them, working
together, firing and moving. The enemy fire seemed light as I reached our forward positions, too light really,
and when the lead elements were less than fifty yards from the top the fire coming down the hill stopped
abruptly. Some of our lead men called back that they were seeing Japs running over the hill top. Our men
surged up over the top of the hill. The Japs had gone so quickly they had left their dead behind.
I established a perimeter centered on the hilltop immediately. Headcount report from all NCO's revealed
no casualties and none missing. I told the Communications Sergeant to report that our mission was complete
and I was sending out a reconnaissance patrol to see how far the Japs had retreated. Battalion Headquarters
promised they would relieve us in three days, meantime we were to hold where we were. The "hold where we
were" order resulted from the fact that we were ahead of the units on other ridges to the left and right of us and
were about to outrun our artillery support.
When asked if we had any casualties I said, "Only one slight cut and a sprained ankle." The Battalion
Supply Officer asked about ammunition and rations and I told him we needed hand grenades, 60mm mortar
rounds, rifle and machine gun ammunition and rations for three days. We needed it now.
Another check of the perimeter showed it was going well. The men were digging in, 50/50, half
digging and half on watch. Patrols reported no contact with the enemy out to the two
hundred yard limit.
Suddenly I was beat. I went back to the center of the perimeter and
told the 1st Sergeant I was going to rest a while and sat down.
The next thing I knew the Company medic was cleaning
my wound preparing to put on a clean bandage. I
thanked him and checked my watch. I hadn't slept long,
just a few minutes, but I felt better. Before sunset the
outpost reported sounds of a large number of men
approaching our rear. It turned out to be the supply convoy,
Artwork by Doug Burtell
eighteen exhausted Filipino carriers.
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First Company (Continued)

By George Isenberg

SOUTIIERN PHlllPPINES 1945

.
The sun s~t ~nd the short tropical dusk quickly turned into a moonless night. All outposts reported in
with no contact. D1gg1ng stopped and the company went on a 50/50 watch in all units. Radios were turned
down to the point that a call could only be heard by keeping the earpiece right in the ear. The whole perimeter
went dead still. It is difficult to portray the feeling of such stillness. You know there are nearly two hundred men
within a fifty-yard circle and you are personally responsible for the well-being and the very life of each and
every one of them. Furthermore, it is possible, nay, even probable, that you will be called upon to send some of
them into danger or death in the next twelve hours, and certainly will have to do so in the near future.
Looking up at the brilliant star display on this moonless night I thought about what I had done today that I
could have done better. Should I have sent patrols down and along the nearby cliffs to make sure no Japs
lurked there? The chances of finding Japs there were almost nil. The chances of one or more of my men being
injured on the patrol were high. No, that decision was correct. And so on for I don 't know how long before I
went to sleep in my slit trench, rolled up in my poncho, my canteen for a pillow, my .45 in my right hand. I
know that I woke up several times during the night to stare at the stars while listening for any noises, and
hearing nothing unusual went back to sleep.
I left a call with the radio watch for a half hour before dawn and the Sergeant woke me accordingly. My
orders were that at the first hint of light in the east we would go on 100% watch until the sun was up, then back
to 50%. The stars were fading. The sky was turning gray in the east. I told the Communication Sergeant to
call all platoons on the sound power phone to make sure all men were up and alert. The 1st Platoon reported
some sounds to their front on our left flank, but said it was not likely to be enemy because it was so very steep,
almost a cliff, and the growth was thick. The men who had been on outpost yesterday had seen small animal
trails. I told the Sergeant to break night radio silence and report to Battalion Hqs that all is well on our hill.
The day brightened, a few clouds low in the west, otherwise clear. The 1st Sergeant was already
distributing rations the carriers brought us yesterday. We ate our breakfast and another day of search and
destroy began.

Fresh Potatoes

SOUTHERN PHIUPPINES 1945
By George Isenberg, Co A

In July, 1945 the 164 was back on Cebu Island in the central Philippines training and staging for the
invasion of Japan. One day word came down to spruce up the area for an inspection by the Sixth US Army
Commanding General, a four-star general, the man who commanded all army troops this side of the Golden
Gate, so we spent a couple of days getting everything neat and spiffy in so far as was possible.
When the great day came I was informed the Army Commander would inspect my Company, "A"
Company. This brought about another flurry of preparation that didn't stop until a column of jeeps with the
general's flags fluttering came into view.
I stepped to the head of my Company Street and looked for the guy with the most stars. Finding him, I
snapped a salute and reported to him, "Sir. Lieutenant Isenberg Commanding Company "A" 164th Infantry
reporting. My Company is fourteen men under strength at 169 men and at full strength with six officers."
He saluted me and said, "Good morning, Lieutenant. Please show me your command." I turned and led
him to my kitchen crew which was the first stop. He looked the cooks over, then turned to the Mess Sergeant
and asked him if there was any problem in his field of endeavor. The Mess Sgt replied, "One, sir. The soap we
get to wash the mess kits with is terrible. It will not make suds, just a greasy slick on top of the boiling water."
The general turned to his aide and told him to make a note and get more information from the Sergeant.
Then he looked at me and nodded for me to go on.
We moved along the ranks of my platoons, talking to some men, asking questions and getting the usual
answers until he reached a PFC in the Third Platoon. He took the PFC's rifle, looked down the barrel and into
the action then snapped, "Private, when is the last time you had fresh potatoes in your mess?"
The PFC looked the general in the eye without flinching and answered, "Sir, I've been in this outfit for
over 18 months and have not seen a fresh potato in that time!"
The general turned to me. "Is that right, Lieutenant?" I said, "Sir, I can't tell you the exact date but I am
relatively certain that it has been longer than that. I'll have the mess
records checked to see if we can nail the last issue of potatoes down."
The general said, "You will have them tomorrow," turned to his
aide and said, "I want a plane load of potatoes down to this regiment
before nightfall." The aide said, "Yes, sir. I had better get started now,"
and left.
Before dark an issue of food, a large one, was made to all
eighteen regimental messes which fed plus or minus 3000 men a noon
meal the next day including fresh potatoes. There were even enough
left to make everyone a treat called Lefse, a potato pancake popular in
North Dakota, the homeland of the 164.
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Lt. Clair Tongen, Co E & Co F

On the following pages, you'll read about Company F's 33 day patrol on
Negros Oriental. A name mentioned frequently is that of Lt Tangen who was
leading patrols and setting demolitions. A review of Clair Tongen's records at
":.\z:;,;w;wr,• ND State Headquarters indicated that he farmed in the Walhalla, ND, area
until he was drafted in 1941 and assigned to Company E, attaining the
position of Platoon Sergeant and serving with that unit until 22 April 1945, at
which time he was commissioned as a Second Lieutenant and assigned to
Company F. This occurred shortly before the landing on Negros Oriental, so
his first assignment as an officer is chronicled in the patrol log.
Associate Member Joyce Tangen currently resides in Mountain, ND, and allowed access to a scrapbook of
WWII photos ·that their children had put together. Daughter Becky says that her dad was one of those guys
who didn't talk about the war, especially to his girls, so they don't have much to add to his service story, so
these photos, mostly from Co E, will tell the tale.
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Negros Patrol Log - Company F

33 Days of Continuous Contact

N egros Patrol Log - Company F

SOUTHERN PHILIPPINES 1945

Sent in by John Jordan, son of Capt. William Jordan

Editor: This is the Negros patrol action of Company F, extracted from a 50 day report of the activities of the
company.. The author is not identified in the report, but one might assume it was the Company Clerk or
perhaps the company First Sergeant. A cover sheet addressed the report to Captain William Jordan, Battalion
Executive officer, so it was written some time after Capt Jordan was moved from the Company Command to
the Bn XO position. It also included a roster of Co F officers and soldiers, September 1945, who "participated
in the Cebu operation"; however, not all the names listed in this patrol log were on that roster.
25 April 1945: 0700-1200 church services, clean and pack up ready to move. Left Cebu City at 1430 and
embarked on LCI at 1500. Ship sat in harbor until 2400. Ate supper on boat. Co strength 133 EM, 6 officers.
26 April 1945: 0600 in s!Pht of Negros-Pikes Peak staring us in face. Co ate breakfast at 0730. H Hour at
0830. 1st Bn landed, 2n Bn landed at 0900, F Co in lead. No
opposition on the beach.
1st Bn moved into Si bu Ian meeting
opposition.
The 2nd Bn moved west toward foothills traveling
approximately 10,000 yards. Lt Sheehan taking lead . Unbearably
hot, men almost pooped. Co F reached objective at 1700 at coord
TE.5-GA.8 and set up road blocks. The nips raked Bn with machine
gun fire wounding one E co man at 1700. Nip machine gun firing
from hills to west. AT 2000 two Nip trucks passed our road block, .. ,..1_..
loaded with 40 nips and 40 Filipinos coming from Sibulan causing
excitement. 2015 column of Nip troops moved into Road Block.
Machine gun, rifle, and mortars got 12 Nips and 25 probables. SSgt
Cina WIA at 2030 by our mortars duty status. At 2030, Nips threw 3
knee mortars at us getting no casualties. Sporadic mortar fire and
small arms fire thrown at Nips wounded and scattered rest of night. Troops of the 154th Land on Negros
At 2030 Nip trucks started back from west but stopped and
Signal corps Photo 206904
unloaded Filipinos. E Co Road Block got 12 Filipinos.

.1i11,. ~

27 April 1945: 0001-0800 F Co still at TE .5-GA.8 sporadic fire on scattered Nips during the night. 1000 E and
G Co moving west and F Co holding Road Block. At 1030, two tanks moving up with E Co. At 1430, F Co
moved west 500 yards and set up perimeter around Bn Hqs near burned ammo dump. Nips evacuating to
Mtns to W. At 1700, E Co drew machine gun and mortar fire. At 1700 two Nips tried to blow up the M-10 with
50 lbs of dynamite but were bumped off. 1700-2400, all quiet. No casualties, Co strength 130 EM 6 officers.
28 April 1945: 0001-0800 all quiet. A couple of stray Nips seen west of perimeter. 0800 two platoons, Lt
Wolfe and Lt Watt took out security patrols to clear stray Nips from Bn Area. Patrols returned
about 1300. No Nips taken and lots of supplies left by enemy. General and Colonel in area.
Flies and heat unbearable and water almost impossible to get. Flies in the day time and
mosquitoes at night. Co F moved from Hill at TE.5-GA.8 at 1205 moving west took Hill 1260 at
1600 coord TE.2FX.6. Three nips killed. They were armed with one US BAR and two 03's. Lt
Sheehan's platoon took hill and did a wonderful job. Lt Tongen also gave some beautiful
support with his mortars. At 1800 perimeter set up for night. No casualties in F Co for this
operation to date. Too easy so far, everyone's holding their breath. 500 Nips withdrew first
ahead of us.
~ - - - ~ 29 April 1945: 0001-0930 all quiet. 0930 Co f moving SW from Hill TB2-FZ.6 with 1st Bn and
G Co on left. Lt Watt leading 1st platoon took the lead and assaulted hill at Coords SZ.5-FY.9 at 1430. After a
pitched battle we withdrew. Our casualties were heavy. 5 KIA Lt Watt, Pfc McShane, Pvt Rockholt, SSgt N
Carter, and Pvt Estes. 9 WIA including 3 H Co men. Pfc Chruscial, Sgt Herkshan, Pvt Gibson, SSgt
Espinosa, Pfc Garlinski, and Pvt H. Peterson, H Co men were Cpl Paul Schmitt, Pfc Richard T. Stout,
and Pfc Edwin L. Schweitzer. Five Nips were known to have been killed. At 1430 1st platoon moved up hill
which was 2000 ft in elevation with 2nd platoon. Lt Wolfe in support. Nips let us move over the crest of hill
before opening up on us with machine gun, BAR, and rifle fire from well camouflaged positions. Lt Watt was
killed instantly and several other casualties were taken in same burst. The 1st platoon was tied down and in
order to evacuate the wounded, Lt Wolfe moved his platoon up to flank Nip positions. Nips then threw in about
25 rounds of mortar plus machine gun fire, BAR fire and a couple of kitchen sinks for good measure. Lt Watt
did an excellent job but was killed in his first fire fight due to his lack of experience and trying to take the hill
himself.
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Sgt Cunneen, Pfc Berry, SSgt Carter, Espinosa, and Sgt
Herkahan were just a few of the ones who were outstanding. Due to their
courage and cool headedness a number of wounded were evacuated.
We were unable to remove the bodies of Pvt Estes, Lt Watt, P Rockholt
and Pfc McShane until the next morning. Cub plane spotted one of our .-----..._
men wounded left on hill. I called for volunteers to go get him under fire.
SSgt D Carter, SSgt Cortez, Pvt M Peterson, Sgt Lonnie Davis, & Pfc
Cruz brought out SSgt N Carter back who later died.
When the assault started 4 men had passed out due to the heat
and lack of water. Everyone was completely exhausted by the time the
wounded were evacuated and we had to move back to hill at Coords
BZ.8-FZ.5 where we dug in for the night. At 1800 3 Nip mortar shells
landed near perimeter and we were set for a rough night but to everyone's Above: Napthali Carter (KIA) and
relief the Nips did not bother us. I was in charge of the operation and Life member Crescencio Cruz
everyone admitted it was the toughest spot we have been in yet. It was
the hardest decision I've ever made to pull out the leave the four bodies From "They Were Ready":
on the hill all night. Lt Wells new Officer killed by MG fire.
Young soldiers grew up fast in
these
battles. Crescencio Cruz
30 April 1945: 0001-0800 men on edge after hard battle in afternoon.
was
a
just twenty when he
0950 Co F moving out to re-assault hill at SZ.5-FY.9. Lt Sheehan taking
landed
on
Negros ... [and] went
lead with Lt Wolfe supporting. 0830-0900 Hill softened up by artillery and
mortar fire. At 1100 hill was secure, the one that was so rough yesterday into the hills with his platoon.
without a shot being fired. It takes guts to go up a hill again just 12 hours The unit soon "got hit with some
later after the pasting we took but Co F has men with more guts than you mortar fire. A guy in our unit by
could sure make anyone believe who hadn't been through hell with them. the name of Napthali .Carter got
The four bodies were recovered. Only Lt Watt's body was searched and a hit when a shell exploded in front
saber wound through his heart. The four died instantly upon being hit. Lt of us. His mother was Hispanic.
Watt had 12 machine gun slugs through the back--never had a chance. He got hit in the face and called
Co F and G dug in on hill. Co E moved west at 1300 assaulted hill in front to me for help in both English
of us but had to withdraw after taking 3 WIA. Artillery softening hill fro E and Spanish. I tried to help and
Co's push tomorrow. E Co dug in behind us. Nip mortar near our then started to carry him down
the hill, but he died in my arms
positions. Men still suffering from heat exhaustion and lack of water.
as I carried him. I see that in my
1 May 1945: 0001-0800 all quiet. 0800 all hell broke loose 6-60MM mind all the time. I know a lot of
[mortar], a battery 155's, 2 M-7 tanks, 6-81MM, and 8 machine guns men have gone back over there
started softening up hill 800 yds. to our front. E Co assaulted hill at 0820. to see those places again, but I
Hill secured at 0930. E Co got the most beautiful support I've ever seen, have no desire to do that.
and without it they would never have taken the hill. The support was good Sleeping in those jungles, the
but it took the Doughboy as usual with guts to go in and did the Nips out of fighting, the guys killed, I have
their holes. The Nips bonsaied E Co at 0930. Baranoski and his platoon no fond memories of the Pacific."
Sgt got 7 Nips before Baranoski was wounded . Eco had 4 casualties . .__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _•
Another new officer got a slug clear through his stomach. One man killed by bayonet at 1000. G Co moved
out in support of E Co, killed several Nips and captured one of our heavy machine guns. 1200 Nips still giving
...-i"""""_ _ _...,.....,."'!!"'!..--. E and G Co trouble. We are on big hill forming Bn perimeter and guarding 2 M-7
D's who are laying direct fire from 75's on the Nips. Co strength 111 EM, 3
Medics, 5 Officers.
2 May 1945: Co F still on hill guarding Bn and Tanks. Sent out two patrols, Lt
Wolfe and Sheehan 0900 and returned 1200. Searched a number of shacks
found quite a bit of Nip loot and 11 graves and 2 unburied Nips around our hill,
that we had bumped off yesterday. Found dead Nip with knee mortar that
bumped off some of our best men. Hard rain a couple of days rest and feed and
the boys are singing and laughing as if they had been on a picnic instead of
through hell. Also rumors have it that the operation is almost over which had
added materially to the boys morale. Only enemy activity is occasional sniping
of stray Nips. Co strength 111 EM. Also got mail which is a life saver out here.
3 May 1945: Still on hill doing patrol duty. Lt Wolfe took his platoon patrol out
0730 going on front 2000 yards to see if he can contact enemy. A damn tough
patrol in anyone's army and plenty dangerous. Cunneen left going to Cebu to
From the Frank Godava, Co F, collection
accept spot consideration . He has done a wonderful job and everyone is glad to
see him get it. Lt Campbell is doing a good job as C.O. He has the cooperation
of all the men and officers except the Exec.
M? Tank had a· 105 howitzer
and 50 cal MG on Sherman
or Lee tank chassiz
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Lt Sheehan going for ride in cub plane to spot route for his patrol tomorrow. Lt Wolfe came in 1500.
Found 18 natives about 1500 yards west of our hill. Nips had kept them in hills before they pulled out further
west. The Nips took some Philippine girls back into the hills with them. Artillery and mortar laid on hill in front
of G co softening it up for C Co's assault tomorrow. Looks like a Jonah as it's straight up. All kinds of rumors
in the air, a few as follows: Germany surrenders. We are through with operation and just waiting to go back to
Cebu. America! going to Oahu after this operation. Just sitting on hill stuffing our gut, hoping we don't have to
take another hill. This stuff is getting old to the men. 1st Bn in valley to right sounds like they have hit it rough .
4 May 1945: All quiet, men resting up, taking life easy and still hoping some of the rumors come true. Co G
attempted to take their hill again after the heaviest artillery concentrations of this operation. After six hours of
rough uphill fighting, they almost reached the top and were forced to withdraw when the Nips opened with
mortars and machine guns. Lt Thompson wounded in leg, evacuated. Mtns too steep .....and narrow for one Co to push at a time. G Co has their hill to take yet and the next one ·
is F Co's.
How is the hell the Nips can stay on the hills through our artillery
bombardments is more than anyone can understand. They are dug in like rats and their
defense is plenty good.

Lt Campbell sweating out his furlough. Lt Tongen took out patrol to investigate some
Nips rumored to be behind us but found no sign of them. Strength 112 EM 3 Medics and ,
5 Officers. Weather rainy and miserable in fox-holes and air strikes for 0800 cancelled
due to low handing clouds. We are above the clouds part of the time. 3 miles from coast
and 3000 feet up on Mt. At 0700 the Co moved by truck to a point about 5000 yds to the
rear of the 1st Bn located 8000 yds NW. We bivouacked there for the night.
5 May 1945: In-trucked at 1100 and moved to end of road, at that time we received
orders to return to our old area. We have a new C.O., Capt Wm. Jordan. Lt Wolfe was
transferred to G Co as was Lt Cunneen. Night was quiet.
6 May 1945: At 0700 Nips blew up an artillery peep, 100 yds east of perimeter, was small
amount of small armed fire, and threw one charge of TNT in E Co perimeter 40yds below
F Co deafened a couple of men. Bomb attached to TNT fell in fox-holes with men .but
failed to explode. Pfc Ottaviana wounded 0530 by small armed fire (Friendly) died 0600.
0800 Co moved out to position 1000 yds NW of G Co. Because of unfavorable terrain
we bivouacked at this point at 1400. All quiet during night. G Co has attempted to take
their hill for 4 days now and haven't yet. The terrain is the roughest imaginable, tall
Mtns, with the only trails leading up the there will be guarded by Nips. 1800 the darkest
hour for the Company in many a day. A Mountain 2500 ft tall directly across from us
- - - - - - - - - which is tomorrow's objective. It is almost perpendicular [sic] with one trail leading up
and we can see Nips sitting on it waiting for us. It will be next to impossible to evacuate the wounded. A
person can almost sense the prayers going up from the fox holes. At 2000 we were notified we would not have
to take hill which was the answer to our prayers and I'm sure everyone slept much better. Also notified of air
strike at 0800 tomorrow to soften up Nips. Everyone on edge now and waiting to see what our next mission
will be. Many of our best men either killed or wounded. Rumor circulated that America! Division will soon
return to U.S.
7 May 1945: 0001-0800 all quiet. 0800 the long awaited air strike came through. Corsairs dive bombed the
Nip positions dropping 1000 lb bombs and strafing 700 yds from us. The bombing was beautiful and G Co
should be able to take hill they have tried so hard to take. One man from G Co killed on hill yesterday and they
were unable to recover the body. F Co still sitting on hill with Nips looking down our necks just waiting and
hoping. Steady artillery fire falling on tills occupied by Nips. 0930 G Co pushing. At 1200 G Co started up
their hill, found two dead Nips in the positions where they were stopped yesterday. They proceeded to the top
of the hill and dug in. At 1330 Capt Jordan received the order to move his Co up our hill. Lt Sheehan's
platoon reached the small knoll half way up the hill by 1600 and started to dig in, they were reinforced by the
1st Platoon under Lt Allen and a section of machine guns with Capt Jordan. The remainder of the Co stayed
in the old area with Lt Campbell. The remainder of the night was quiet for F Co. At 1400 and 0300 G Co was
attacked by the Nips. They suffered one casualty and drove the Japs off. A Co on our right tried to take their
hill at night, but had to withdraw under enemy fire to their old positions.
8 May 1945: The 2nd Platoon and the mortars moved up with the forward elements at 0800. At 0830 an
artillery and mortar concentration was layer on the enemy positions at the west of our hill. At 0900 Lt Allen
and the 1st Pit started up. The going is very rough , with the men having to crawl up the steep slopes. At 0400
the platoon was fired on from the top of the hill. Lt Allen withdrew a short ways and adjusted the T.O.[?] 105
on them. After this he moved forward and too the hill at 1600. There was sporadic firing. Sgt Lonnie Davis
was shot in the shoulder. Also Pvt Stacey J. Miller in the groin and leg. Both of these men were litter cases.
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1600 Pvt Phillips wounded in action by enemy sniper fire. Alfanio Cabanug, native boy, was WIA. Pvt
H Peterson WIA. Everyone was surprised at us taking hill as quickly as we did. Artillery drove the Nips from
their dug in trenches and we moved in on them before they could reorganize, then gave them hell killing quit a
few but we could not get down to search them. Nips opened up on us at 1800 with 3 machine guns, raking
our entire area. The Nips wanted this hill badly and no one slept the entire night. Nips attacked our positions 7
different times with grenades, heavy charges of TNT, rifle and machine gun fire, but F Co repelled every attach
without suffering any casualties. Nip casualties were heavy but they drug their dead away before morning.
We are sitting on top of the hill with Nips dug in caves and trenches 30 yards below us. Our snipers pick off
occasional Nips tying to crawl up on us. Another incident that had all of us sweating was when the Nips
ambushed our supply train and mortar squad. With assistance from E Co, they were getting of the jam with
light casualties.
9 May 1945: Hell popped loose all night and didn't have a chance to take notes
of action. Patrols were sent out and cleared Nips from our supply lane and
immediate bivouac area. Nips bonsaied us six times during night, tossing
Bangalore torpedoes, grenades, and demolitions tied to 90MM shells. They also
raked our hill with machine gun and mortar fire. 14 Nips counted dead from
...._....,.,__al'Ui
night's activity besides ;many that they drug out with them during the night. We
were extremely lucky in having an air strike defense and had only 2 casualties at 0230.
WIA SSG Brakken and Sgt Watne. G Co on our left and A Co on our right having
about the same battles and success as F Co. Our casualties fairly heavy in both Co's.
Roy Summers
At
1200 Lt Allen and Lt Tongen were investigating a cave and found 7 boxes TNT.
& Mansel Watne
From Frank Godava collection
While in the cave, a Nip sneaked up 20 yds from us. LT Tongen shot him before he
Inset: H. Brakken
could fire. Later a cave was discovered 20 yds away with 15 Nips in it.

~ - - - - - - -~

10 May 1945: Still holding out on hill after another rough night of attacks by Nips. All of men are about dead
from 4 sleepless nights and 16 days in the bush without a shave, bath , or change of clothes and men
beginning to show the strain but still cheerful. Outposts have been picking off Nips in caves, the caves are 40
yds below our hill. All day we can't get a count as they are directly beneath us and drag their wounded in the
caves. At 1500 the caves beneath hill were blasted with TNT tied to mortar shells. 20 lbs of TNT thrown into
caves, then LT Allen, Lt Sheehan, Pfc Berry, and SSgt Drabus took 12 men down to search caves. At 1530
PFC Berry shot in leg with dum dum bullet, shattering his leg and causing him much suffering. We had a
tough time getting back up the hill as it was straight up and slippery. PFC Berry was gotten out OK.
Incidentally, he was one of the best men in the co and has got his share of the Nips. Men getting set for tough
night. At 2250 Nips tried to blow up hill with demolitions blowing man out of foxholes. They also threw
Bangalore torpedos, mortars, grenades, and raked the hill with machinegun n fire. It was one of the toughest
spots we have been in for quite some time. AT 2245 Pvt Miles WIA and died at 2400. At 2245 Sgt Brown
was WIA, Pvt Dufrene WIA, Pvt Frank Jr WIA slight, Pvt Jones WIA slightly. The Nips casualties were
heavy, but they removed all except 4 bodies during the night.
11 Man 1945: Nips harassed our perimeter with demolitions and grenades. 0830 E Co sent platoon up so F
Co's men could get some sleep. Flame throwers to be used this afternoon to try and burn Nips out of caves.
All of us sitting on hill resting and hoping we will be relieved soon. Hills to our front higher and higher and
tougher. Each one seems to get rougher and we have more casualties. Some good rumors passing around,
only hope they are true. Almost 3 months of constant fighting up mountains and men's nerves getting on edge.
Co strength is 105 men here on the lines. Lt Allen used demolitions to blow up caves under hill but they have
not been searches as yet. Day fairly quiet. G and A co's made advances. Nips continue to harass our supply
and commo supply lines.
12 May 1945: 0001 -0800 Occasional Nips throwing grenades and sniping at us. SSgt Drabus carried out
patrol to our front and found entrenchments and caves Nips had left from. Lt Allen with small party and SSgt
Drabus blew one cave and after searching cave found 4 Enfield rifles, one heavy machine gun, 50 caliber
explosive bullets and other equipment. Also mines and Bangalore torpedoes. Lt Allen used flame throwers on
4 caves in addition to explosives. When we started searching caves, received fire from one cave and had to
pull out again. Have more demolitions to throw at Nips tomorrow. Raining daily, the men wet and getting sick
sleeping in muddy foxholes and freezing at night. Going is plenty rough but morale is still pretty good . 93 EM
4 Officers. Lt Campbell went in to get Purple Heart for bad scar caused from Bangalore Torpedo.
13 May 1945: 0001 -0800 a few Nips heard around area. Nips threw one large charge at us. Nips must be
pulling out. Everyone hopes this is our last day in this muddy hell hole. 1000 Lt Sheehan took out patrol to
our front to try and make contact with Nips. F Co has credit for 40 Nips killed on this hill, which brings our total
to almost a hundred for this operation. Nip tracks found in caves just below our hill again this morning showing
we still have some bad neighbors. Lt Sheehan's patrol came in at 1400 found caves, pill boxes, etc. The
artillery had forced Nips to evacuate.Also found some Nip graves. All quiet rest of night for the first in 6 nights.
Lots of men getting sick. Co strength 96 EM and 4 Officers. Stench of dead Nips and flies almost unbearable.
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14 May 1945: 0001-0800 things fairly quiet around perimeter. 0930 F Co started push up on big hill. Lt
Allen's platoon in lead. 0230 after moving 500 yards up hill, came within sight of hill studded with trenches,
caves, and pill boxes. Trail leading up Mtn is very steep and narrow ideal for an ambush, passed lots of caves
and trenches on the way up. F Co back up 100 yds, set in perimeter for night. Lt Allen and TSgt Drabus put
out booby traps for night in a long time. 0830 air strike with P-38's bombing and strafing hill to our front to
soften up Nip positions. After artillery and mortar barrage Lt Sheehan moved one platoon out to try and
contact enemy to front. 40 1h Division moving N and America! Division moving S catching Nips in squeeze play.
Men writing letters. Everyone looks rough with 22 day old beards. No relief in sight, the same old push and
fight for another hill day after day. Supply lines long and rough. Next to impossible to evacuate casualties.
1200 Lt Sheehan got fired upon several times, no casualties, had to withdraw and throw in more artillery. Lt
Sheehan going to try again this afternoon. 1300 Lt Sheehan went up again, received fire and killed 2 Nips.
No casualties for F Co.
16 May 1945: All quiet, Nips sneaked to within 40 yds of our lines and stole a Bangalore torpedo that was set
for booby trap. Rained most of the night making a muddy hole which is uncomfortable and cold to sleep in.
Just wish some of the Draft Dodgers could spend one night here. 0930 Lt Arlen took out 12 man patrol to try
and slip in behind Nips. Succeeded under cover of heavy rain and fog of getting to within 75 yds of Nips
positions and observed 8 or 10 working on camouflaged pill box on peak of hill. While trying to register mortar
fire on Nips, on of them shot at us missing Lt Allen's head by inches. We beat a hasty retreat as we aren't
looking for a fight. Rained most of day, lots of boys getting sick from cold and dampness. Morale dropping
daily. Nips in front of us on narrow trails and almost impossible to get at them. Nips threw in 10 rounds mortar
fire but all of them fell short. Tojo's boys are bad marksman, thank the Lord.
17 May 1945: 0001-0800 No trouble from Nips but no sleep
due to rain. Miserable night. Hill to front a tough nut to
crack, no solution as yet. Lt Sheehan took out patrol but
spotted nothing more of interest. Nips still on hill looking at
us. Rain still coming in and rough going. Good rumors but
no relief in sight. Everyone hoping for the best but fearing
we still have to move forward. If we have to move forward
casualties are bound to be heavy. Up to midnight all quiet
and WET. Co strength 89 EM and 4 officers.

Capt Charles Walker (1920-2009)
18 May 1945: 0001-0800 Rained most of night. Everyone
miserable and almost sick. 24 days without a shave, bath,
Lt Milton Shedd (1922-2002)
or change of clothes and everyone on edge. Walker with
reinforced platoon went behind Nip lines in front of G Co. Moved forward. Nips closed in on Walker and he
had to withdraw. G co moved forward and had to withdraw when pressure got too hot. 0900 F Co moved to
rough hill to our front. Lt Sheehan moving up trail with Lt Tongen moving in on flank. Moved out after heavy
barrage from artillery and mortar. 1500 both platoons moved in to assault hill. Lt Tongen's platoon moved in
first in a down-pour of rain completely surprising Nips and pulling the smoothest job of any on this operation.
Killed 2 Nips for sure, capturing a heavy machine gun and getting at least 8 possibles along with other
equipment. Fount 5 Nip graves. SSgt Dahl WIA t 1500 by enemy sniper and died at 1800 after reaching the
Bn Aid Station. Lt Tongen, SSgt Dobson, and Pvt Tony Frany (Scout) did exceptional work in knocking out
machine gun nest. Another feather added to F Co had. Bn still hollering push aggressively, bush to bush, rock
to rock, and that kind of crap while they sit back in the good area and enjoy life. 14 replacements arrived 1500.
Sgt Powers one of them from ole K Co. Capt Robinson, an old timer now after some rough battles, still trying
to keep from his wife that he is in combat. Perimeter dug in for night. Trenches, caves, fortifications all over
hill. Everyone looking for rough night ahead.
19 May 1945: 0001-0800 all quiet. Nips heard moving out from caves under hill during night. 0800 men
searching caves under hill. 1000 hrs Nips shot at us and threw grenades from cave under hill. 1600 cave
blown closed with 40 lbs TNT. Nips buried alive. Number unknown. 10 Nip graves found on hill during day.
G Co on left and 1st Bn on right had rough fire fights during day. Lt Sheehan took out patrol to front 0900 300
yds. Returned 1700. No contact with enemy, saw lots of caves and trenches Nips had evacuated. Lt Shedd
from E Co took out patrol going up valley to get behind Nips on our ridge and make a squeeze play on the
Nips. Lots of rain, mud, and sickness in Co. 24 days of continuous fighting. All of us hoping the end is near.
20 May 1945: 0001-0800 Nips heard under hill again last night. Lt Shedd heard Nips to our front last night.
0830 F co moving forward. Lt Sheehan's platoon in lead. When F Co hits O.P. position Lt Shedd is to move
behind Nips and get them between two fires. Rumors still good that old men will go back on point system and
that America! Division will return to Oahu for reorganization. Regimental C.O. said America! will do no more
fighting after their operation until after first of year. Nips pulled off hill to our front and F Co moved bivouac
forward 400 yds. Nips in pill boxes and machine guns can be seen on hill to our front. Nips attacked once at
2200 but were repelled. More caves blown up.
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Negros Patrol Log- Company F
21 May 1945: 0001-0800 all quiet. 1000 patrol sent out to front to contact Nips. Returned 1400, reported Nips
on Mtn to front with one trail leading up to Nip fortifications. No relief in sight after 26 days of hunting rats . Air
strike 0830 on Nip Colonel's hill to our front about 900 yds. 151 Bn on right, G Co on left hitting bitter opposition.
Col McDonnam up this morning. Half day's hike back to Bn from here. Raining most of time, men still getting
sick and hoping we will be pulled out before any more casualties occur. Bn hollering Push. How in the hell
can we? is the 64 dollar question.
22 May 1945: 0001-0800 All quiet. 0900 Capt Jordan took out a squad through the valley on our right and
contacted B Co on the ridge to our right. The Capt looked over approaches to our next hill from their angle,
and still found no solution. Lt Allen took to the air at noon today and got the big picture. Upon his return he
said that F Co and B Co are about 200 yards apart. Rest of the day was spent improving the area and resting.
23 May 1945: 0001-0800 all quiet, but the rain made everything quite miserable.
Everyone is hoping that the end is in sight. Rumors have it that as soon as the
hill the Nips' Colonel CP is on is taken, the whole show is off. Let's hope so.
This helped to boost morale. Lt Tongen took out a squad patrol up to hill on our
front. They spotted one Nip in the trenches. TSgt Drabus and SSgt Powers
[Assoc member, now in Montana, original Co K] fired on Nip installations with
bazooka, doing considerable damage. Patrol returned at 1200 after being out all
day. Mortars moved up from old area and the area was cleared to permit their Lawrence Drabus (1919-2009)
use. Mail and PX supplies have been coming up quite regularly which helps
His brother was also in the unit
boost morale which isn't too high. All quiet to 2400.
24 May 1945: 0001-0800 All quiet, but rain continues to fall daily which makes everyone miserable. 0900 Lt
Sheehan took one squad patrol to hill where Lt Tongen was the day before. SSgt Drabus and Sgt Powers
operated the bazooka again, and when they finished F Co moved on the hill which had the usual Nip
installations. Not a shot was fired. Two dead Nips were found, one had been killed by a hand grenade. After
our portion of the hill was secure, a patrol went out and contacted Lt Maples from B Co. When the hill was
secured Lt Maples pulled out and F Co moved forward and set in a perimeter about 450 yds in front of our old
perimeter. The mortars and heavy machine guns remained in old perimeter to support G Co in their attack. G
Co had to pull back after a rough fire fight. Our mortars and heavy machine guns came up after dark and dug
in the new perimeter. We also have a T-32 and a 50 caliber machine gun with us.
25 May 1945: 0001-0800 Spasmodic hand grenading throughout the night. Otherwise all quiet. 0700
machine guns and mortars moved to old bivouac area to assist G Co in their attack. Lt Tongen took out patrol
at 0730 to contact and protect rear of B Co. The new perimeter is being cleared so we can help G Co from
here. Our morale hit bottom this morning when orders came up for Lt Allen to go to G Co. He is without a
doubt one of the finest officers in this regiment. He really had what it takes and it was a pleasure to work with
him. We will all miss him and wish him the best of luck in his new assignment. We are still hoping though that
it will be possible to have him return to us. 1000 G Co and B Co are both advancing and so far have run into
no opposition. Maybe the end is in sight. Co strength 85 EM and 4 Officers. Lt was commanding the support
weapons but was unable to assist due to heavy fog. 1230 Co F moved forward about 400 yds and set up
bivouac. Area was cleared to deliver support fires for G Co and B Co took their hill without opposition.
26 May 1945: 0001-0800 All quiet and no noise. At 0800, heavy machine guns and 3rd Platoon moved
forward. The heavy machine guns, 50 caliber machine guns, and T-32 fired in support of G Co who took their
hill at 1400. They did an excellent job under Capt Jordan's supervision. One squad of the third platoon
remained as security for the machine guns and the rest of the 3rd went up to B Co perimeter and occupied it for
the remainder of the day. They pulled back to our perimeter at 1830. B Co was unable to take objective due
to machine gun fire across the top of the hill. The remainder of the night was quiet. Sgt Drabus and Sgt
Powers blew some caves up by B Co perimeter. It looks like the Nips Colonel's HQ was taken yesterday by B
Co, in the valley west of their perimeter. There were trenches 15 ft deep, and a shack with a room under it
about 25 ft down, which contained a very elaborate bed which the old boy used to rest his weary bones before
things got a little too hot. From the looks of things, tomorrow may be the day where the regimental objective is
taken. We are keeping our fingers crossed. Chaplain Wood paid us a visit today. He's a darn fine fellow.
27 May 1945: Lt Tongen took his platoon up and occupied B Co this regiment's perimeter while they pushed
on out. B co was unable to gain their objective so they pulled back and Lt Tongen returned to the perimeter
for the night. The rest of the night was quiet.
28 May 1945: 0001-0800 All quiet. Lt Sheehan's platoon moved to B Co perimeter only to be recalled at 0915
to leave for a rest in the city. The Regimental objective was taken by B Co and E Co at 1130 the Co moved
down to Bn and entrucked to the City. We arrived in Dumaguete Negros about 1500 and cleaned up and took
off. The rest of the night not all was quiet, but it was friendly activity.
1 June 1945: Well, here we go again ........
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Four Comrades in My Young Life

SOUTIIERN PHILIPPINES 194§

By Dr. Fred F. Drew, San Jose, Calif
My America! memories stem from four guys who were part of my young life when I
was a replacement troop on Cebu, May of 1945. I applied for pilot training in mid-'43 but
the air war in Europe was winding down and not much need for pilots in the South Pacific.
Hundreds were washed out for minor problems; I taught .50 caliber machine guns at the
gunnery school at Harlingen, Texas but in November of '44 they had too many instructors,
so 60 of us were transferred to the infantry and had three weeks of basic training. Most
went to Europe in time for the battle of the Bulge. A train load of us were shipped to the
South Pacific.
I was a replacement in Luzon, Manila, and the Laguna Bay. We repaired roads and
bridge crossings. I came down with malaria or whatever and was in a small tent hospital on
a cot. In the middle of the night the tent wall came up and Roy Carter and Wood Gibson
whispered, "We are shipping out some where, we've got your bag, your pack and rifle, let's
go!" I couldn't walk. The medical doctor was going to call the MP's. Roy explained things and the doctor told
him he didn't know for sure what was wrong with me. Carter, a good talker, said "fine, we'll get Fred on the
ship, let the Navy doctor figure it out." They carried my pack, rifle, etc, up the gang plank past the guard who
asked, "What's wrong with him?" Carter said, "Geeze, he just started to get the chills." We got by the guard
and into the ship.
My fever let up and in a day or so, the Navy threw our bags in the water to be hooked out with a grappling
hook; I still have the bag, hole and all. The guys on the beach were a scruffy looking bunch, beards, rag-tag
fatigues and no helmets or gas masks. The orders were, "get your bags, and throw your helmet in this pile and
your gas mask there."
Woody Gibson and Roy Carter came with me on the beach. One guy who seemed to be in charge told me
I was a medic and to go with a redheaded sergeant, Art Bevore. I told him I didn't like blood but I could shoot
having been the only one in basic training to qualify as an expert with the M1. He responded, "Mac you are a
medic and get your ass over there with Bevore". I did. We got up from the beach into some stratus-layered
sandy and rocky soil with some brush and trees; Carter and I scraped an area clean to spend the night.
Roy was above me on a shelf of dirt. I was exhausted from my fever and carrying all my gear. I woke up at
dawn to relieve myself. I stood up and looked down at Carter who had grown a reddish brown beard overnight!
Or at least that is what it looked like until he wiped a hand over his eyes and face. A jillion mosquitoes on his
face and hand turned him into bright blood red. Carter went off to relieve himself when one of the scruffy guys
with a carbine climbed up to me, sat down and asked if I slept well. I told him I had except for the mosquitoes.
This guy had a fatigue hat on and I noticed he had wooden sticks for buttons on his jacket. "You got a
cigarette?" he inquired while looking around. I held out a pack, he took one and put the rest in his pocket, with
no "thanks" just a "take care" and he was gone.
Sgt. Art Bevore came up and through the brush, sat down with me and asked if the Major said where we
were going. I told him I hadn't seen any officer. Art pointed out that the guy who bummed the cigarette was a
Major. That was my introduction to the 1st battalion, 164th Infantry Regiment, America! Division, above the
beach on Cebu. Our time was spent primarily in patrols into the hills. I stayed in Art's hip pocket as we chased
Japs up ridges where the Filipinos reported them. I recall it was hot and humid and the mosquitoes were not
bad after the 8-1 ?'s sprayed DDT on the lower parts of the island. I was impressed with Art and an older guy
everyone liked. If anyone was wounded or had some need they always asked to be taken to Tracey. I don't
have any idea if Tracey was his first or last name. I thought he was like the assistant battalion surgeon in his
demeanor and his knowledge. He helped in every way possible.
During the time we were outside of Cebu city, we practiced landings. I recall three on beaches where
we had to climb down the cargo nets into Higgins boats and go up into the beach and establish what was to be
,
•
r, ·
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· '·
an aid station. We followed the white
tapes that were put down by the
engineers who preceded us so that we
would stay out of minefield areas.
I remember getting on a small
. boat that could have been an LST, and
~ :, then going to the island of Los Negros .
..J;:~ I believe with the idea of trying to find
' ~~ some of the lepers who had been
abandoned by the Japanese. When we
arrived I believe I remember seeing
· some yellow first cavalry's patches.
Troops of the 1st Battalion, 164th Infantry pass through a gap in a
"The darlings of Macarthur" told us we
· Jap barbed wire barracade on the way to Dumaguete 26 Apr 45
weren't needed and we returned to our
. Signal Corps Photo #36821
post on Cebu.
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There were a lot of us who were replacements with almost no background or experience in medical
care. With the aid of my good buddy sergeant Art Bevor and Tracey, we held with the battalion surgeon,
schooling in classes not more than 10-15 men. I think they were just giving us a background in medical
terminology, identification of wounds, instruments, and that sort of thing to at least give us some of the
rudiments of medical care and aid.
The scuttlebutt was that we were going to invade Japan and the guesses were all the way from
September 1st to the 1st of December, but no one seemed to know. Somehow Tracy had some information that
proved to be pretty accurate. He told us that we were going into one of the southern island of Japan and we
were going to be in the 2nct or 3rd wave and we were just going to be a diversionary group and that we weren't
going to be reinforced. We would just go 4 to 5 miles inland and then hold. Again it was scuttlebutt and we
didn't know whether it was the truth or whether he had some inside information.
Anyhow during the training I had replaced my M1 heavy rifle with a thirty caliber carbine because of the
weight and during this preparation they had established a small rifle range I believe out to about 200 yards and
we were encouraged to go to the rifle range and zero in our rifles. The carbine that I had obtained from the
litter of one of the fellows that was wounded proved to be burned out and totally inaccurate. I told Bevor I
couldn't hit the broadside of a barn with it. During our rifle training , John A Thomas of Texas and I were there
on the range with Roy Carter, and at about the same time all three of us saw a lady with a little girl start to run
way up across the rifle range. Cease fire was called too late and we saw the little girl go down screaming and
the mother screaming and wailing. A group of us ran up the incline to about the two hundred yard line, only to
find that the little girl had received a wound directly through her heel. Looking back with my training as a
podiatrist, I can say that if it had been an inch more toward her ankle or toes, she would have lost complete
function of that foot. As it was, there was almost no bleeding, an in and out hole that was dressed very rapidly
by someone who had some compression dressing. The mother was told to report to either the nearest aid
station that she could find or a doctor, and with that she carried the little girl off. I don't know what they did after
that. At finding that my carbine was totally inaccurate, Art Bevor, bless him, exchanged my carbine for a 45
and holster and two clips.
After the Jap's surrendered following the dropping of the A-Bombs, older guys were counting their
points to see if they had enough points to go home. They were some of the original of the 164th who took part
of the relief that greatly helped the Marines on Guadalcanal. After the older guys realized that their time in the
service was ending, they got their Class-A uniforms. Tracey, Art and some of the "old guys" (24-25) were
dressed up in 1st class uniforms with lots of fruit salad on their chest. Bronze Star, Purple Heart, that sort of
thing. However instead of having rank on his shoulder, Tracey was carrying something else on his epaulets. I
asked Bevore if Tracey had been broken from an officer. Art laughed at me and said no, he is really a warrant
officer; he's not an "all-over doctor", but a podiatrist in civilian life. I responded, "Wow, what is that?"
Those of us who were new were put into on-site training. Little did I know in the years to come that I would
be a podiatrist. Because of the respect I had for Tracey I tried to find his name listed in the National
Association of Podiatrists, but to no avail. After returning home I attended San Jose State and took pre-med . I
have practiced podiatry and foot surgery in San Jose, California for 44 years.
The weeks that followed involved mopping-up operations. This was mostly pushing Japanese survivors up
into the higher mountains away from the Filipinos' food and water. Macarthur declared the island secure long
before it really was, as many Gl 's and Marines realized he would do; guys were still fighting and getting killed
but it made him look great because he had secured the islands ahead of time.
Bevore and Tracey applied for a combat badge for me, going twice to Captain Decker but were turned down
saying I hadn't been in combat long enough because the island had been secure. It doesn't make a difference
now but would have looked nice on my blouse for my kids and grandkids to look at; (I don't think Decker
figured in my time on Luzon).
The most impressive site I recall coming out of the hills in Cebu was a huge American flag flying above the
tall pine trees. The support forces had set up tents in rows and placed nicely on a gradual slope. Even though
we were in training we still went on patrol up the ridges. Some small mortars fell and I do remember hearing
the distinct rattle of the Nambu machine guns. I think the Japanese who were retreating up into the hills were
trying to keep us from getting close to them. Bevore, true to his pledge, kept me in his hip pocket and safe as
our patrols gradually extended higher as we prepared for the invasion of Japan.
We continued to have cases of malaria even with dropping DDT from the B-17's; we were dumbfounded.
Our patrols carried tanks and we sprayed any open or settled area of water including the buffalo wallows. We
sprayed with oil and even then we found new cases of malaria until someone found that the mosquitoes were
living in coconuts that had fallen and cracked open; the mosquitoes gained entrance into the coconut milk. We
made sure that the people would open the coconuts with machetes and dry them out around the village
compounds. We cut down a few of the palm trees and then the Filipinos realized we were in earnest about the
problem. The message got out and soon every little village we went through had the copra cut open on all the
coconuts around the compound.
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As we prepared for the invasion I received my first training to become a medic. I
had been nearly two years in the Army Air Force and three weeks training as an
infantryman only to be appointed as a medic. When I was up with the guys on patrol I
was more of a litter bearer than anything. I remember trying to carry men out on
litters with all their gear. As a medic in the Philippines we were required to carry a
rifle or sidearm. I had an M1 with 90 rounds of ammo along with first aid packs on
each hip as well as a pack on my back with food . The first young guy who came out
on a litter had a carbine so I slipped my M1 on the litter, gave him my ammo and took
his carbine. The Filipino men, barefooted, who relieved us with the litters on the way
out seemed very careful and strong and were more surefooted on the slopes. It was
wet, hot and slippery.
~ ...;;;..........,.~..-a:.;.;1..111
The battalion had setup a bamboo hut as our aid station. The hut was about
25 feet by 35 feet. On one side of the hut was our training area. We started opening boxes with all kinds of
medical equipment. Tracey, Bevore, and I opened the medical supply boxes and placed them against the wall.
The front wall had a large open front like a big garage door. There was a small back door with a regular size
door opening but without the door. This little detail, I think, saved my life later. As we unpacked equipment we
set up kerosene autoclaves.
The autoclaves were to sterilize syringes and needles and surgical instruments as well as surgical drapes;
this was on-the-job training as we went through to learn new words and lingo of the medical department. Art
and Tracey went over and over the names and we would get them straight from forceps to clamps to sutures to
needle holders, etc. Then we practiced on each other how to get an IV started. It wasn't easy for an ex-air
force guy with infantry training and only twenty years old. On mornings we had sick call and Captain Decker,
the battalion surgeon, was there to sort out the various problems.
Most of the Gl's had fungal infections of the feet, groin and ears along with a few other problems. The first
surgery I ever did was on a PFC with a greatly swollen area involving an infection from his left ear down to the
underneath of his chin. Captain Decker took out a number ten surgical blade out of cold sterilization and put it
on a scalpel shaft and gave it to me. He sprayed the side of the guys face with Merthiolate and then he
sprayed a certain area with a freezing agent that turned the skin white. He pointed to that part on the jaw and
said, "Incise here Drew." I didn't think I could do it. I made a small incision and Captain Decker said, "deeper,
deeper, push it into the start of the scalpel shaft." The patient was feeling the pain even with the freezing and
he was groaning. Decker said sharply, "Drew cut deeper!" Suddenly I was sprayed with copious amounts of
smelly pus. The incision continued to squirt blood and pus all over me and the odor was terrible and nauseous.
The patient almost collapsed from the relief of the pressure and the pain he had had for ten or twelve days.
Captain Decker diagnosed this as an abscess from an ingrown hair. He told me, "You did good" I will never
forget my first surgery and after that, every time I went into surgery at the hospital or in my office there was the
thought of that first incision now many times past.
About the back door that was in the hut. At about this time we were issued some new C rations. These were
the very best and newest. Most of us had had the old C rations that tasted of tin and had to have been stored
from WWI. The new rations contained beans and hot dogs, a combination that was delicious. I recall vividly Art
Bevore was unpacking stuff in the back of the hut near the small door. I was just inside the large door on the
right side. A young guy came in shouting and demanded that he wanted his beans and hot dogs. He was
pointing a cocked Japanese Namboo pistol at me. We weren't five feet apart and I said, "I didn't steal your
beans but I know there are some here in these boxes". I turned away from him and shuffled through some
trunks while I watched at the corner of my eye Art slipping out the back door. The guy kept yelling, "I want my
beans, I want them now" and then I heard a shot at close range. Art had sneaked in behind the guy and
grabbed him, coming up under his arms, forcing them up so the round went through the roof. The kid collapsed
and fell on the floor crying. Art told me which bag to get a white canvas, which turned out to be a strait jacket.
Four or five guys came running after the round went off and helped us put the straight jacket on. A couple of
MPs arrived and lugged him off. Art and I looked at each other in relief. We hugged each other and laughed. In
1960 Art, who went home to Oregon, came down with his family to go to Disneyland. We relived that incident
and laughed and our wives thought we had gone nuts.
We had sterilized hundreds and hundreds of needles, cleaning them with a little steel stylet and we stacked
them in trays with the pointed needles down. We were getting ready for injecting guys going into Japan or
Korea. As they lined up outside the hut several passed out because they had been told by their buddies we
had corkscrews and they were blunt needles. We still gave them their shot and rolled them out the back of the
hut. Each man was to get a 1 cc shot whatever the inoculation was for. Behind me Art whispered in my ear
each guy deserves a new clean needle. I realized that I had hit about 5 guys with the same needle
concentrating on that they received 1cc and not more. No one was harmed by my slip up which was really a
big goof. It wasn't long after that we landed in Japan on occupation duty, my final posting with the America!.
Dr Fred Drew, 1164 Cardiff Ct, San Jose, CA 95117
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164 Soldiers Buried Overseas
A future issue of the News will have a more in depth story about the American Battlefields Monument
Commission (ABMC), photos from the overseas cemeteries, the procedures to honor our veterans buried
there, and ongoing improvements to the cemetery sites. In the list below, you will see the name of Matthias
Mastel, Co A - his niece, Shirlene Clemence, is presently Chief Engineer for the American Battle Monuments
Commission. She and her husband Pete Henault, who are currently stationed in France, have provided a
wonderful story about her uncle's service as well as interesting information about the ABMC. Another nephew,
Frank Mastel, is a new Associate Life Member. For more info, go to the ABMC website, www.abmc.gov.
Name
ADOLFSEN WESLEY CM
ANDERSON WESLEY H
ARNOLD FRANKL
BALDINO PETER
BARNES PAUL R
BENNETT JOHAWAII R
BERNSTROM VERNON A
BOHRN FRANKL
BREWSTER HARVEY R
BROOKS JAMES L
BROWN EDWARD W
CAIN SAMMIE G
CALDERON CHARLES M
CAMPO CHARLES R
CARENZO ROBERT J
CARLSON CARROLL A
CARMICHAEL ROBERT W
CARTER NEPHTALE H
CHAMLEY BOYD C
CHRISTIANSON ORRIN C
CHRISTOPHER UTAH C
CLEWES THOMAS M
COULTER WILLARD J
CUMMINGS JAMES H
CUNNINGHAM JOSEPH J
CUSSON ROBERT A
CZAPIEWSKI RICHARD H
DAHL OLAND W
DE BOLT EUGENE A
DE SOUZA EDWARD M
DE VALL CHARLES H
DESAUTEL EARL A
DIBBERT LEWIS D
DIEDE HERMANN C
EBEL JOSEPH R
EVINS HAROLD E
FAYROBERTW
FLOWERS JOHAWAII T
FOUBERT KENNETH S
FRANKLIN RUDY R
FRISBIE GILBERT I
GARCIA LUCIO M
GARZA MANUEL
GEIGER JACK E
GEORGES ALOIS M
GESS EMERY F
GLASOW HERBERT B
GRASVIK ARVID J
GRAYSON WILLIAM J
GUDMUNDSON ROBERT N
HAAGENSON CORAL L
HALL GERALD
HALL WILLIAM J
HANIUK MIKE J
HIRTREITER FRED
HJELM CARL L
HOLMBERG CHESTER
HOLZEMER ERNEST M
HUBBARD HARVEY E
HUFFSTUTLER LESLIE C
HUNT WILLIAM IREYS
JACOBY HENRY E
KELLY JOSEPH F
KINNEY GEORGE O

Rank Service#
PFC 37471876
SSGT20710910
PVT 6931980
PFC 32105091
PFC 33720962
SGT 33076423
PVT 39412337
SSGT20725416
PFC 36201012
SGT 35656301
PVT 36646513
2L T 1306975
PFC 39294787
SGT 31305946
SGT 31328867
PVT 37027508
SGT 35609383
SSGT39131684
PFC 20711260
TSGT20711032
PFC 38466592
SGT 31304911
PVT 20710802
PVT 36687758
PFC 33475691
PFC 31261562
PVT 37027748
SSGT36877847
PFC 20711139
PFC 39696776
PFC 37036421
1LT 0-416121
CPL 20711375
CPL 20711494
PVT 35608504
PFC 39464120
PFC 31309867
TEC4 20730559
CPL 20710561
1LT 0-465588
PFC 39859274
PVT 38553419
PVT 38679586
SGT 20710656
PVT 39075954
PVT 37035104
PFC 37028550
2LT 1697897
1LT 0-416084
PFC 39301348
PFC 20711043
PVT 20722598
2LT 0-418439
SSGT20711510
PFC 36287484
PFC 37027270
PFC 37038802
SSGT37028312
PVT 37003891
PFC 37027719
CAPT0-436105
PFC 36637948
PFC 37034510
PVT 35908805

ST
SD
ND
KS
NY
MD
PA
CA
KS
WI
WV
IL
MS
CA
MA
CT
ND
WV
CA
ND
ND
OK
MA
ND
IL
PA
MA
ND
Ml
ND
CA
NE
ND
ND
ND
OH
OR
MA
MO
ND
MT
AZ
TX
TX
ND
CA
NE
ND
ND
CA
OR
ND
NE
IL
ND
WI
MN
SD
ND
MO
ND
MS
IL
NE
IN

Death
15-Apr-45
14-Feb-45
22-Nov-42
29-Aug-44
2-Jul-45
7-May-45
28-Jul-45
14-0ct-45
26-0ct-42
7-May-45
26-Aug-44
23-Jan-44
1-Jul-45
8-May-45
26-May-45
21 -Jul-42
22-Feb-45
29-Apr-45
20-Feb-45
6-Mar-45
30-Apr-45
1-Jan-44
25-Nov-42
17-Aug-44
7-Jul-45
21-Feb-45
21-Nov-42
18-May-45
16-Apr-45
25-May-45
1-Mar-45
27-Dec-43
21-Nov-42
23-Nov-42
26-Mar-44
15-Jun-45
21-Feb-45
20-0ct-42
18-0ct-42
20-Feb-45
15-Mar-44
13-Feb-46
21-Feb-45
21 -Nov-42
1O-Nov-42
22-Nov-42
19-Jan-44
26-0ct-42
30-Nov-42
19-Jan-44
14-Jan-43
10-Nov-42
24-Nov-42
21-Feb-45
28-Dec-43
5-Nov-42
25-Feb-45
20-Feb-45
26-0ct-42
26-Nov-42
5-Jun-44
27-Feb-45
21-Nov-42
15-Apr-45

Cem
MANILA
MANILA
HAWAII
MANILA
MANILA
MANILA
MANILA
MANILA
HAWAII
MANILA
MANILA
MANILA*
MANILA
MANILA
MANILA
HAWAII
MANILA
MANILA
MANILA*
MANILA
MANILA
MANILA
HAWAII
MANILA
MANILA
MANILA
HAWAII
MANILA
MANILA
MANILA
MANILA
MANILA
HAWAII
HAWAII
MANILA
MANILA
MANILA
HAWAII
HAWAII
MANILA
MANILA
MANILA*
MANILA
HAWAII
HAWAII
HAWAII
MANILA
HAWAII
HAWAII
MANILA
HAWAII
HAWAII
HAWAII
MANILA
MANILA
HAWAII
MANILA
MANILA
HAWAII
HAWAII
MANILA
MANILA
HAWAII
MANILA

Name
KITSMILLER CARLL
KMIECIK LOUISE
KOPF PAULE
KORDA JOHAWAII A
KRAWCZYK JOE A
LOCKNER LOUIS W
LUNDY WALLACE D
MAHLSTEDT ALFRED H
MAHOWALD EDMUND F
MASTEL MATTHIAS
MCLAREN FRANCIS R
MCSHANE JOHAWAII F JR
MERCER ROY D
MIDGARDEN GLENN
MOKROS GERHARD P
MONTGOMERY CHRISTIAN
MONTGOMERYWALTERB
MOORMAN WILLIAM N
MORGAN CLYDE G
NIMETH JOSEPH M
NULLE EDWARD H
O'CONNELL RAYMOND J
OLSON KENNETH R
OLSON SHERMAN R
ORTEGA GEORGE D
OWENS ROY R
PANETTIERE ANDREW H
PARENTEAU EUGENE J
PAULSON WENDELL A
PEDERSEN EL TON L
PEMBERTON WELFORD E
PFAFF LESTER R
PHILLIPS HARVEY J
PIERCE MAX E
PINKHAM WILLIAM E
PRICE JACK
RESTEMAYER STANLEY H
ROCKHOLT GORDON R
RUIZ RUDOLPHO C
RUTH HAROLD C
SCHMALFUSS MANFRED E
SHARROCK JACK A
SHIPE RICHARD L
SHUSTER JOSEPH
SIMPSON JAMES C
SLOULIN KERMIT G
SPERL JOSEPH M
STEPHENSON GEORGE H
SWENSON TRUMAN G
SYGULLA ALEX G
SYVERSON DONALD A
TETLAK CARL F
THOMPSON DOUGLAS W
THOMSON TILMAN A
TOMASKI PAUL
TOMCZYK ADAME
UPDEGRAFF CHARLES R
VANDERWERFF MARION
VELCOFF MURRAY
VETTEL CARLE
VORNHOLT MARDEL D
WHITLOCK SAMUEL H
ZAPATA REYNALDO S
ZERFACE HAROLD S

Rank Service#
PFC 20721935
PVT 37034989
PVT 35899803
TEC5 32386914
TEC4 20710507
CPL 37028179
SSGT20710510
PFC 37028505
SSGT37028364
TSGT37027555
SGT 36300810
PFC 32799652
PVT 34988919
PVT 37027735
PVT 37026958
PFC 37027375
PFC 36050156
PFC 34624778
SGT 20711181
PFC 36300747
PFC 37027642
CPL 20710541
SSGT20711247
PVT 37027753
SGT 39163935
PVT 34548102
CAPT0-358340
PFC 31261697
PFC 37028376
PVT 37028367
PVT 33524665
2LT 1698125
SSGT20711301
PVT 35099506
PFC 38390120
PVT 37522024
SSGT20710028
PVT 34913251
PFC 39857981
PVT 39082561
PVT 35885521
CPL 20721948
PFC 35727621
PVT 37028379
PFC 34604931
2L T 1698000
CPL 37028166
SSGT20711245
PFC 36816765
PFC 37028297
SGT 20711327
2L T 1329413
SSGT20710770
1LT 0-884930
PFC 36658415
PVT 36638600
PFC 36678502
PVT 37027892
PVT 32170842
2L T 1697964
PVT 20711713
PVT 44032493
PVT 38678286
PVT 37028634

ST
NE
NE
IN
NJ
ND
MN
ND
MN
ND
ND
IL
NY
MS
ND
MN
MN
IL
MS
ND
IL
ND
ND
ND
ND
CA
FL
MO
MA
MN
ND
VA
ND
ND
IN
LA
KS
ND
TN
AZ
CA
OH
NE
IN
MN
NC
ND
MN
ND
WI
ND
ND
RI
ND
ND
IL
IL
IL
SD
NY
ND
ND
FL
TX
ND

Death
1-Sep-44
21-Nov-42
26-Feb-45
29-May-45
13-Jan-43
26-0ct-42
24-Feb-45
21-Nov-42
20-Feb-45
21-Feb-45
17-Feb-45
29-Apr-45
12-Feb-45
18-0ct-42
5-Nov-42
21-Nov-42
21-Nov-42
24-May-45
1O-Nov-42
2-Dec-42
3-Mar-45
20-Nov-42
21 -Feb-45
5-Nov-42
20-Mar-45
7-Aug-44
23-Nov-42
7-Jun-45
21-Nov-42
22-Nov-42
24-Feb-45
13-Jan-43
1-Mar-45
3-Jan-45
17-Apr-45
26-Jun-44
7-Apr-43
29-Apr-45
21-Feb-45
13-Jan-43
19-May-45
13-Jan-43
21-Feb-45
23-Nov-42
21 -Feb-45
21-Nov-42
26-0ct-42
27-Feb-45
25-Feb-45
13-Jan-43
21-Jul-44
20-Mar-45
4-May-45
29-Mar-44
16-Feb-45
8-Aug-44
7-Mar-45
22-Nov-42
1-Dec-42
21-Nov-42
20-Nov-42
3-May-45
18-Apr-45
21-Nov-42

Cem
MANILA
HAWAII
MANILA
MANILA
MANILA*
HAWAII
MANILA
HAWAII
MANILA
MANILA
MANILA
MANILA
MANILA
HAWAII
HAWAII
HAWAII
HAWAII
MANILA
HAWAII
HAWAII
MANILA
HAWAII
MANILA*
HAWAII
MANILA*
MANILA
HAWAII
MANILA*
HAWAII
HAWAII
MANILA
MANILA*
MANILA
MANILA*
MANILA
MANILA
HAWAII
MANILA
MANILA*
MANILA*
MANILA
MANILA*
MANILA
HAWAII
MANILA
HAWAII
HAWAII
MANILA
MANILA
MANILA*
MANILA
MANILA
MANILA
MANILA
MANILA
MANILA
MANILA
HAWAII
HAWAII
HAWAII
HAWAII
MANILA
MANILA
HAWAII

*Listed on the Tablets of the Missing in Manila
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DUES, NE~S, \fIE~S, & MISC.,
Dear 1641h Infantry Association: I really enjoy reading
the newsletter and I read all of it. The News is a
valuable and treasured source of information about
my fellow soldiers in the 1641h . Thank you for a great
job. William H. Dailey, Co A, Hayesville, NC
I'm so sorry I didn't pay my membership this last year.
I've been battling cancer. I had been putting the
News letters aside with my Dad's war history stuff,
thinking I'd catch up later. The other day, I was finally
reading them and discovered I was "AWOL". Even
tho Dad is now gone, I'm continuing my collection to
pass on to my nephew who is a "lifer" in the
Air Force. Keep up the good work. The
history of the 1641h is so very interesting. I
only wish I'd discovered it sooner so Dad
could have contributed more and maybe
connected with an old war buddy before his passing.
Debbie Angles [Frederick Fluharty H2, WIA Cebu]
Edward J Goff, was my father.
He was in
Headquarters Company, [SN 20709950]. Our family
would appreciate anyone who has any pictures of our
dad while he was in the 1641h . I do know that he was
a friend to Eddie and Pete Burns. My uncle was
Charles Stimmel, Co I & Hqs Co who was KIA on
Guadalcanal on 23 November 1942.
If you knew them, please write to me: Kathy Goff
Olson, 15141 52d St SE, Leonard, ND 58052

Editor: When I searched for information about Ed
Goff, I discovered that he died a hero after the war.
Above, a photo of his military funeral, where some of
his pall bearers were 1641h comrades.
From Fargo Forum & Daily Tribune, July 28, 1953, p.
1.§.;_ "Fargo Father of 3 Drowned in Vain Attempt to
Rescue Swimmer Swept Over North Dam".
Edward J. Goff drowned when he attempted to
rescue a swimmer, Floyd Huckeby, who was swept
over the north dam on the Red River, July 26, 1953.
Edward Goff left his car and ran into the river and
attempted to rescue the swimmer. Chester Moe,
Fargo, who was fishing threw a fishline to the men but
it snapped as Goff grabbed the line. Goff's body was
found about 200 feet downstream from the dam. Mr.
Goff was a 35 year old father of three from Fargo.
Huckeby was a 29 year old farm laborer from
Edgeley, ND
Photo credit Fargo Forum, found online thru NDSU Institute for Regional Studies.
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Coincidence Solves a Mystery: A man named
Francis Doll from Minnesota phoned your Editor one
day to ask about ordering a copy of the book, stating
that he knew his brother Joseph Lawrence Doll had
been in the America! Division and thought he was in
the 1641h, but didn't know for sure. I asked him to
send a photo of his brother Joe when he sent in the
check for the book so I could post it in the News. "I
only have one from WWII", he said, and sent it in,
along with a note saying that Joe had been in the
Army for about 5 years and had been a 2nd Lieut. He
died in 1990 from severe asthma.
Meanwhile, I had asked Sgt Maj Al Kleinhuizen
from Hqs Co, 151 Bn, to send photos from his WWII
album for scanning.
Among his photos was
one marked "Joe Doll"
and a comparison of
the left ear verified it
was the same Joe.
Sgt Maj Al said "give
him my phone number
.
269-962-0888 and I'll
fill him in on Joe's activity with Hqs Co S-2 Section".
I enjoy every issue of the 164m Infantry News
magazine and am passing them on to my daughter to
keep for her grandchildren. Thomas R. Evans,
Alexander City, AL
Looking for Frank Currieri, Co F, last known address
was in Chicago. Contact Michael Beatini (LM)(WWII)
Co F, 39 Highland Rd, Montvale, NJ 07645
Book Errata Data
[mistakes in the first printing of "They Were Ready"]
1. Page 113 & index: References to John McCarthy,
(as he was known to some) should be changed to
proper name Kevin McCarthy.
2 . Photo #23 incorrectly ID'd Al Wiest who is 2nd
from left. Photo is below L-R: Joseph V "Red" Meyers
(A Co?), Albert F. Wiest (M Co), Anton L. Beer (K
Co), Kenneth A. Williams (L Co), & Herald (yes, it's
spelled that way) L. Crook, possibly E Co.

Please notice all the new Members and new
Associate Members on page 53!! Many of them
found us via the internet or because of the book.
They all would appreciate contact from members
who remember them or their family's 154th
soldier. Many of their stories will be in future
issues of the News-you might be able to help
them Qather important family history!
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&MISC

Lucille Smith, former wife of Stanley Egeland, Co M, sent in these photos in hopes
hopes that, if anyone recognizes themselves or family members, they would contact her
at 28127 46th Ave S, Auburn, WA 98001

New Caledonia Seeks Information
for New Museum

Fiji Looks for WWII Era Photos
for Historical Research

Looking for America! veterans who can provide
information about serving in New Caledonia at
the beginning of WWII , to be used in a new
museum that will be built in Oua Tom (next to the
city of La Foa), a former US airfield. One of the
museum spaces will be dedicated to the US
presence in New Caledonia. We wish to collect
oral history & restore a DUCK named "Christy".
Mail to:
Malia Terebo,
Direction de la Culture de la Province Sud,
PB 2365, 98846
NOUMEA CEDEX, NEW CALEDONIA.
Email: Malia. terebo@province-sud.nc

The Museum in Fiji is interested in any photos
the 164th may have on Suva (or anywhere in Fiji)
in WWII times when they were stationed here for
rest and training, as we are trying to look at the
landscape/ architecture before development had
changed it ...
Regards
Ms. Sagale Buadromo
Director, Fiji Museum
PO Box 2023, Gov't Bldgs
SUVA, FIJI ISLANDS
Email: fijimuseum@kidanet.net.fj

Thanks to Jim Fenelon for sending this into the News

Members: If you have any such photos, I can
help you scan them for emailing or mailing to
either location.

To WWII members: if you have any copies of old unit rosters or orders with lists of 164th names, would
you please consider sending them to your Editor to help with research and inquiries from family members?
Your photos, especially with anyone identified, are also very valuable for research and identification!
The 164th Infantry News, July 2010
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Descendants of Company E
A meeting of the descendants of Co E in July went so
well that they're planning another get together next
year at the old Williston Armory. They invite all Co E
family members and friends, and plan to share stories
as well as photos, memorabilia, and display items that
their "soldiers" have passed down.
Top: Dona Forsberg, Bob Jeffrey (WWII, Co E),
Daniel Jeffrey (baseball cap)
2 nd from top: Pat Cherrey, Betty Cherrey, Lloyd
Edwards, Pete Jeffrey
3rd from top: Cori Lassie (far left), Blake Kerbaugh (far
ri~ht, in front of Pete)
4e from top: Jeannie Lassey, Brandon Lassey
2nd Step up: Doug Smith, Rone Bingemen, Ron Heller,
Dave Rockstead
Bottom Step: Tom Wilder
photo by Kyle Mayhugh, Williston Herald, kmayhugh@willistonherald.com

NEXT Get Together: 14-16 October 2011
Williston, ND (get reservations early-oil boom)
Contact Blake Kerbaugh
bkerbaugh@hotmail.com Cell Phone 701-205-0944
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. :1TRUMAN IN OFHCE
Old newspapers from 13 April 1945
(above) and 7 May 1945 (below)
announce the news from other parts of
the world.
These newspapers are
from the collection of Genevieve
Swenson [Kenneth, Co M, Grand
Forks], and are a wonderful addition to
~ 164 reference files.

On 25 June 1950, the
North Korean Army
began an offensive to
invade South Korea
that resulted in the
capture of the capital,
Seoul, within four days .
·~~~~~~lill!~!!;!;:a The US, UK, and other
~
members of the UN
moved to actively defend South Korea - an effort that
would last until July 27, 1953, when negotiations
concluded and fiahtina ended .
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GIVES UP UNCONDITIONALLY
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II[

20th Anniversarv

Desert Shield & Desert
Storm or Persian Gulf
War was waged against
Iraq by a UN-authorized
coalition force led by the
US and UK. It started 2
August 1990, and ended
28 February 1991 .

It was thankfully not the "Mother of all Battles" predicted
bv lraai dictator. Saddam Hussein.
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N£W wWII MEMBRR$Sttt
Eldridge L. Bates, (LM) WWII Co M, 261 Elmwood Dr, Dalton, GA 30721 [Recruited thru the America/ Journa~
Stan B. Castro, (LM) WWII Co F, Clovis, CA 93611 (Recruited thru the America/ Journaij Story Page 26-27
Willard Chauvin, Sr., WWII Co E, Raceland, LA 56520 [grandson found us thru the internet] Story Page 23
Henry Dietrich, (LM) WWII Co C, St Thomas, ND 58276 [recruited by your Editor]
Harvey L. Hansen, WWII Co B, Ossipee, NH 03890 [Recruited thru the America/ Journa~
Carl R. Lauritsen, WWII Co K, Santa Barbara, CA [Recruited thru the America/ Journa~
James E Morrison, WWII Co D, Tarkio, MO 64491 [grandson found us thru the internet] Story Page 24
Harold Overbeck, WWII Co F, Spokane, WA 99206 [located through Merrill's Marauders research]
Dennis Prindiville WWII Co I, Spokane, WA 99224 [contacted us about the book!!]
Russell J. Schmoker, (LM) WWII, Co L, Jamestown, ND [recruited by grand-nephew who is in the ND Nat'I Guard]

NEW ASSOCIATE LIFE MEMBERS*(identified by *)
1

Sandra L Bellman (LM)*, Hastings, NE 68901 [daughter of Richard Mohling, LRC 3Jun77]
Capt (ret) Tim Biggins (LM)*, Damascus, MN 20872 [son Frederick Biggins, Last Roll Call this issue]
Lois Blomstrann (LM)*, New Britain, CT 06053 [wife of Emil, Co E, Last Roll Call Mar 10 issue]
Daniel E. Buchannan (LM)'\ Jamestown, ND 58401, Co H
Robert Greenfield (LM)*, Montvale, NJ 07045 [son Abraham Greenfield, WWII Hqs Co, Last Roll Call this issue]
Marge Griffin (LM)*, Decatur, GA 30030 [daughter of Ray Griffin, WWII Co C, LRC 28Feb01]
Mike Griffin (LM)*, Wahpeton, ND [son of Ray Griffin, WWII Co CJ
David L Jeffrey (LM)*, Midland, Ml 48640 [son of member Robert Jeffrey, WWII Co E, Williston]
James R. Jore (LM)*, Richfield, MN 55423 [Son of Julian Jore, Co L]
Col (ret) Jeffrey Jore (LM)*, Alexandria, VA 22310 [Son of Julian Jore, Co L]
Jeannie Lassey (LM)*, Sidney, MT 59270 [daughter of Earl "Red" Cherrey, Co E]
Frank Mastel (LM)*, Silver Spring, MD 20906 [Nephew of Matthew Mastel, WWII Co C, KIA Philippines] See Pg 49
Denise McCollum (LM)*, Germantown, MD 20874 [daughter Virgil Cossett, WWII Hqs Co]
LTC (ret) Tom Melina (LM)*, Rolling Meadows, IL 60008 [Nephew Emil Oelschlager, Co D, LRC 17Mar95]
Dave Oehlke (LM)*, Devils Lake, ND 58301 [Nephew of member Ralph Oehlke, Band/AntiTank]
Dorothy Olson (LM)*, Valley City, ND 58072 [wife of Vince, Co G, Last Roll Call this issue]
Richard A Ruud (LM)*, Parshall, ND 58770 [nephew of Art Anderson, WWII AntiTank Co, May95]
Mary F. Riggs (LM)*, Encinitas, CA 92024 [daughter of Art Timboe, WWII, LRC 14Jun96]
SFC Brian E. Schmoker (LM)*, Dickinson, ND [grand-nephew of Russel Schmoker, Co L, a new Life Member!]
Suzanne Scotten (LM)*, Colfax, CA 95713 [niece of Milland Peterson, Anti-Tank]
Charles Wilder (LM)*, Williston, ND 58801 [son of Jerry Wilder, WWII Co E, LRC 26Sep91]

NEW ASSOCIATE M£MBERS*{ID£NJT1FIED BY*)
Leonard S. Bernhoft*, Tacoma, WA 98406 [Nephew Alvin Leonard Bernhoft, Co E, KIA Leyte]
Helen Hoffman*, Phoenix, AZ 85022 [daughter of Marvin Seas, Co K??, LRC 19apr97]
Stanley H Morrison*, Geneva, IL [brother of Roy Morrison, Hqs 1st Bn]
Fred Parks Ill, Bismarck, ND 58501 [grandson of Fred R. Parks Sr, Reg't Hqs]
Doyle Schulz*, Bismarck, ND 58501 [related to Murphy Fox, Co DJ
Roger Seas*, Brookings, SD 58006 [brother of Marvin Seas, Co K???]
Bill Shedd*, Laguna Beach, CA [son of Milton Shedd, Co E]
Carol Siegert*, Hunter, ND 58048 [niece of James McGunn, WWII Co L]
Thomas M. Weigel*, Bismarck, ND 58501 [nephew of John Weigel WWII Co A]
Tom Wilder, Will iston, ND 58801 [son of Jerry Wilder, WWII Co E, LRC 26Sep91]
Paula Winsyke*, Sheyenne, ND 58374 [daughter of James A Pfeiffer, WWII Co F, LRC Oct75]

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS UPGRADED TO LIFE
1

Mattie Louise Cagle (LM)*, Huntsville, AL [wife of E.J. Cagle (LM)(WWII) Co E]
Larry Holt (LM)*, Napoleon, ND [son of John Holt, Co C / Merill's Marauders]
Donald "Dandy" Stewart (LM)*, Edmond, OK [Vietnam Veteran, friend of the 1641h]
William M. Tuff (LM)*, West Fargo, ND [son of John Tuff, Co M]
(ret) Ralph Wood (LM)(K) Co M / Svc Co, Grand Forks, ND
Tom Zakel*, McArthur, OH [brother-in-law of Lorraine Radune(LM)* whose husband was Robert, Co A]

ADDRESS CHANGES
Warren 0. Brodie (LM)(WWII) Co H, 44 Ledge Rd, Pelham, NH 03076
David Dougan (LM)*, 17318 Edsall Dr, Spring, TX 77388
Gordon C Everett (WWll)(K), 4500 Cambridge St, Apt 135, Duluth, MN 55804
Brian Hahn*, 924 Norlee St, Sebastopol, CA 95472
Laila Burns Hedstrom (LM)*, 210 Dakota Ave, Hoffman, MN 56339
Robert E Jeffrey, (WWII) Co E, 1609 3rd Ave W, Apt 8, Williston, ND 58801
Dr. Zach Johnson (WWII) Co K, 12660 W Berghan St, Boise ID 83709
Edward F. Mulligan (WWII) 2nd Bn Medic, 315 Country Lane, Apt 8, Durand, WI 54736 [usps notification]
Ralph Oehlke (WWII) Band/AntiTank, 214 2nd Ave, Enderlin, ND 58027 (their farm was flooded, spring 2009)
Edna Rahn*, 1503 2nd Ave NW, Mandan, ND 58554
Max Straka (WWII), 1033 Gerschwin Ave N, #402, Oakdale, MN 551 28
Joyce Tongen*, 61 Borg Dr, Mountain, ND 58262
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8 Lloyd V. Anderson (WUl[I) 17Jul 08
Fredenck F. Biggins (Wtt71) Co ?, 7 Mar 10
Jack Brookens (WU!ll), Co ?, 29 Aug 08
8 Richard J. Bush (WU!ll) Co F, 14 Apr 10
JC Walton Criswell (WU!ll) Co F, 11 Jan 09
8 Paul Dickerson (WU!ll) Co A, 5 Aug 10
Abraham Greenfield (WU!ll) Hqs Co, 20 Feb 04
8 LaudieJ. Hannel (Wtt71) Co.K, 14Jun 09
Edison Lyall Henning (WU!ll) Co L, 3Jan 10
8 Ole Legaard (WU!ll) Co E, 1Mar10
8 Treumann Lykken (WU!ll) Co G 24Jul 10
Hugh 1 Massee (WU!ll) Band/Medic, 1 Jan 10
Alexander D. MacGibbon (WU!ll) Reg't Hqs, 11 Mar 10
HaIIY T. Nahigian (WU!ll) Co ?, 15Apr 05
8 Vincent Olson (K) Co G, 31 May 10
Earl H. Restemayer (K) Co A, 17Jan 10
Joseph A . Rubera (WU!ll) Co A, 8 Mar 10
8 Kenneth L. Sandhop (WU!ll) Co B, 1Jul10
8 Alvin Tollefsrud (WU!ll) Co L, 12 May 10
- - - • Harry T. Nahigian, 85, died 15 Apr 05, at
a Hospice Center in Rhode Island. He was
in the 1641h in Bougainville, Philippines, &
Japan, attaining the rank of Captain and
earning a Bronze Star w/OLC.
He is
survived by wife Elizabeth, children Carol
and Thomas, and one grandson.
Edison Lyall Henning, 88, passed away
3 Jan 10 in Hillsboro, ND, home of Co L.
After the war, he assembled P-51 and B25 aircraft, operated Hillsboro Hardware, &
a Dairy Queen, & worked for the County
Hwy Dept. His wife, lone, preceded him;
he is survived by children Toni , Sharon,
Laurel , Bill; 8 grand- & 9 great grandchildren.
Earl H. Restemayer, 80, passed away 17
Jan 10 in Cavalier, ND, home of Co A (K).
From 1950 to 1952, he worked with mines
and booby traps in Korea. He was
discharged as a Master Sergeant and
...__.__ farmed after the war. He is survived by
Helen, wife of 56 years; sons Jeff, Steve, & Doug;
and 5 grandchildren.
Hugh I. Massee, died 1 Jan 10
in Boise, ID. He joined the 164th
._,,..,..... Infantry Band (sax), and was
assigned as a medic on
Guadalcanal earning a purple
heart and bronze star. He
worked his way to President of
Dakota Electric Const, Fargo, retiring to Idaho in
1986. Preceded by son, Douglas, & wife Florence;
survived by son , Dale, and 2 grandchildren.
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~ 164 Association Member
A 164 other than WWII o r K

ir

Ole Norman Legaard, 91, died
1 Mar 10, at a Missouri Hospital. He was born near Fortuna,
ND, and served in Co E. In
March, 1945, he married Coy
and they operated a Dairy farm.
Ole was preceded by sons,
Garry and Steven; survived by his wife, Coy; son,
David; two daughters-in-law, Susan & Rochelle; 3
grand- & 2 great-grandchildren.
Joseph A. Rubera, died in
Connecticut 8 Mar 10. He saw
action on Leyte, Bougainville, &
Guadalcanal, & was awarded
a Purple Heart. Survived by wife
~ =--- Jennie; daughters Nancy &
Joan; 6 grand-, and 1 great grandchild .
Jack Brookens, 89, originally from South Dakota,
died in California 29 Aug 08. He was a T5 in WWII
and is buried in the Black Hills National Cemetery.
Lloyd V. Anderson, died 17 Jul 08 in Puyallup, WA.
No other information is available.
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Alexander D. "Sandy" MacGibbon , 87,
died unexpectedly 11 Mar 10 at his home
in Illinois. An Eagle Scout, he joined the
1
164th in Oct 39 to help pay for college.
After the war, he earned a PhD and taught
English. Survived by Jackie, wife of 63
years; 5 children: Dr. Ann; Mary; Martha;
Duncan; & John, 7 grand- & 2 great grand children.

Abraham Greenfield passed
away on 20 Feb 04, just 19
days after his 84th birthday. He
was stricken with Parkinson's
Disease. He was preceded by
wife, Ruth. His son Rob is a
new Assoc. Life member and
has submitted a story for a future issue of the News.

Frederick F. Biggins, 86, died
7 Mar 10 in New Jersey. He
1 fought in both Theaters in WWII
and 2 tours in Vietnam. A 1641h
rifle squad leader, he was
wounded on Cebu. Retired as
Command Sgt Major, 1st Air Calvary Division. Awards
include Legion of Merit, Purple Heart, 5 Bronze Stars,
Air Medal, Combat Infantry Badge. Survived by wife
of 60 years, Maria; sons Paul & Tim, 1 grandchild.

JC Walton Criswell, 86, passed away 11
Jan 09 in California.
He served 17
_
months as a light machine gunner with
.: Company F. He was eligible for disability
but never applied, stating he did not do
anything but his duty.He's survived by
daughter Estelle.

Richard John Bush, 86, died 14 Apr 10,
at a Hospital in Fargo. He served in
Company F in the South Pacific and was
i~~'1'11i~ 111• 1discharged on 6 Sep 45. He retired from
the Fargo Police Department in 1984 after
.___,. serving 37 years. Survived by wife of 63
- .....-- ........ years, Gloria; children John, Karen,
Susan, & Kathy; 8 grand-, & 8 great grandchildren.
164th Infantry Association Vice President Vincent
~ - - ~ - C. Olson, 81, died 31 May at home in
Valley City. He mobilized with Co G and
served in Korea with the 7th Infantry
, Division. He operated a funeral home
from 1955-84, served 3 terms in the ND
State Legislature, and was active in
community affairs. He leaves wife of 59
years, Dorothy; children, Beth, Linda, David, Connie,
& Dan; and 7 grandchildren.
Alvin Tollefsrud, 91, Fargo ND
died peacefully on 12 May 10
~ r.il""lii\l'.. surrounded by his family and
loved ones. He served in the
1641h from 1941-1946, and
travelled back to Guadalcanal
on the 501h Anniv of WWII trip.
Alvin was preceded by Marion, wife of 61 years.
Survived by children Mary, Neil, & Jane; 7 grand- & 5
great grandchildren.
Kenneth L. "Sandy" Sandhop,
85, died 1 Jul 1O in his sleep
due to pneumonia complications. He earned the Bronze
Star for pulling his wounded
squad leader to safety on
Leyte (story Mar 10 issue). He
later attained the rank of Sergeant. He is survived by
wife of 63 years, Dorothy; children Ron, Carl, Phil,
Devin, & Loren; 7 grand- & 3 great-grand children.
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Treumann J Lykken, 90, died 24 July
10 from complications of a broken hip.
On his 21st birthday he joined the 1641h
Infantry and served thru 1945. He was
1975 State Legion Commander. He
retired from Sears in 1982. Survived by
Diane; Debra; Gary; Warren; Gregory;
6 grand-, 6 great grandchildren, and special friend
Eloise McCabe. Preceded by wife, Margaret.
Paul E Dickerson, 85, passed away 5
· Aug 10. He served proudly in the 164th
K~ mo1"•Q from 1943 to 1945. Paul graduated in
1950 from Ohio Northern University as a
pharmacist. Paul is survived by his loving
wife of 63 years Mary; five children,
Paula, Patrick, Pamela, James and Thomas; 12
grandchildren; five great grandchildren.

t~ OM, T ~ ti P~
Darrel C. Harstad, aka "Darrel the
Driver", 78, died 19 Apr 10. Many 1641h
reunion attendees will remember smiling
face of the man who picked them up at
the airport, drove them around town, and
-..-• helped with many tasks at the reunions.
Darrel served in the Army 1952-1954. He then drove
tractors, trucks, tour buses, courtesy cars, and VA
vans. He is survived by daughter Lori, a grandson,
and close friend Lavonne Zinck.
Doris Beatini, 85, died 15 Jan 10, from cancer and a
subsequent stroke. Doris is survived by husband
Michael (LM)(WWII), Company C; children Michael,
Thomas, Mark, & Nanda; 4 grandchildren; and a cat
named Mario. Paul, their youngest son, died on 9/11
in World Trade Center Tower 2 collapse.
Jewel Rivinius, 87, died peacefully in her
daughter's home in Moorhead, MN, on 18
Oct 09. Jewel is survived by husband of
63 years, Walter (WWII) Co F; daughter
Gayle, six grand- & 1 great grand child .
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